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OFFICE  Con

Code of Ethics
The  purpose  a(  these  cclnonS   is  tO  formulate  guiding  principles  o£  professional  conduct
tor   foresters   in   their   relations   with   each    Other,   With   their   employers,   Clnd   With   the
public.     The   observance   of   these   cc[nons   secures   decent   CInd   hOnOrC[ble    Professional
clnd   human   relationships,   establishes   enduring   mutuCII   COnlidence   and   respect,   and
enables   ,he    profession   to   give   its   mcIXimum   Service.
Professional   I.i(a
1.     The   prolessionctl  forester   will   utilize
his   knowledge   clad   Skill   for   the   beneli'
a(   society.     He   will   co-operc[te   in   extend-
ing   the    effectiveness   ol   the   forestry   pro-
(ession  by  interchanging   information   ctnd
experienc'e   with   other   foresters,    cmd   by
contributing     to     the     work     of     lores'ry
societies,   as8OCia,ions,   SChOOIS   and   Publi-
cations.
2.     He  will  advertise  only  in  c[  dignified
mclnner,     setting    forth    in     truthful    clnd
factual    stcltementS    the     Services     he     is
prepared    to    render    tor   his    prospective
clients  and  for  the   public.
Relc,lions  With  the  Public
3.     He    will    strive    for   correct    clnd    in-
creasing   knowedge    of   forestry    ctnd    the
dissemincltion     ol     this     knowledge,     clnd
will   discourage   odd   c:ondemn  the   sprecfd-
ing    of    untrue,    unfair    and    exaggerclted
stc[tements   conc'erning   forestry.
4.     He    will   not    issue   stcltementS,    Criti-
cism,   or   arguments   on   matters   connected
with   public   forestry   policies,   without   in-
dicctting    at    the    same    time,    on    wh.ose
behalf   he   is   acting.
5.    When  serving   c[s  an   expert  witness
on   forestry  mc[tlers,  in  c[  public  or  privclte
fcICt   finding   PI'OCeeding,   he   Will   base   his
testimony   on   adequcI'e   knOWedge   OI   the
subject    matter,    and   render    his    opinion
on   his  own  honest  convictions.
6.     He     will     relrclin     from     expressing
publicly  an  opinion  on  cl  technical  SubjeC,
unless  he  is  informed  as  to   the   (acts   re-
lclting  thereto,  Cmd  Will  not  distort  Or  With-
hold  data   of  a  substan,icll  Or  Other  nCIture
for   the   purpose   of  substclntiating   a   point
of   view.
Relations  With   Clients,   Principchs   and
Employers
7.     He   will   be    loyc[I   'o   his   client   or   to
the  orgclniZatiOn   in  Which  he  is  employed
and   will   lclithlully   perform   his   work   and
assignments.
8.    He   will   present   clearly   the   conse-
quenc'es   ,a   be    expected   from   deviation-.
proposed  if  his  professional  forestry   judg-
ment   is   overruled   by   nontechnical   auth-
ority    in    c'cISeS    Where    he    iS    responsible
for   the   tec'hnical   cldequaCy   Of   forestry   or
relclted   Work.
9.     He   will   not   voluntclrily    disc`lose   in-
formation   concerning   the   business   alfclirs
of    his    employers,    principals    Or    Clients,
whic'h    they    desire    to    keep    c'onfidential,
unles  express  permission   is-first  obtained.
lO.     He   will  not,  without  the  lull  knowl-
edge    clnd    consent    ol    his    client    or    em-
player,   have   Qn   interest   in   any   business
which     may     I-nfluenc'e     his     J'udC,ment     in
regard     to    the    work    for    which    he    is
engaged.
1l.     He   will    not,   for   the   same   servic'e,
c[c'cept    compensation    OI    any    kind,    other
than     from   -his    client,    princ'ipal,    or    em-
plover,  without  lull  disc'losure,  knowledge
ctnd   `consent   of   all   pctrties   c'oncerned.
l2.     He    will    engage,    Or    advise     his
client   or   employer   to   engctge,   other   ex-
perts   and   specicllistS   in   forestry   and   re-
lated   fields  whenever   the  client's   or   em-
ployer's    interest   would   be    bes,    served
by    such    actions,    and    will    co,operate
freely  with  them  in  their work,
R®lations   With   Professional   Foroslers
l3.     He   will   ctt   GILL   times   Strive   tO   Pro,
teat     the    lores'ry    profession    c'ollec,ive)y
and    individually    ]rom    misrepresentcltion
and   misunders,anding.
l4.    He    will    c[id    in    safeguarding    the
profession    ctgc]inst    the    cldmiSSiOn    'O    its
rclnkS   OI   persons    unquctlified   becc[use   of
lack   Of   good    moral    ChCII'CICter   Or   Of   Ode-
quote   training.
l5.    In   writing  or   in   speech  he   will  be
scrupulous   to   give   full   c'redi'   ,o    others,
in    so    far    CIS    his    knowledge     goes,    for
procedures   and   methods   devised   or   dis-
covered     and     ideas     advanced     or    aid
given.
l6.    He   will  not  intentionallv  and  with-
9ut   just   Cause,   direC'tly   or   in-directly,    in-
jure   the   reputation   or   busines   ol   clnother
forester.
17.     If   he   hcls  substantial  and   convinc-
ing    evidence    of    unprofessionc[l    conduct
ol  c,  forester,   he  will  present  the   informa-
lion   to   the   proper   authority  for   cICtiOn.
l8.    He   will   not   compete   with   another
forester  on  ,he  basis  ol  charges  for  Work
by    underbidding     through    reduc'tion    ol
his    quoted    lee   after   being   informed   ol
the   Ice   cluO'ed   by   a   C-OmPetitOr.
l9.     He   will   not   use   the   advc[ntclgeS   Of
a    salaried   position   to   compete    unfairly
wi,h   another  forester.
20.     He    will     not    attempt    to    supplant
another   forester   in   a   partic'ular   employ-
meat,  aI,er  becoming  awclre  that  the  lc[tter
has  been   definitely  engaged.
2l.     He    will    not    review    the    work     oI
ctnother  lore§ter,  for  the   lctt'er's  employer,
without  the  other's  knowledge,  unless  ,he
lcltter'S    Connection     With     the    work     has
been   terminclted.
22.     He  will  base  clll  letters  OI   referenc'e
or    oial   recommendation    on    a   fair    and
unbicISed     evaluation    of    the    party    con-
cerned.
23.     I,   the    best   of   his   ability   he   will
Support,    WOrk    for,    Qnd    adhere    to    the
principles   ol   the   merit   System   of   employ-
ment.
24.      He   will   not   participclte   in   SOliC-iting
or    c'c,llec`tinq    linanc'ial    contributions    from
subordinates     or     emplc,yes     for     political
Purposes.
25.     He     will     uphold    the    princ'iole    of
appropliClte     C[nd     QdequC[te     COmPenSatiOn
for    those     engaged    in   forestry   work,    in-
eluding   those   in   subordincrte   positions,   cr,
belng   in   the   public   interest   c[nd   mclintain-
ing   the   standc[rds   of  the   profession.
(AI)OPTED   BY   THE   SOCIETY   OF  AM£R!CAN   fOBEST£RS)   l948
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We,   the   staff  of   the  4A4EJ  FOREfrER   of   1950,   wish   to
express    our    sincere    appreciation    to    the    students,    faculty
and   alumni   whose  cooperation   made  the  preparation  of  this
issue  a  pleasure.
The    Purpose   of    this   annual   is   to   provide   a    medium   of
contact    between    our    school,    other    forestry    schools,    our
alumni,   and   all  those  interested  in  the  profession  of  forestry.
Dedication
The   AnleI  Forester  Sa;lwle`f  lt`f   Alulnn`l
This  year  forestry  is  in  the  ascendant.    Our  alumni,  who
are  in   the  field  carrying  on  under  the  new  order  of  things,
have  for  us  a  special  significance:   They  represent  the  ability
to   rise    to   emergency,    to   master   difficulty.      This   ability   is
I-efleCted   upon   uS,   the   undergraduates.      It   is   our   potential
heritage,   for   we   and   our   alumni   are   both   descending   from
the  same  Institution.
The  4AIEf  FOREJrER  dedicates  this  publication  to  all
its  alumni-who  have  founded  and  maintained  our  traditions.
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Fifty Years oI Forestry on Private
Lands in New England
By  VINCENT  PIZZANO
NEs:c[FoNnGoLfAtNiDeJctoOun:;StrlPcehoPnletine ::relyUhni1:tteodryS:afteosrir:oe:nn:rya
and  an  area  that  is  heavily  populated,  with many  industrial cities.
Little  thought  is  given  to  its  forests.     They  may  be  surprised   to
find  that  the  major  portion  of  New  England  land  area  is  forest
(Table   1).     Seventy-seven  per  cent  is  forest  land   compared  to
33 per cent in the United States as a whole.
The  forests  are  characterized  by  complex  and  diverse  condi-
tions  of  tree  cover,  soil  and  topography.    Four  major forest types
are  found  in  New  England.     In  the  southern  part  is  found  the
central  hardwoods,  the  oak-hickory  type,  mostly  second  growth,
and  used  chiefly  for  ties  and  fuelwood.    White pine  is  the chief
saw  timber  in  the  central  region,  interspersed  with  the  spruce-fir,
and  the  northem  hardwoods,  the  birch,  beech,  maple.    Northern
New  England  is  largely  spruce-balsam  fir,  used  in  the  main  for
the vast paper and pulp industry.
Ninety-five  per  cent  of   the  forest  land  is  privately  owned,
compared  to  75  per  cent in  the  rest of  the  country.    The  owner-
ship  of  these  forests  is  characterized  chiefly by a  large number  of
small  owners  and  residents  of  the  smaller  communities.   Twenty-
two  per cent of  the  forest  lands  is  in  farm  woodlots,  38  per cent
is  owned  by  non-farmer  owners,   and  40  per  cent  by  industrial
holders.     (Tables 2 and  3).
At  the  turn  of  the  century  timber  was  still  being  "mined."
With  the  exception  of  land  clearing,  cuttings  were  more  or  less"selective"  with  the  removal  of  the  large  sawlogs  of  the  species
desired.    As  the demand  for lumber increased the forests were cut
over  and  over  again  utilizing  smaller  trees  and  more   species  so
that logging operations  tended to become clear cuttings.   The peak
of lumber production was reached in  1907.    There was  practically
no  fire protection  and  forest fires  were almost uncontrolled.   Dis-
ease  was  on  the  rampage.     There  was  a  large   exodus  from  the
sub-marginal  farms  and  pastures,  resulting  in  a  reversion  back  to
forest  land.     A  large  share  of  the  land  was   springing  up  into
weeds  or  undesirable  species.    Taxes  in  most  cases  were  excessive
so  that  the  forest  land  was  stripped  and  let  go for taxes.
There were no public or private  agencies to bring the serious
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forest  problem  ''out  of  the  woods"  and  into  the  light  of  public
scrutiny.
Assistance  in  the  management  of  private  forest  land  dates
well  back  to  the beginning of the century  in New England.
The  Massachusetts  Forest  and  Park  Association,  founded  in
1898,  was among the first important private organizations formed
to  attempt  to  give  the  forests  better  care.    This  organization  was
instrumental in getting an office of State Forester in Massachusetts
in   1904,   and   in   re-establishing   control   work   on   gypsy   moth
control.
As  more  and  more  public-spirited  people  began   to  see  the
immediate  need  for  pressing  forestry  refol-ms,  public  and  quasi-
public   agencies   were   established.     They   attempted   to   assure   a
continuous   and  ample  supply   of  forest  products,   promote  sus-
tained  yield  management,  stabilize communities,  forest  industries,
employment  and  taxable  wealth.    To  make  the  "neglected  acres
productive  acres  was  their  common goal.
Now  each  New  England  state  maintains  a  forestry  depart-
ment  which   is   charged  with   administration  of  the  state-owned
forest  lands   and  forest  fire   protection.     There  is  an  extension
forester   in   each   state   to   give   advice  to   farm   woodlot  owners.
However,  in  recent  years  a  large  number  of  county  or  farm  for-
esters  have  been  employed  to  closer  and  more  detailed  service  to
all   woodlot  owners.     New   Hampshire  and   Vermont  are  both
fortunate  in  having  a  forester  in  each  county  of  the  state.     The
most  important  service  rendered   by  these  county   foresters  is  in
presenting  an  intensive  educational  program  with  the  purpose  of
attempting  to  get  progressive   thinking  among  the  many  forest
woodlot owners.    Several of  the states have  associations of timber-
land owners whose primary aim is fire protection.
A  number  of agencies  cover all of New  England as a  whole.
Among  these  is  the  U.  S.  Forest Service,  Northeastern  Forest Ex-
periment  Station.     Its  staff  is  available  for  advice  to  larger  land
owners  who  are  usually  beyond  the  scope of county foresters.    Its
Wood Utilization  Service has been invaluable in acquainting  oper-
ators  a.nd  timberland  owners  in the latest techniques in harvesting
and market of timber.
The U.  S. Bureau of Entomology and  Plant Quarantine main-
tains  a  forest  insect  laboratory  and  its  agents  enter  into  co-opera-
live  research   and  control  projects  with  the  several  states  and  in-
dividual  land  owners.
The  Office  of  Forest  Pathology,  U.  S.  Bureau  of  Plant  In-
dustry makes similar studies of  forest diseases.
Among the more important semi-public and private  organiza-
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lions  is  the`  New  England  Forestry  Foundation.     This  is  a  non-
profit  organization  formed  to  provide   complete  forestry  service
to  woodland  owners   at  cost.     The  foundation  operates  through
Forest  Management  Centers,  each  with  a  resident  forester.    The
forester  prepares  a  management  plan  for   the  forest,  marks  the
timber,  arranges the sale,  and the cutting  contracts,  and supervises
the operation.    The work of this organization is highly commend-
able,  and more  and more woodlot owners are taking advantage of
its   services.
The  American  Forest  Products  Industries,  Inc.,  is  a  national
non-profit  organization  financed  by  Americajs  forest  industries  to
encourage  public  awareness  of  the  importance  of  our   forest  re-
sources.      Its   more   important   national   movements   are:      Keep
America   Green,   Trees   for  America,   and  American   Tree  Farm
System.
The  Northeastem  Wood  Utilization   Council,   a  non-profit
agency,  was  organized  in  the  main  to  overcome  the  problem  of
markets  for  low  grade  wood.    Other  important  organizations  in-
clude:   New   England   LumbermenJs   Association,    Northeastem
Lumber   Manufacturer's   Association,   Northeast   Pulpwood   Re-
search   Center,   American   Plant   Pest   Committee,   Northeastern
Forest  Disease  and  Insect  Pest  Control  Committee,   Federal  Re-
serve  Bank  of  Boston,  Springfield  Land  Bank  and  Bank  for  Co-
operatives,   Forest   Fire   Wardens   Association,    Forest   Products
Industries    Information    Committee,    and    The    New    England
Council.
While the sustained yield  idea  has  appealed to small woodlot
owners,  they  as  a group  show little  progress  towards  timber man-
agement.    The old method of  {'cut out and get out"  is  still  preva-
lent.    This method results in a condition where the forest property
brings  no  further  return  for  at  least  a  generation,  and  many  of
the  trees   replacing  the  former  stand  are  frequently  of  inferior
qualilty.
A  good  percentage of large timber owners have management
plans  in  operation  on  their  lands.    The number  of foresters  they
:mploy  is  also  increasing.     Many  of  the  companies  are  engaged
ln   reforesting   OPerat10nS   and   research   in   Order   tO   decrease   Or
utilize waste which is  so  prevalent.
In  the New England forests the rate of growth is very favor-
able.    It is estimated that the total annual growth exceeds the  total
drain  by  187o.
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Net Annual Growth  (+)  or Drain  (-)
Million Bd.  Ft.             Million Cu. Ft.
Softwood
Hardwood
Total
-528
+123
+  44
+92
A  study  of  these  figures  would  indicate  that  softwood  saw
timber is  being depleted  at  an alarming rate,  while hardwood saw
timber  is  growing  faster  than  it  is  being  utilized.    At  the  current
rate  of  removal  of  lumber,  pulp  and  paper,  veneer  and  plywood,
fuel   wood  and  other  products,  our  timber  will  theoretically  last
about  forty  years.     This  does  not  account  for  the  loss  from  fire,
insects,  disease, wind,  and  other destructive agents, which amounts
to more  than  2097o  of the quantity  being cut.    Yet such  a view is
not  realistic;  a  sort of creeping paralysis would  set in long before
the last tree was cut,  and  tree growth is  co.n.stantly taking place.
The gain is in cubic feet.    This is only a measure of cellulous
growth.    Too  much  of  this  growth  is  in  undesirable  specie  or  in
inaccessible  areas.     The  timber  stands  are  deteriorating  in  quality
andin  size  (Tables4and  5).
The New England states have some of  the best fire protective
organization  in  the  country  with  very  good  records  for  keeping
tosses  to  a minimum.    One  hundred  per  cent  of  the  land  area  is
under protection.    Records  have been kept for the past  thirty-five
years, and losses have not been excessive.
Losses  from  the  large  number  of  insect  and  disease pests  are
much  higher   than   those  resulting  from   fire.     These  losses  are
harder  to  estimate,   since  in  many  cases  trees  are  not  killed,  but
deformed   (as  by  white  pine  weevil)   and  rendered  worthless  or
less valuable for lumber.  However,  huge quantities of timber have
been  killed  at  various  times.    The  greatest  destruction was  caused
by  the  chestnut   blight  which  killed  all  the  chestnut,  one  of  the
major  species  in  New  England.     Birch  and  beech  are  dying  in  a
large  scale  in  northern  New  England  due  to   the  Bronzed  birch
borer,   beech  scale-nectria,   and  a  complex  of  other  causes.     The
spruce  budworm  is  causing  havoc  with  the  spruce and  balsam  fir.
According  to  the  United  States  Forest  Service  the  total  tosses
may be roundly summarized as  follows:  fire,  50,000  cords;  insects
and  disease,   1,100,000  cords;  wind,  350 000  cords;  for  a  total  of
1,500,000  cords  per  year,  or  about  one-sixth  the  total  drain.
Logging  waste,   while  less  in  New  England  than  in  other
regions of the country,  is considerable. About 35%  of  the material
cut  or  destroyed  in  the  utilization  of  forest  products  is  ulluSed.
In  other  words,  the  total  drain  on  forests  due  to  cutting  is  about
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one-third greater than the utilization.    About one-half of the total
waste occurs in logging operations and one-half in manufacturing.
Logging   and   manufacturing   waste   together   amount   to   about
3,000,OOO  cords,  1,750,00O  cords of which is not used in any way.
The taxation  of  forest land in New England does not contri-
bute   to  the  encouragement  of  sustained-yield  forests.     A  special
study  of  general  property  tax  was  made  in  Maine.1    The  eight
million  acres  of  forest  land  in  organized  towns was  adjudged  the
critical  tax problem,  with  tax  rates  of 4.5  to  7.5  per  cent.     It was
concluded  that,  where  annual  tax  exceeds  15  cents  per  acre,   the
land  is usually either disposed  of or  stripped  of timber and let go
for  taxes.     Cut-over  land  cannot  bear  5  cents  per  acre  per  year;
carefully  or  selectively  cut  forest  land  may  possibly  bear  8  to  10
cents.
In  the  other  states  taxes   vary  with  the  communities.     In-
equality  in  assessment  and  timber  rates  make  some  timber  lands
subject to excessive taxation.
Most  of  the  New  England  states  have  one or  more kinds of
preferenl-ial  tax  laws  by  which  an  owner  may  apply  for  special
classification  of  forest  land  for  purposes  of  taxation.     Applying
to special conditions only,  and placing  an additional burden of red
tape on owners  and assessors alike   these laws never  attained their
purpose,  and  the  area  registered  under  these  laws  is  negligible.
Only  two  states  in New England  have laws  governing forest
cutting practices.    Both are ineffective.    New Hampshire laws re-
quire  a  notification  of  intention  to cut on pine lands.    A  require-
ment that one pine seed tree be  left per acre is not effective.    The
Massachusetts  law  requires   notice  of  cutting.     Cutting  plans  are
made,  but  owners  are  not required  to  execute them.
SUMMARY
New   England  has  ideal  conditions  suitable  for  the  applica-
lion  of  scientific  forestry.     With  almost no  virgin  forests,  it  is  a
problem  of  conservative  handling  of  second  growith  timber  and
reclaiming sub-marginal land.
Any  sound  forestry  program  must  have  as  its  foundation  a
program  of  intensive  education  to  spur  woodlot owners  to  a pro-
gram of managing their holdings properly.    It must prove to them
that it  will  be of  financial gain  in the end.
Integrated togging  is  an answer to better forestry.    Each tree
and  each  part  of  the  tree  is  used  for the product it is  best suited.
More  permanent   type  sawmills  are  needed,  equipped  with
dry kilns where better lumber grades can be given their full value.
These mills are usually operated  by better-informed operators who
1  Sewall.   J.   W.,   '`Tax  Situation  in  Forest  Lands,  Organized  Town  and  Plantation9   Maine.
Report  to  State  Tax  Assessor,  Augusta,  Maine,1945.
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must  take  future  supply  of  timber  into  consideration  in  order  to
be in business permanently.
The  average  growth  of  New England  forests  is  3.6%.   This
is  a fair average,  but only  a fraction of  what could be attained on
well-stocked  stands.    It  is  claimed  by many well-informed  sources
that  three  times  as  much  could  be  produced.    This  objective  can
be   reached   by   improving   forest  protection   and   decreasing   the
tosses caused  by fire,  insects,  disease,  and  other destructive  agents.
Sustained  yield  practice  should  be  used  whenever  possible,
and  clear  cutting  should  be  confined  to  only  mature  even-aged
stands.    Whether  or not our  forestry will  ever pass  into  a transi-
tion   stage   to   parallel   European   forestry   is   problematical   and
doubtful.     Our  economy  is  such  that  forestry  is  centered  around
our  logging  operations,  while  in  Europe  it  centers  around  timber
production.
With  some  justification  the  wood-using industries  have  been
accused  of  wastefulness,  though much of this so-called wastage in
the   past   has    consisted   of   discarding   materials   for   which   no
economic  use  has  been  developed,  or which could  not pay  its  way
to  the market.    Much progress  in waste  reduction  has  been made
and  is  continuing  as  new  uses  and  new  methods  are  discovered.
But  the  waste  problem  still  stands  in  the  forefront  of  conditions
needing   correction   if   the   potential   economic   benefits   of   New
EnglandJs  forest  resources  are  to  be  fully  realized  in  the  future.
The   inequality   of   tax   assessment  tends   to   discourage  sus-
tained-yield  management  and  proper  reforms must be  introduced.
There  must  be  improved  markets  for  such  products  derived
from  forest  cultivation,  such  as  thinnjngs,  weeding,  and  improve-
ment  cutting.
With   improved   credit  facilities  forest  enterprises  could  be
placed  in  such  a  level   so  that  the  small   owner  could  afford  to
grow  trees.
It  is  the  responsibility  of  the  states  to  set  up  regulations  of
forest  practices,  clearly  expressed,  thoroughly  explained,   and  in-
telligently  enforced.
Above  all  New  England  needs more forest owners  who con-
sider  their  forest  lands  as  a  public  trust  and  it  is   their  duty  to
manage it with that aim in view.
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TABLE  I
LAND  USE  IN  NETV  ENGLAND
PERCENT
ACRES                 LAND  AREA
I         BARREN
II         DEVELOPED   AREAS
IV        AGRICULTURAL
V         FOREST
TOTAL  LAND  AREA
Ill        INLAND  WATER
GROSS  AREA
929,082
1,596,450
6,834,508
31,092,000
mC^C^C\
c\'at\®'6
=i=
40,451,840                            100.0
1,609,632
42,061,472
Derived   from    l`Wooden    Dollars"   by   Henry   I.    Baldwin   and   Edgar   I.   Heelmar,lee;   pub-
lished  by  Federal  Reserve  Bank  of  Boston,   1949.
TABLE  II
OWNERSHIP OF SAW TIMBER IN COMMERCIAL
FORESTS IN NEW ENGLAND
Million   Board  Feet
Publicly  owned   or  managed                           Private
Nat'l.
Forest F?it::IfaOuSu:n:t:i;oarl Total  wFo:rdTots lannddu:ttrhl::   Total
Maine                                             91           64
New   Hampshire                1305             8
Vermont                                   497          2 2
Rhode   Island
Connecticut
Massachusetts                                1           26
New   England                      1894120
g¥:a%-£!l¥=®r`:co¬qml®unc"=r`-ml==¬=acoSro:lS 31460
4390
3425
107
842
2903
36516            36787
6234              7610
6622               7335
145                     153
1Ji97                1642
4327               467®
43127             55341             58197
Adapted   from   Table   6   '`Basic   Forest   Statistics   for   the   Urlited   States''   United   States   Forest
Serv1'Ce,     1946.
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TABLE  Ill
DISTRIBUTION OF PRIVATE COMMERCIAL FOREST
LAND BY SIZE OF HOLDING
Size   of
Holding
SMALL
(Under   5000   A.)
MEDIUM
(5000   to   50000   A.)
I.ARGE
(Over    50000   A.)
rota1
By   Owners                                    By   Area                4ve...Ar`ea 9t
Individual
Number                  Percent            ThAOcurSeasnd       percent     Ow£:::?lps
243719                        99.90                        17661                        6o.3                        72
194                                .08                            2150                            7.3                ll()82
45                               .02                           9483                        32.4            210733
243958                    loo.00                       29294                    100.00                 120
Adapted   from  Table   ll,    `'Management  Status  of  Forest  I.ands  in  the  U.  S.,"  United   States
Forest  Service,   1946.     Includes  farm   and  non-farm  forests.
TABLE  IV
OWNERSHIP OF COMMERCIAL FOREST LAND IN NETV
ENGLAND CLASSIFIED  BY CONDITION
Thousand  Acres
Publicly   owned   I,I    managed                            Private
condltion               Foart::t   F?:he:all faOuSu:£l:c!poarl Total  wFo:]dTots Iannddu:ttrhlea;    Total   ow naelllshlps
Total
Saw    timber                                401           28           180           609           2937           10349
Pole    timber                                245           18           205           468
Seedling   and    Sapling          163            12           203            378
1854               5794
1099              4026
Poorly  stocked  seedling
and  sapling  or
denuded                                       13           ll              78           102              587              2648
Total                                       822           69           666         1557           f)477           22817
13286             13895
7648               8116
5125                  5503
3235                3337
29294            30851
Adapted   from   `'Basic   Forest   Statistics   for   the   United   States"   Ur,ited   States   Forest   Service,
1946.
TABLE  V
CHARACTER OF FARM WOODLAND IN
NEW  ENGLAND
Thousand  Acres
Pole
Timber
Seedl irlg               Poorly
&   Saplings          Stocked
New   Hampshire
Vet-mOnt      __.
Massachusett;
Rhode    Island    ::
Connecticut
New   England
543                             217                             130
359                            206                            141
4O8                           199                           149
299                            199                            118
24                                 62                                 15
221                            216                               34
m®U¢r`+
r`coG`ooH|OVc^-l-NH-
2937                       1854                       1099                          587                       6477
Table   5,    Forest   Reappraisal,    ``Basic    Forest   Statistics   for   the   U.   S.,"    United   States   Forest
Service,    1946.
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The Gum NavaLI Stores Industry
OI Dixie
I,/,i
EuGENE   F.  GRENEKER,  JR.
IT
UCKED   away  on  the  market  Pages  Of  the  daily  newspaper  iS
a small paragraph captioned:  "NAVAL STORES MARKET
It is datelined,  '`SAVANNAH, GA."
In   the  paragraph  are  letters  such   as  X,  WW,  WG,  after
which is a figure, say,  6.75.
Actually,   many   people   believe   that   Uncle   Sam's   Navy   is
purchasing  secret  material  or  at  least  the  quotations  are  in  code,
thus  the  X,  WW,  and  WG.    Could  these  designations  stand  for
bell  bottom  trousers,  sixteen  inch  cannons  or  deck  plates?     The
a.nswer is no.
Those market  quotations  are  results  of the daily  bidding  and
trading  in  two  of  the  oldest  agricultural  products  in  this  country
.  .  .  .  Spirits of Gum Turpentine and Gum Rosin which come only
from  the  living  slash  and  longleaf  pine  trees.
Gum  Turpentine  itself  doesn't  come  directly  from  the  tree.
Gum Turpentine is a by-product of a pale, yellow,  sticky substance
that oozes  slowly from the tree after it has been chipped or tapped.
The  name  of  this  substance  is   Oleoresin,  which  is  collected  in
small   cups   attached   to   the   tree.     Turpentine  farmers  call  this
Oleoresin,  "dip"  or  "gum''.    The contents  are emptied into large
barrels  which  are  hauled  to  a  distillery  for  processing  into  Gum
Turpentine.      There's   a   residue   after   this   processing   and   this
material  solidifies  about   24  hours  after  a  charge  is  turned  out.
This  is  Gum  Rosin,  of which  there  are  13  grades  ranging from  a
transparent  pale  yellow  to  black.     The  X  above  stands  for  extra
while  the  WW  is  waterwhite  and  the  WG  is  for  Windowglass,
three  of the top grades of rosin.    It is sold on the  100 pound basis
while  turpentine  by  the  gallon.     The  6.75  means  rosin  brought
$6.75 per  hundred that day.
The   woods   producing   dip   are  located   in   only  five  states.
They  are:  Georgia,  South  Carolina,`  Florida,  Alabama  and  Missis-
s]®ppi.     Only  two  species  of  pines  produce  this  oleoresin  for com-
mercial  purposes:     The  longleaf  and  the  slash  pine  tree.
In  these  green  slash  and  longleaf  pine  forests  of  the  South,
close  to  300,00O  men  are  engaged  in  one  of  the  world's  oldest
agricultural   enterprises.     Nature   has   supplied   the   crop.     Man
applies his ingenuity and muscles.
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The  early  colonists  used  the  pine  tar  and  pitch  to  caulk  the
seams  of  their  wooden  vessels.     History   says  Noah  caulked  his
Ark  with  the  pine  products.     The  Phoenician  mariners  sailed  in
wooden  ships  likewise  caulked.     Thus,  the  term  "Naval  Stores
was   applied  to  the   industry.     Today,   however,  gum  turpentine
and  rosin have usurped  the title as both  go into hundreds of com-
mercial  products  and  both  have  many  uses  in  their  own  right.
Pine  trees  are  farmed.     The  forests  are  worked  in  crops,  a
crop  being  composed  of  10,000  faces.     Unlike  the  dirt  farmer,
the  gum  farmer  doesn't  have  any  spring  plowing.     He  plows,
however,  but not to break the soil.    He plows fire lines to  protect
his  forests  from  the bugaboo  of all  timber-the woods fire.   The
gum  farmer  hasn't  any  seed   to  plant  unless  lie  Wants  tO  Set  Out
A stc[nd  ol  longleal pine being  turpentined.
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In  the  language  o£  the  Gum  Farmer,  this  is  a  "Hoover  Wagon"  which  is  used
extensively  in   the  "Piney  Woodls"  to  hclul  the  dip  Iron  the  trees  to  a  centrcll
collection  point.     In  this  photo  the  wagon  is  loaded  with  old  cuos  which  are
brought  in  c[bout  every  two  yeclrS  tO  be  boiled  anal  repaired.
saplings   to   reclaim   idle,   once-cultivated   acres   or   those  eroded.
Na.lure sees to most  of his re-seeding problems.   He must certainly
protect them though.
Georgia   is   the   largest   producing   state.      Florida   is   next.
Georgia  produces  7497o   of  the country's  annual  production.    The
nation's  gum crop  has been valued  as high as  $6o,ooo,ooo.    Like
all  agriculture  ventures,  there  have  been  lean  seasons  and  healthy
OneS.
Many   turpentine   farmers   begin    chipping   when   the   tree
reaches  nine  inches  DBH.    This  is  the  size  recommended  by  the
U.  S.   Forest  Service,  at  which  tapping  operations  should  begin.
Some  of  the  more   far-sighted  and  progressive  farmers  wait  for
eleven inch diameters before tapping.
With  the  first  breath  of  Spring,  operations  begin  and  they
conclude  generally  late  in  November.     The  gum  circulates  more
freely in the warm season of the year.
On  trees  that  are being worked,I  one fresh  t'streak"  is put on
each  week,   starting  at  the  bottom   and  working  up  the  trunks.
The  workers  use a  sharp,  short  instrument known  as  a  tthack''  for
scarifying the trees  during the first three years  of operation.     For
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the   next   three   years,   he   employs   a   longer   instrument   with   a
similar  sharp  cutting  edge  known  as  a   ''puller".     These  workers
are so adept that it  iS  a common occurrence for One man tO handle
5,OOO to  10,OOO  trees a week.
Cups  that  collect the oleoresin,  or  crude gum,  are attached to
the  tree  just  beneath  the  streak  or  wound.     As  the  cups  become
filled,   workers  walk  among  the  trees  and  empty  the  gum   into
buckets.    The  contents  are  dumped  into  barrels.   The  full  barrels
A   typical   scene   in   the   "Piney   Wcods"   of   Dixie.     This   worker   known   as   a
dipper is  collecting the Gum from the  cups.
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Shown  here  are  a  dip  crew  and  c[  puller  (at  far  right)  putting  on  c[  new  streak.
are  then  hauled  to  a  processing  plant  for   distillation  into  Gum
Turpentine  and  Gum  Rosin.    This  substance,  when  cool,  hardens
into  varying  shades  of  hard,  brittle,  semi-transparent material.
On  a  commercial  front,  both  commodities  go  into  hundreds
of  products,  and  there  are  many  uses.    The most  outstanding use
for  Gum  Spirits  is   as  a  paint  thinner.     It  penetrates  the  surface
and  anchors  the  paint.    Rosin goes chiefly  into soap and paper.
When a tree has passed its period of usefulness for turpentine
(each  face  doesn't  exceed  90  inches  in  height),  the gum  farmer
thins these trees out of his woods, for poles, cross ties  and lumber.
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Primarily  though,  gum  farmers  operate  for  turpentine,  and  this
other business is entirely incidental.
Whenever   three   or  more  Americans  meet  they  invariably
form  a  club  or  association,  a visiting  British  journalist once wrote
for  his  newspaper  back  home.     Of  course,  that  is  a  slight  exag-
geration but in that, there  is some truth.
Scan  the  telephone  "yellow"  section  of  an  American  city  or
town  and  you'11  see  listed  numerous  clubs,  unions,  groups  .  .  .  .
from  Lovers of Rose bushes to the Society of Lonely  Bachelors.
The  Gum  Naval  Stores  Industry  is  no  exception.     Almost
from  Colonial  days,  Turpentine  operators  have  met  and  formed
associations.      For   a   number  of   reasons  many  died  out   after   a
few years of life.
A  close-up   ol  a  turpentine  pine.    The  white  substance   has  dried  on  the  face
ctnd  is  known  as  "scrctpe"  which  is   gathered  in  the  late  winter  months.
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For fourteen years,  however   one has remained and shows all
signs  of  being  here  for  years  to  come.   That  organization  is  the
American  Turpentine  Farmers  Association  Cooperative.    Known
to  the  producers and  the trade as  "AT-FA",  this Association was,
like  the  others,  born  in  adversity  and  weaned  on  hard  times,  but
unlike the others   is  now  lustily growing through  its  {{teens''.
In  the middle  30's  a  group  of producers met at Jacksonville,
Florida  and  from  that  meeting  emerged  the present  AT-FA.     It
was  agreed  to  establish  the general  offices  at Valdosta,  Georgia.
According  to  the  by-laws,   the  purpose   of  which  the  Asso-
ciation is formed are:
(a)   To provide, through research,  education and negotiation,
improvements  in  the  production  and marketing of oleoresin,  gum
turpentine,  gum rosin and  their by-products,  and to fumish facili-
ties  and agencies for economical production and orderly marketing
of  such  oleoresin,  gum  turpentine  and  gum  rosin  and  their  by-
products through the  United States  and  foreign countries.
(b)   To  stabilize  the gum  naval  stores  industry  and  to  secure
better  results  in  distributing  the  products  thereof;   to  appear  in
behalf  of  the  members  of  this  Association  before  trade,  federal,
state,  legislative,  educational  and  commercial  bodies  and  to  act  in
behalf  of  its  members  before  such  bodies;  to  negotia'le  with  such
agencies  on   behalf  of  its  members;  to   improve  the  relationship
between  its  members  and  the  agencies  distributing  the  products
of  its  members;  to  organize co-operative  associations  for  the  bene-
fit  of  its  members  and  to  create  agencies  which  shall  act  for  all
of its members;  to assist members to maintain standards of quality
and  to  encourage  and  promote  better  and  more  economical  meth-
ods  of  production;  to  improve  methods,  equipment  and  facilitie`-,
in  the production,  handling and distribution of the products of  its
members,  to  encourage  the  planting   farming  and  production  of
resinous  trees  and  to  assist its  members  in the  agricultural produc-
tion  thereof;  to rent,  buy,  build,  own,  sell  and control  such build-
ings,  land,  equipment,  machinery  and  supplies  and  other real  and
personal property  as  may be necessary in  its business  of improving
methods,  equipment,  and facl-lilies in the production and handling
of the  products of its members and to exercise all rights of owner-
ship  in  such properties;  to  buy  and  sell  supplies  co-operatively  for
the benefit of  its members or to create agencies for such purposes;
and  to borrow money  of any person.  firm,  corporation,  or govern-
ment agency,  and to secure the payment thereof, by note, mortgage
or  other  evidence  of  indebtedness  and  to  take and  receive,  for the
use  and  benefit of  the  Association,  notes   bonds,  mortgages,  liens,
or  other  evidence  of  and   securities  for  indebtedness;  to  buy  and
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Putting  on  a  new  streak   with  a  bark  hack,  one  ol  the  newest  tools  in  the
industry.     The  bottle  hcmging  on   the  gutter  contctins  sulfuric  ctcid  which  will
be  sprayed  on  the  streak  to  prolong  the  flow  of  gum.     The  object  over  the
cup  is  ct   cover  carried  by  the  chipper   to  keep  chips  c[nd  trash  Iron  fcTlling
into  the  gum.
sell   the  products  of  its  members,   and  to  create  such  agencies
therefor;  to  create  agencies  for  warehousing  the  products  of  its
members  and  for  financing  the production  of  such products  and
to  finance  such  agencies;  and  generally  to  assist  its  members  in
orderly  marketing of  the products  of  its  members.
(c)   To  advertise  the  products  of  its  members;  to  maintain
research   laboratories   and   operate   them   for   the   benefit   of   its
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members;  and  to cooperate with  and contribute  to the support of
any  existing schools  and laboratories  whose work tends  to  further
research in the field of  oleoresin,  gum  turpentine,  gum  rosin and
their  by-products.
(d)   To   cooperate   with   state  and   federal   agencies  in  the
planting,  conservation  and  growing of  slash pine and other  resin-
ous  trees;  in  pine  tree  farming  or  other  agricultural  activities  of
state  and  federal  agencies,  affecting  the  production  alld  distribu-
tion of gum naval stores;  and  to encourage the planting,  growing
and farming of slash pine and other resinous trees by its members;
to  cooperate with  state and  federal  agencies  in forest preservation
and   conservation  and  to  do  anything  in  a  cooperative  manner
which  will mutually benefit  the community  and the members.
(e)   To   affiliate,   by   contract  or  otherwise,   with  other  co-
operative   organizations   having   generally  similar   objects;   to  or-
ganize   subsidiary   associations   or   corporations   having   generally
similar  objects.
(f)   To  cultivate  the  spirit  of  cooperation  among  its  mem-
bers.
Thus set  up to begin functioning, the Association plunged in.
Gum  Turpentine  went begging  at  171/2  Cents  Per gallon.
Prices of rosin and turpentine had been going down for years
to  the  point  where  there  was   no  profit  for  the  producer.     In
those days a barrel  of crude gum would  have brought only $7.29.
Cheap  substitutes  had  taken  away  many  of  the  best  markets
for  Turpentine.
Producers were heavily in debt.
The whole industry was  facing bankruptcy.
That was  the situation  in the middle  1930's.
An operator has only  to  think back to those calamitous years
and  compare  them  with  his  situation  today  to  realize  the tremen-
dous changes that have taken place.
Today,  there  is  a  good  demand  for  Gum   Turpentine  and
Rosin  at  profitable  prices.     Producers  are  out  of  debt.    The  in-
dustry is in good shape financially.
Tremendous changes,  and  they  didn't just ha.ppen.
Through  the  untiring  efforts  of  the  officers  and   directors
of  the  American  Turpentine  Farmers  Association,  together  with
the  strong  support  of  Producers  and  other  interests  in  the  Gum
Naval Stores  Industry,  the producer-members have literally pulled
themselves  up  by  the  bootstraps  from  depression  to better times.
Now the  amazing thing about American Turpentine Farmers
Association Cooperative is that it has never actually cost producers
one single penny.    On  the othe|` hand,  it has  secured  benefits  for
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gum producers  running into millions  and millions  of dollars over
and  above the small  dues  paid by members of the Association.
The  Association  has  sponsored  annually  a  Conservation  Pro-
gram for  Gum Naval  Stores operators.    During the years 1936-49
inclusive,   $11,295  814.OO   have  been  paid   to  Naval   Stores  Pro-
ducers   for  compliance  with  the  provisions  of  the  Naval  Stores
Conservation  Program  which  is  administered  by  the  U.  S.  Forest
Service.
If  the  Association  had  done  nothing  more  than  sponsor  the
Conservation   Program,   it   would   have   many   times   justified   its
existence.     Cash   benefits  resulting   from  the  Conservation  Pro-
gram  alone amount to many  times the annual dues of members .of
the  Association.
When  prices  of  Turpentine  and  Rosin  were  far  below  cost
of  production,   and  Naval  Stores  operators  were  facing  financial
ruin,   American  Turpentine  Farmers   Association  made  available
millions of dollars  in loans.    Coming at a time when Naval Stores
operators were in the direst straits,  these Commodity  Credit Loans
Interior  ol  a modern Gum  Turpentine and Rosin processing plcmt.
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handled  through  the  Association  were  the  salvation  of  operators
and the industry.
Keeping abreast of many changes taking place in the  agricul-
tural  programs  of  the  Federal  Govemment,  officials  of  the  "in-
rant"  Association  decided  to  make  a  test  case which,  as  it turned
out, proved very far reaching and sweeping.
The  Association  argued   that  a  turpentine  operator  was   as
much  an  agriculturist  as  a  row  crop  farmer  who  was  producing,
say  cotton.
Instead  of  cotton  in  the  fields,   a  turpentiner   worked  with
trees.
Taking the  issue to court,  the Association argued  and proved
that  a  producer  manufactured  nothing.    The  tree  did  the  manu-
facturing  as  did  the  cotton  stalk.     The  Turpentiner  simply  har-
vested the production from the tree.
Of  course,  it  was  not  as  simple  as  this,   for  days  and  days
were  spent  in  the  courtrooms  and  thousands  of  words   filed  in
briefs.
The  Association  won  its  case.     Exemption  from  complying
with  Social  Security  Law  and  the Wage Hour  Law  were tangible
results  of this classification.
In  short,  turpentiners  were  officially  recognized  as  Turpen-
tine  Farmers  and  were  engaged  in turpentine farming.
AT-FA   has  won  many  battle  for  producers  at  the  nation's
capitol.     Its  position  is  strong  and  it  has  many  true  and  staunch
f1-lends.     Only  through  the  Association  can  the  producer hope  to
maintain   his  position  and  safeguard  his  industry  in  the  future
from unfavorable laws or regulations.
When   the  American   Turpentine   Farmers   Association  was
first  organized,  Gum Turpentine was  a  cracker barrel commodity.
It  was  sold  in  50  gallon  drums  and  anybody who  wanted  to  buy
Gum Turpentine from a paint store or other retailer was forced to
take a bottle  or can with him.    The  turpentine,  of course, was out
of  sight  in  the  rear  of  the  store.    There  was  nothing  to  remind
anybody  to  buy  Gum  Turpentine.    It  was  a  messy,  inconvenient
product for  the retailer or the consumer to handle.
Gum  Turpentine  had  lost  out  as  one  of  the  ingredients  in
manufactured  paint  and  was   fast  losing  its  position  as  a  paint
thinner with lead and oil,  or as a thinner  for manufactured paint.
Small  wonder  then  that  the  demand  for  Gum  Turpentine
was  decreasing  year  by  year  and  prices,   of  course,   were  going
down, down, down!
So,  in  1938  American  Turpentine  Farmers  Association  spon-
sored  a  national  advertising  program,  to  get  more  people  to  use
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The   old   method   ol   distilling   Gum   Turpentine.     Contrctst    the   interior   ol   this
old-time  fire   still  with  the   interior  shot  o{  the  new.
more  Gum  Turpentine.    Along with  the  national  advertising the
Association  sponsored  and  had  designed  attractive,  lithographed
tin   containers  and  beautifully   designed  bottles-all  bearing  the
AT-FA  Seal  of  Approval.    In  other  words,  the  Association  took
Gum  Turpentine  out  of  the  cracker  barrel  and  gave  it  a  modern
merchandising  dress.
The  Association   conducted  national  surveys   to  create  new
markets and stimulate old ma.rkets  for Gum Turpentine.
It  was  not  long  before  the  goodwill  of  master  painters  and
painting  contractors  all  over  the  country  was  won  for  Gum  Tur-
pentine.     They  liked  the  new  packaged  turpentine.     It  was  easy
and convenient to handle.    They liked the advertising which urged
the public  to "PAINT NOW AND SAVE!"    9 out of 10 Master
Painters  and  Painting  Contractors  said  they preferred  to  use Gum
Turpentine.     Thus,   a   great   market  was   won   back   for   Gum
Turpentine.
Homeowners all over the country were told of the advantages
of Gum Turpentine, not only for thinning paints, but for cleaning
floors,  furniture,   woodwork,  porcelain,  metal  fixtures,  etc.    Dis-
tribution  for  Gum  Turpentine was  gained  in  cities  and  towns  all
over   the   country.     Great  mail   order   houses   like   Sears,   Mont-
gomery-Ward,  Butler Bros.,  for the first  time handled Gum Tut-
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pentine.     Distribution  was  established  in great organizations  of  5
and  lO-cent stores,  chain  drug stores,  as well as  independent drug
and grocery stores,  and of course,  in nearly all leading I,aint, hard-
ware stores and lumber supply dealers.
TODAY  IT'S  ESTIMATED  THAT  MORE  THAN  80C/7o
OF THE  CROP OF GUM TURPENTINE WILL BE SOLD  IN
SMALL   PACKAGES.     Getting  this   much  turpentine  into  new
channels of trade in modern merchandising packages is the equiva-
lent of  finding  an entirely  new market for  Gum  Turpentine,  and
this  is  a  stable,  year-round  market  that  will  continue  to  grow  if
properly  supported.     It  is   also  a  market  that   is  not  too   much
concerned  about  the  price  of  Turpentine.    Within  reason,  it  will
pay the price asked.
This  all  important  accomplishment  of  American  Turpentine
Farmers  Association is the underlying factor in the steady increase
in  prices  from  171/2  Cents  Per  gallon  and  for  the  Steady  demand
all  over  the  country  for  Gum  Turpentine.
"There  remains,  of  course,  a  depressing lot yet  to be accom-
plished  in  the  gum  naval  stores  industry.     But  don't  say  we  are
static.     Don't  say   we  aren't  making   any  changes",   says  Judge
Harley  Langdale,  a  producer  and  president  of  the  Association.
It  is  interesting  to  note  that  Judge  Langdale  was  the  first
A   boxcar   being   filled   with    Pure   Gum   Spirits   oI   Turpentine.      Before   the
Associc[tion's  advertising  clnd  merchcmdising  progrcm  was  in  effect  Turpentine
wc[s   shipped   in    drums   cmd   tcmkcclrS.      It   hcIS   CreClted   a   new   Outlet   for   the
product.
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president of the Association and today  has been its only president.
For  fourteen  years  the  membership  has  seen  fit  to  re-elect  him
president and  it has been without opposition.
CONTRIBUTOR'S  BACKGROUND
Eugene  F.  Greneker,  Jr.,  author  of  "The Gum Naval  Stores
Industry  of  Dixie"   is  a  native  Georgian  and  has  been  connected
with the American Turpentine Farmers Association  since 1941,  as
Editor  of  the  AT-FA  Journal,  official  organ  of  the  Association
which   is   published  monthly.     In   addition   to  that  he  handles
publicity  for   the  Association.     Prior  to  his  affiliation  with  the
Association,   Mr.   Greneker   was   a   reporter   with   the   ``Augusta
Herald",  Augusta,  Georgia,  where  he  was  bom  and  reared.    He
is  a veteran of World War II having  served in the Navy,  he is a
member of the American Legion, the Valdosta Exchange Club and
the  First  Christian  Church  of  Valdosta.    He  is  married  and  has
One  Son.
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Private Forest Management In
The IJOWer South
By
WILLIAM  A.  DuERR AND W.  E.  BoND
So2ltbe1'n  ForeSI  Experiment  Station
Fore]t   Seruice
U .  S.  Depc2rtlnent  Of  Agriczllture
HE  FORESTER Who  Studies  the lower South is impressed by the
marvelous  productivity  of  much  of  its  wide-spreading  forest
lands,   by  the  abundance  of  logging  and  wood-using  activities  on
every  side,  and  by  the  contra.sts  from  one  locality  to  the  next  in
forest  conditions  and  the  evidences  of  forest  manag,ement.     He
may  well  have  the  urge,  as  many  hundred  foresters  before  him
have had,  to go to work in this land of pine and hardwood where
forestry  opportunity  is  so  attractive,  problems  SO  Varied,   and  Pro-
gress so rapid.
A TOUR OF THE REGION
Let us make  a tour through the lower South  and  see for our-
selves.     We  shall  start  from  New  Orleans,  drive  north  through
the toe of Louisiana and into Mississippi.    Thence  we shall swing
eastward  across  the  shortleaf-1oblolly  pine-hardwood  uplands  of
the  region   working  our  way  through  Mississippi,  Tennessee,  and
Alabama.  I  Dipping   into   Georgia   and   Florida,   we  will   return
westward  the  length  of  the  naval  stores  belt-the  forest of long-
leaf  and  slash  pines,   interspersed  with  hardwood  river  bottoms
and  "ponds'',  tha.t  borders  the Gulf Coast.
The  second  half  of  our  tour  will  take us west of the Missis-
sippi River.    We shall begin by seeing the  remainder of the  long-
leaf pine belt,  in southwest Louisiana  and  southeast Texas.    Then
we  shall  drive  through  the  shortleaf-loblolly  pine-hardwood  up-
lands  in  easteprn  Texas  and  Oklahoma  and  in  Louisiana  and  Ar-
kansas.     Finally,  from  northeast  Arkansas  we  will  coast  back  to
New   Orleans   along   the   Mississippi   River,   through   the   wide
alluvial  belt where  hardwoods  and  cypress  grow.   This belt,  from
Cairo,  Illinois,  to the  Gulf,  is  called  the Delta.
Our  trip  will  be  a   long  one,  nearly   5,00O  miles,   for  this
broad  region  encompasses  more  than  30  percent  of  all  the  com-
mercial  forest  land  in  the  United  States.     Often  avoiding  main
highways to get  a more representative view of thc- countryside,  we
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Figure    I.-Thinning    opercrtion,    l949,    in    world's    lclrgeSt    COmmerCiaI    ±ores:
plcmtQtion,  OWned  by  the  Gaylord  Contcriner  Corporation.    This  pc[rticular  clrea
was   planted   in   l926.     An  average  of   lO  cords  ol  wood  per  acre   is   being
thinned,  leclving  20  cords  for  c[dditional  growth.    (Photo  by  Gaylord  Contc[iner
Corporation-reprodltlCed  by  PermiSSiCjn.)
shall  notice  the  wealtil  Of  Secondary  roads  OPen  tO  uS  throughout
much  of  the  way.     The  high  accessibility  of  southern  upland
forests aids vitally in their management and utilization.
WORLD'S  LARGEST PLANTATION
Our  first  stop  is  at  Bogalusa,  Louisiana,  center  of  activities
of  the  Gaylord  Container  Corporation  and  formerly of the Great
Southern  Lumber  Company.    Here  we  shall  see  the  largest com-
mercial forest plantation in the world.
When  the  Great  Southern  merged  in   1937  with   Gaylord
interests,   the  newly-formed  corporation  inherited   26o.ooo   acres
of forests in Louisiana and Mississippi.    Most of this wJas cut-over
longleaf  pine  land,  but in the  later purchases  that  raised the  total
to  344,ooo  acres  was  much  land  bearing  second-growth  loblolly
and  shortleaf  pine.     The  company  operates  a  huge  kraft  paper
plant  which  consumes  more  than  a  thousand  cords  of  pulpwood
daily.     It  also  operates  14  other  major  plants  that  convert  kraft
paper into  bags,  cartons,  and  other  packaging items.
Forestry  on  these  lands  goes  back  to  1920,  when  the  Great
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Southern  Lumber  Company  decided  to  enter  into  a  vast  program
of reforestation.   During the next 17 years, it hand-planted 30,000
acres  of  cut-over  land   to  pine   (chiefly  slash,  but  some  longleaf
and loblolly) .    At the same time, by keeping out fires and leaving
seed  trees,  the  company  enabled  many  thousands  of  acres  of cut-
over  land  to   restock  naturally.    Since   the  prerger,   the  Gaylord
Container  Corporation  has  nearly  doubled  the  area  in  plantations
-to  57,000  acres,  all  within   15  miles  of  the  pulp  mill.    Each
year   the   Corporation  plants-with  machines   where  possible-
between   2,000  and  4,ooo   acres  of  the  remaining  open  land  to
slash pine.
We learn that this  planting work,  and the intensive fire  pro-
tection and culture of both natural and planted forests   is handled
by  a  staff  of   10  graduate  foresters   and  twice  that  number  of
trained   woodsmen.      The   forestry  crew  have  the  most  modern
equipment-mechanical  tree  planters,   a  fleet  of  jeeps,  two-way
radio,  a  fire-patrol  plane,  and   complete  facilities  for  taking  and
interpreting  aerial  photographs.    They  mark  each  tree  to  be  cut,
holding  the  volume  of  cut  below  timber  increment  so  as  to build
up  the   growing  stock  in  quantity  as   well  as  quality.     Through
their   efforts,   mightily   aided   by  the  South's   favorable  soil   and
climate,  cut-over  lands  recently  acquired  are  already  assuming  the
appearance  of  productive  forests.     We  walk  through  a   21-year-
old  plantation  of  slash  pine  that  averages   32  cords  of  standing
timber   per   acre   and   has   already   yielded   9   cords   per   acre   in
thinnings.
GaylordJs   utilization   policy   is   to  make  a   profit  from   the
woods,  and not necessarily to make pulpwood.    In  1947  the com-
pany  sold  more  than  10  million  board  feet  of  pine  sawlogs  and
piling  and  more  than  13  million  feet  of  hardwood  logs  and  ties.
Under this policy Gaylord gets most of its pulpwood,  not from its
own  lands,  but by purchase  from  small  forest  owners.
EXTENSION  FORESTRY
Leaving   Gaylord's   holdings,   we  drive  northward  through
the  interspersed  woods  and  farm  lands  that  are  characteristic  of
much of  the lower South.    It is from such woodlands that Gaylord
and  other  members  of  the  pulp  and  paper  industry  obtain  much
of  their pulpwood.    How poor  these woodlands look by compa.ri-
son  with  the  well-managed  forests  that  we  have  just  ieft!    Many
show  signs  of  recent  heavy  cutting,  and  are  stocked  mainly  with
low-grade  hardwood  and with pine too small to be usable.    What
is  the  trouble here.7    Why,  for instance,  does a pulp company not
practice  as  good  management  in cutting  wood  from  others'  lands
as  from  its  own?    There  are two parts  to the answer.
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First, pulp companies are  not the only users drawing on  these
woodlands.   Indeed,  with  all  the  expansion  in  kraft  pulp  manu-
facture  that  the  South  has  seen  in  recent   years,  pulpwood  still
makes  up  less  than  a  fifth of total  cutting  drain on pine growing
stock.    sawmills still account for more than half of the total. Over
sawlog   cutters'   activities    of   course,   pulp   companies   have   no
control.
Second,   pulp  companies   have  little  direct  control  over  the
activities  even  of  pulpwood cutters.    The explanation of this  odd
fact  is  that  cutting  is  done  by  contractors,  not  by  company  em-
ployees.
Hence   the   progressive   company    that   wants   to   see   good
forestry  practiced  on  others'  lands  is  in  the  same  position  as  any
other  interested  outside  agency.     It  must  approach  the owners  of
these  woodlands  with  educational  efforts  and  technical  assistance,
persuading  and  helping  them  to  institute  good  management,  to
mark trees  for cutting,  and to supervise togging operations.    Most
pulp  companies  devote  part  of  the  time  of  their  forestry  staff  to
this   purpose.     As  an  industry,   they  have  created  the  Southern
Pulpwood  Conservation  Association,  whose  job  is  primarily  one
of  education.     These  efforts   supplement  those  of  other  private
agencies  and  of  the  public  agencies,  state  and  federal,  in  an  ex-
panding  program  to  persuade  woodland  owners  to  practice  con-
servative management.    This program  still has far to  go.
CUTTING PRACTICES-LARGE  HOLDINGS
A  survey  made  in  1945  by  the  U.  S.  Forest  Service  showed
that  only  12  percent  of  the   area  of  private  forests  in  the  lower
South  was   I-he  timber  cutting  good  or  high-order-designed  at
least  to  leave  the  land  in  possession  of  desirable  species  in  good
condition   for   future  growth.     This   was,   however,   a  markedly
better  showing  than  in  any  other  region  of  the  United   States.
In  the  South  Atlantic  states  the  percentage  of  such  good  cutting
was 8; in the North,  6; in  the West,  5.
Of the total acreage of well-cut forest properties in the lower
South,  three-fourths was in big holdings,  larger than  50,000 acres.
Seventy-five   percent  of  pulp-company  land  was  cut  under  good
practices  in the lower South,  as against 8 percent in the North and
a  negligible  percentage  in  the  West.     As  for  lumber  company
holdings   more than  5O percent  were well cut in the lower South,
as compared to  12 percent in the North and 8 percent in the West.
It'  is  on  such   large  holdings  that  spectacular- progress   has  been
made  in forestry.
One  example  that we  see  is  the  land  of the  Tennessee  Coal\
Iron,   and   Railway   Company,   of   Birmingham,   Alabama.     This
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company has something over 3OO,000 acres of forest land.    About
four-fifths  of  it  is  in  shortleaf,  loblolly,  and  longleaf  pines  and
hardwood  in  northern  Alabama.    The  remainder  is  longleaf and
slash  pines in southern Alabama.    The chief business of this com-
pany  is  making  iron  and  steel.    Nearly  all  the  iron  ore  and  coal
needed  are  obtained  from  company-operated  mines,  and  the  first
demand  on  the  forest  is  for   those  mine  props  and  other  mine
materials   that   cannot  be  purchased   to   better  advantage  on   the
outside.     The  company's  forests,  however,   are  managed  as  com-
mercial forests for highest  sustained returns.
The ccmpany began forest management with the adoption of
fire-protection measures.    Later, when its  longleaf timber in south
Alabama reached  turpentine size,  the company adopted  the policy
of  thinning by  selecting the largest limby trees,  working them  for
naval  stores  for  several  years,  and  then  cutting  them  for  sawlogs
or  pulpwood.     The  next  step  was  integrated  utilization,  where-
under poles,  sawlogs,  and  pulpwood  were  cut in  the  same  opera-
tions.    Today,  a.1l  timber  is  marked  by  a  forester before  togging.
The  pine-hardwood  stands  in  north  Alabama  were  cut  over
some  years  ago,  and  many  of  them  are  still  poorly  stocked  and
rather  heavily  encumbered  with  low-grade  hardwoods.    Since  the
Figure  2.-Integrated   utilization.I   this  selectively  cut  stcmd  fumishes  not  only
sawlogs  but  also   substcmtic[l  cmounts  of  pulpwood  £rom  top  wood  and  Iron
thinnings.    (U.  S. Forest Service photo.)
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forestry   program  was  adopted,  the  foresters  have  been  carrying
out a program of improvement cutting.    Because low-quality wood
suffices  for much mine material,  the improvement cutting  utilizes
many low-grade hardwoods  from  the pine-hardwood stands.
CUTTING PRACTICES-SMALL  HOLDINGS
On  the  small  holdings   (less  than  5,000  acres)   which  com-
prise seven-tenths of  all private forest land in the lower South, the
story is quite different.    Only  2 percent receive good cutting.   No
other region of the country shows  a lower percentage in this item.
These small holdings,  both  farm and nonfarm woodlands,  are the
crux of the timber-management problem in this region.
For  an   example  of  good  management,   let  us  drop  in  on
James  Oliver,  a  farmer in Bullock  County,  Alabama.    Mr.  Oliver
has  been  managing his  25-acre woodland  for  31  years.
During  these  years  six  sales  of  standing  timber  have  netted
him  $508.00  in  casll  and   5,Goo  board  feet  of  lumber  valued  at
$530.OO,   or  a   total   of   $1,O38.00   in  money  and  lumber.      This
means   an   average   income  of   $33.50   per  year   for   25   acres   of
timber   land,  or  about  $1.35  per  acre  per  year.     In  addition,  he
has  constructed  and maintained  3  miles  of  fence with  1,684 posts
cut  off  the  farm  woodland.     These  posts  would  have  cost  him
several  hundred dollars to buy.
Today,  after  several cuts,  he can still show us a good stand of
pine with  trees  12,14,  and  16  inches  in  diameter,  and good  hard-
woods   in   the  lowland.     His   forest  is  growing  rapidly;   it  will
probably  triple  its  present  volume  within  the  next  10  years.     A1-
though he wa.s never taught to select the trees to be cut, he marked
those he  thought  should  come out.    Recently he has  called in  the
county  farm  forester  to help  him  improve  his  cutting practices.
FIRE AND OTHER HANDICAPS
Of course,  for every  small property like Mr.  Oliver's,  we see
dozens  where  timber-cutting  practices  have been  poor  or  destruc-
tive.    In talking with the owners or operators of these woodlands,
we  get  the  impression  that   their  reasons  for  failing  to  practice
good  forestry  are  much  the  same  as  we  find  in  other  regions,  at
least  in  the  eastern  United  States.     A  great  number  are  unaware
that   their   woods   can   produce   1   high,   regular   income   if   Well
managed.     Other  owners  are  too  occupied  with  their  farming  or
other business  to  have time for forestry.    Still others appear to be
at the mercy of the timber buyers and loggers  through whom they
deal,   and   whose  prime  interest  is  maximum  immediate  return.
Many have sold all their merchantable timber because they needed
the  cash-not an uncommon reason in this region of low incomes.
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One  of the great  handicaps  to  private forest management in
the  lower  South  has  long  been  the  fire  problem.     Some  of  the
chief  remaining  gaps  in  our  nation-wide   system  of  state-federal
cooperative  fire  protection  under  the  Clarke-McNary  Law  are  in
the  lower  South.     The  Forest  Service's   1945  survey  found  that
only  32  percent of  the privately owned  commercial  forest land  in
the lower South received good or fair fire protection on the Clarke-
McNary minimum standard.    The percentage  of good or fair fire
protection  on  private  forests   in  the  South  Atlanic  states  was  73;
in  the North,  82;  in the We®st,  91.    Some progress has been  made
since  1945,  but  there  is  still  a  long way  to go.     Fire protection  is
a  job  best handled  on  a large  scale.    The absence  of good public
protection,  while  serious  for  all,  is  harder  on  small  owners  than
on large, who have the alternative of organizing their own systems.
One large forest owner in  a part of the region where the fire
problem  tends to be severe is the Alger-Sullivan Lumber Company
of  Century.   Florida.     This  company  has  about  220,OOO  acres  of
timber   land,   practically   all    in   the   longleaf-slash   pine   belt   in
southem  Alabama.     Since  1900  Alger-Sullivan  has  been  cutting
high-grade longleaf,  much  of it for export.   In  1920,  the  cut was
50 million feet.
It was  in  that year  that  Dr.  Austin  Cary of  the U.  S.  Forest
Service  first  visited   the  Alger-Sullivan  operations.     During  the
following  several  years  the  company,  under  his  advice,  set  out  to
prolong  the  life  of  the  plant.    It  began  cutting  a.nd  turpentining
conservatively,  thinning and caring for young stands,  and working
at  the  fire  problem.     Finally  one  mill  was  closed,  and  the  total
cut  was  reduced  by  half.    Also,  turpentining was  discontinued.
In  1937,  under guidance of the Division of State and Private
Forestry   of   the  U.    S.   Forest   Service,   the  company  cruised   its
timber and formulated a forest management plan.    A forester was
hired,   and  selective  cutting  was  practiced  so  as  to  improve  and
build   up   the   growing   stock.     Recently   the  property  has   been
divided   into    districts   of   approximately   50,OOO   acres.      In   each
district  an  experienced,  technically-trained  forester,  responsible  to
the  chief  forester,  has  been  placed  in  charge  of  all  forestry>  1og-
ging,  and  other woods  operations.    The  chief  forester  is  also  the
togging  superintendent.
The  company  still  holds  much  high-quality  longleaf  timber
and  is  producing lumber and  timber  for a large export trade.     Its
policies  are  pointed  towards  producing  high-quality  lumber,  even
at the  cost of  lowered total output.    To  accomplish  this,  the com-
pany   leaves  tall,   clear   intermediate  trees   (and   even  some  sup-
pressed  trees)   for  future  growth.    It has  initiated  a  pruning pro-
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gram,   does  some  non-commercial  stand-improvement  work,   ``;nd
maintains  a  small  salvage-logging  crew  which  works  around  in
the older stands,  picking  up trees that have died.
WOOD-USING  ACTIVITY
As  we  drive  westward  through  the  longleaf-slash  pine  belt,
let  us  take  stock  of  the  wood-using  activity  that  we  have  so  far
seen  and  prepare  ourselves  for  the   similar  activity  that  we  will
find west of the Mississippi River.
We  have  heard  it  said  that  20  cents  out  of  every  dollar  in
the  pockets  of  southerners  comes  from the  forest.    Though not a
precise  figure,  this  proportion  is  accurate  in  suggesting  the  great
importance  of  wood-using  activity  to  the  region.    As  a  source  of
income,   forests  are  second   to  farming  in  most  of  the  states  to
which our tour takes us.
Many  a  town  through  which  we have  passed  owes  its  liveli-
hood  mainly  to  some  sawmill  or  pulp  mill  or  other  wood-using
plant.     Along  the  road,  we  have  passed  countless  trucks  bearing
sawlogs,   pulpwood,   1umber,   and   other  forest  raw   materials  or
finished products;  and  at many railroad sidings we see these forest
commodities  being loaded on cars.    In the rural areas,  the loggers
a1'e  busy  everywhere,  and  Out  near  the  woods  We  See  Small  saw-
mills  by  the hundreds.    All  together,  there are some  15,000  saw-
mills  in  the lower  South,  and they tum  out three-tenths  of all  the
lumber  made  in   the  United  States.    All  but  about  2   percent  of
these  mills  cut  less   than  5   million  board  feet  in  a  year.     The
region's   32  pulp  mills  have   more  than  a  third  of  the   national
pulping capacity.
The  region's  forests  are not well enough stocked or managed
to  support  all  this  activity  on  timber  growth  alone.    During  the
decade   between    the   mid-1930ls   and   the   mid-1940Js--outside
Tennessee  and  northwest  Arkansas,  for  which  there  are  no  com-
parable figures-total sawlog growing stock fell  14 perce|1t.   This
\h'as  a  drain  on  timber  capital  in  addition  to  growth.     Generally
speaking,  depletion  was  heaviest  in  the  northern  parts,  while  in
some  of  the  southern  parts-notably  the naval  stores  belt  outside
Florida-the  timber  capital  was  built  up.
The   differences   in  resource  trends  are  traceable  to  several
factors.     Of  these,the  factor  of  ownership  is  for  us  the  most  in-
teresting,   since  it  ties  back  directly  to   forest  management.     We
have  seen  enough by this  time to realize  that the forest owners of
the  lower South  fall,  very roughly speaking,  into  two groups.
One group,  the majority in both numbers and forest  acreage,
has  little  or  no  investment  in  wood-using  plants.     For  the  most
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Figure  3.-A  large  scIWmill  Cut  the  Old-growth  lOblOlly  and   ShOrtleaf  Pine  from
this   forest   in   l905.     A   portable   sawmill   took    the   remaining   saw   timber   in
l908.     A  third  cut  in   l918   and  a  fourth  cut  in   19271  cllso  removed  sc[w  timber.
In   l933   a  pulpwood   thinning  was  made  cmd  in   l938  a  selective  cutting  re
moved   5,000   boclrd   feet   Per   acre   Of   Pine   SaWIOgS.     The   view   c[bove,   taken
in  1943,  shows  thclt  cln  excellent  stand  still  existed  even  though  six  commercial
cuts  of  timber  were  made  during  the   38  years  of  mcmagement.     (U.  S.  Forest
Service  photo).
part,  when they harvest timber,  they sell it  on the open market~
to  stumpage,  sawlog,  pulpwood,  and  other  timber buyers.    Their
holdings  are  the  principal  scene  of  activities  of  the  army  of  itin-
erant   loggers,   contractors,   and   small-sawmill   operators.     These
forest holdings  are  typically  small  and  typically ill managed.
The  forest  owners  of  the  other  group  have  considerable  in-
vestments  in  wood-using  facilities-sawmills,  pulp mills,  or other
plants.    The prime interest of many of  them is to stay in business.
Their  forests  are  their  source of  raw  material~in many  cases  for
the present,  jn  all cases for the future, when the  open market may
not  be  so  ready  a  source  of  wood  as  now.     Meantime,  however,
the  open  market  provides  at least  pulpwood  and  small sawlogs to
tide  over  certain  classes  of  these  owners  while  they  are  building
up  the growing stocks on  their own  lands.    These forest holdings
are  typically large  and  typically well managed.
One  of  the  largest  of  these  holdings  is  that  of  the  Southern
Kraft  Division  of  the  Intemational  Paper  Company.     We  have
seen numerous parcels of the Southern Kraft  holdings in the states
already  visited,  and  as  we  move  west  of  the  River  we  see  more
of  them.
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All told, Southern Kraft owns about 2  million acres of timber
land  in  9  southern  states.    Slash,  longleaf,  shortleaf,  and  loblolly
pines  and  hardwoods  from  reproduction  to  large  saw  timber  are
included.     The  company's  eight  large  pulp  and  paper  mills  con-
sumed  3-1/3  million  cords  of  pulpwood  in  1948-about  a  third
of  the  total  pulpwood  cut  in  the  South  and   nearly  a  fifth  of
the total used in  the nation.
The  Southern  Kraft  Division  began  to  practice  forestry   in
I 925,  the  year  the  Division  was  organized  and  the  first mill  and
timber  lands  were  acquired    (in  Louisiana).     The  forestry   con-
sisted  of  developing  a  protection  system  against  fire  and  timber
theft.  This  task was handled  by a consulting forester,  who trained
local  woodsmen  on  the  job.    As  new  plants were built and  addi-
tional  tracts  of  timber  were  purchased,   a  forestry  division  was
built  up.     At present  this  group  includes  120  technical  foresters,
who  manage  company  land,  participate   in  new  land  acquisition,
procure  pulpwood  from  other  owners  (through  contractors) ,  and
encourage good  forestry  among these  owners.
Company  land  provided  only  about  5  percent  of  total  pulp-
wood   requirements  in   1948.     The  Division's   chief  concem  on
tlleSe  lands  iS  tO  improve  growing  conditions  and  build  uP  the
growing stock.     A system of lookout towers,  fire lanes,  and  radio-
equipped   control   crews  has   reduced   tosses   from   fire:   in   1948,
only  1  percent of company holdings were burned over.
In  wet periods  and off-fire  seasons  these crews do  forest im-
provement work.    Thousands  of acres  of pine have been  released
from  over-topping  scrub  hardwoods.     Dense  young  pine  stands
have  been  thinned.     Hardwood  sawlogs  have  been  cut  and  sold
to  make  room  for  pine   on  a  quarter-million  acres.     As  soon  as
seedlings   can   'De   Obtained,   the  Division   intends  to  plant  about
40,000  acres  that  will  not  restock  naturally.    During the  1947-48
planting  season,  3,612,000  seedlings  were planted  with  machines.
Southern  Kraft  exchanges  pine  sawlogs  from  company  land  for
pulpwood  from the outside.    In  1946,  30 million feet of  sawlogs
were exchanged  for  169,OOO cords of  pulpwood.
Southem   Kraft   foresters   do   educational   work   with   forest
owners   from  whom  pulpwood  is  purchased.     Ill  1948,  company
foresters marked,  without charge,  14o,ooo cords  in partial cuttings
on  70,000  acres  belonging  to  Goo  forest  owners.     The  company
held  exhibits and conservation meetings and distributed more than
2   million  pine   seedlings   free  for  planting  by  4-H  aub  boys,
Future  Farmers  of  America,  and  landowners.
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HARDWOOD  PROBLEM
The hardwood problem to which the Southern Kraft foresters
devote  a good  deal  of  their  attention  is  widespread  in  the  South.
It consists in the fact that, somewhat in contrast to pine, the quality
of hardwood  is  highly variable  and  only  the better-quality timber
finds  a ready market.    On pine sites,  unpromising hardwood may
reproduce  vigorously  and  threaten  to  take  over  the  stand.     Both
here and  on hardwood  sites,  the poorer-quality hardwood tends to
increase  in  the  stand  as  better  elements  are  harvested.    The  only
remedies  are  to  find  uses  for this poor hardwood or  i-o  destroy it.
In  some  parts  of  the  region,  more  than  half  the  growth  of
young  timber  in  pine  stands  is  taking  place  on  hardwood  i-fees.
And  many hundred  thousand  acres that  were formerly pine  forest
are now hardwood forest.
The Ozan  Lumber Company of Prescott, Arkansas,  has made
a  particularly  aggressive  attack  on  the  hardwood  problem.    This
company  has  a  little  less  than  a  hundred  thousand  acres  of  short-
leaf-loblolly  pine  and  hardwood  land.     It  operates three efficient
medium-size   sawmills  and  produces  chiefly  pine  lumber.     The
logs   for  these  mills  come  both  from  company  land  and  from
outside  purchases.
The company has  employed a  forester for about  15  years and
has  been  cutting  conservatively  and  selectively  on  company  land
during   that  period.     During  the  war,  to  take  advantage  of  the
brisk  hardwood  market,  the  cut  was   switched  from  principally
pine  to  principally  hardwood.     Much  of  the  poor-quality  hard-
wood  sawlog  component  of  the  stand  was  removed.     Since  the
war  the  forester  has   employed  a   15-man  crew  to  control  hard-
woods  by  utilization  or  girdling  and  to  thin  and  improve  pine
stands.    About  a quarter of the  total  area,  comprising most of the
stands  needing  this work,  has been covered  to  date.    All  trees cut
on  company  land  are  first marked  by  this  crew;  the  total  amount
cut  is  held  well  below  the  growth.     Fire  protection  is  adequate,
and natural tree reproduction  has made planting unnecessary.   For
some  years,  services  of  the  company's  marking  crew  have   been
available  to  other  forest owners  without  cost.
FOREST  RESEARCH
In  the course  of our tour of the  lower South,  we have  heard
much of the research work that is  an important part of the forestry
movement  in  this  region.     Forest  research  has  been  in  the  van
with  the   development  of  improved  wood-utilization  procedures,
the  study  of  tree  regeneration  and  cultural  measures,  the  use  of
advanced  techniques in gum na.val stores production,  and in work-
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ing  out  and  demonstrating  profitable  systems  of  timber  manage-
ment.
This   research   is   being   done   by   both   private   and   public
agencies.     Among  the  latter  are  the  Southern  and  Southeastern
Forest  Experiment  Stations  of   the  U.   S.  Forest  Service.     From
their  respective headquarters at New  Orleans and Ashville,  N.  C.,
these  two  stations  operate  12  branches  in  the  lower  South.
Figure  4.--Over-heavy   pulpwood  cutting  has  trc[nsformed  this  larm  woodland
Iron   a   pine-hardwood   forest  into   a  hardwoodt  problem   clrea.     (u.   s.   Forest
Service  photo.)
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While  we   are  in  the  vicinity,  let  us  stop   at  the  Southem
Station's  branch  at  Crossett,  in  southern  Arkansas.    The  findings
of   15   years  of  research  on  this  experimental  forest  have  had  a
marked effect on lobfolly  and shortleaf pine management through-
out the South.
Especially  noteworthy  as  an  example   of  intensive  manage-
ment  is  the  "farm  forestry  forty.''     Set  up  as  a  trial  of  what  a
farmer  might  ea.rn  from  his  woods  through  annual  selective  cut-
ting,  the  forty-acre  plot  has  now  been  under management  for  12
years.    During that period,  148,692  board feet of  logs,  290 cords
of  pulpwood,  209  cords  of  fuel  wood,  and  385  fence posts  have
been cut.    These products had a stumpage value of $2,437  ($5.08
per  acre  per  year)   and  a  delivered  value  of  $7,590   ($15.81   per
acre per year) .    Moreover,  the timber stand  has  improved and the
forest  today  is  jn  far  better  condition  than  whc-n  cutting  started.
On  about  1,000  acres  of  the  3,50O  acres  of  typical  second-
growth  pine  stands  of  the  Crosset  Experimental  Forest,  selective
timber  management  under  short  cutting  cycles  has  been  practiced
for  over  10  years.     During this  period  an  average of  1,755  board
feet   (International   1/4-inch  rule)   Of  Pine  logs  has  been  Cut  Per
acre.     The  average  voulme  per  acre,  in  trees  12  inches  d.b.h.  and
above   before  cutting  started  in  1937,  was  4,807  board  feet,  and
in  1946,  after  cutting,  was  6,253  board  feet.    This  is  an  increase
of  30 percent in volume,  in addition to the  37  percent of original
volume  that  was  cut  during  the  10-year  period.
During  this period,  the  number  of  sawlog trees per acre and
the size of  the average tree have increased.    More recently, studies
of   even-aged   versus   selection   all-aged   management   have   been
established.    Heavy improvement and release cuttings  in the hard-
wood  portion  of  the  stands,  together  with  complete  fire  protec-
tion,  have  resulted  in good  pine  reproduction.
BOTTOMLAND  FOREST  MANAGEMENT
Although  there  is  more  hardwood  timber  than  pine  in  the
lower  South,  it  has  become  obvious  from  our  trip  that  far  more
is known about the management  of pine than of hardwood  in this
region.     To  learn  more  about  hardwood  forestry  is  one  of  the
challenging  problems.
During  the  last  leg  of  our   tour,  we  shall  pass  through  the
one  great  section  of  the  lower  South  wllere  Pine  iS  quite  Out  Of
the  picture.     This  is   the  Delta,  which  we  enter  in  Arkansas  on
our  way  to  Memphis,  Tennessee.     One  of  the  progressive  forest
owners   whose   lands   and  mills   we  visit   is   the   Anderson-Tully
Lumber Company of Memphis.
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This  company  owns  more  than  200,OOO  acres  of bottomland
hardwoods   in   the   Delta  portions   of  Louisiana,   Arkansas,   and
Mississippi.      It   is   one   of   the   largest   producers   of   hardwood
lumber  in  the  country.     Most  of  its  lumber  it  makes  into  semi-
finished  products  such  as  handles,  furniture  squares,  egg  crates,
and  the  like.     Face  veneer  is  also  produced.     The  co,mpany  gets
its   logs  from  its  own  land,  and  also  from  farm  woodlands  and
other open-market sources.    Besides logs,  it purchases much  green
lumber.
When  old-growth  bottomland  hardwood  became  scarce  some
years before the war,  the company began selecting the over-mature
and  defective  old-growth  trees  for  cutting  and  saving  the thrifty
ones for  future cuts.    The company now practices very strict selec-
live  cutting  of  old  growth,  removing  only  those  trees  that  would
probably  diminish  in  quality  or die before the next cut in  5  tc,10
years.    Fire protection is  strict.    In  its cut-over  and  sc-cond-growth
stands,  the  company  practices  improvement  cutting  and  thinning.
A crew of  10 trained men spends  full  time in cruising,  appraising,
and   marking  both  company  and  outside  timber.     The  practical
forester  in  charge  has  responsibility  both  for  timber  management
and  for  supplying  logs  to  keep  the  plants  in  full  operation.
FORESTRY  PROSPECTS
We  are  back  in  New  Orleans,  having  completed  our  wide
and  all-too-brief  tour  of  some  of  the most fascinating  forest  areas
in  the  United  States.     On  the  basis  of  what  we  have  seen,  can
\h'e  speculate  on  what  the  future  holds  for private  forest manage-
ment  in  this region?
Of  one  thing  we  are  quite  sure:     If  the  success  of  private
forestry  depends  upon  profit,   and  if  profit  depends  upon  such
factors  as  rapid  timber  growth,   ample   labor  supply,  and  ready
access   to  wood-using  plants   and  markets,   then  the  lower  South
offers  outstanding  opportunities  for private  forestry.
On another point,  too   we feel fairly certain:    The past trend
toward  good  management  on  large  forest  holdings  will  continue.
A]though  the  rate  of  increase  in  well-mam_ged  acreage  will  vary
with general  business  conditions  and  although  the  extent of large
holdings  will  ultimately  be  limited  by  the pattern  of  forest  occur-
rence  and  ownership,  it  seems  easily possible  for  the present  area
of  good  forestry  to  be  doubled  simply  through  land  acquisition
and   the   adoption   of   good   practices   by   more   and   more   large
OWnerS.
But what of the small  forest owners?    Nothing that we have
seen  on  our tour gives  us  a  sure  clue  to  this  critical  question.
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We  might  conclude,  on  the  basis  of  present  conditions,  that
most  of  the  small-owner  group  can  never  be  induced  to  practice
intensive forest management.     Such a conclusion,  however, wet are
unwilling  to grant.    Small  owners hold  the majority of  the forest
lands,  and probably always will.   These holdings are too important
to  the  public  and  to  industry-they  are  too  large   a  share  of  a
major resource  in  this  forest region-to be dismissed.
In  view  of  its  heavy  reliance  on  these  small  forests,  can  in-
dustry  reform  the cutting practice it uses in harvesting wood from
them?    What shape would such reform take?    Regulation by  law?
On  the  other hand,  will it be better to  follow exclusively the edu-
cational  approach?     To  make  education   and   technical  assistance
work,  is some sort of forest credit needed?    In view of the demon-
strated  success  of large-scale  forestry,  what are the possibilities  of
small   owners  handing  together  into  cooperative  associations  for
forest  management  and  timber  processing?     Here  are  questions
that bid fair to  challenge the forestry profession in the lower South
for years to come.
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forest  management  in  Vermont  and  in  Texas,  and  also  Assistant
in charge of fire protection in the latter  State.   For the past twenty
years  he has worked  with the U.  S.  Forest Service  at the Southem
I''orest   Experiment   Station.     Here   he   has   had   charge   of   the
Station's  work  in  the  financial  aspects  of  forest  management,  the
field  which  has  long  been  his  primary  professional  interest.    Mr.
Bond  was   instrumental  in  planning  and  setting  up  the  Crossett
Experimental   Forest  near  Crossett,   Arkansas,  mentioned  in  the
article  as  one  of  the  oldest  and  most  famous  of  the  southern  ex-
perimental   forests.      Out   of   this   work   came   his   well   known
bulletin,   written   with   Reynolds   and    Kirkland,   on   '{Financial
aspects  of  selective  cutting  in  the  management  of  second-growth
pine-hardwood  forests  west of the Mississippi  River."    Mr.  Bond
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most recent selective cuttings.
a   a
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Woodlots in the Tall Corn State
By  RussELL  E.  GETTY
Since  the  turn  of  the century  those people in Iowa who have
an interest  in forestry ha.ve  been attempting to show that planting
trees,  caring for them,  and managing woodlots for useful products
pays  dividends.    In  the  Tall  Corn  State where  the woodland  area
is  estimated  to  be  6.37o   of  the  total  land  area,  the  income  from
woodlands  is  reported  by  the  farmers  themselves   in  the  census
records  to  be  less  tha.n  17r  of  the  total  farm  income.    It  is  small
wonder that  interest in  forestry sometimes lags.
A  state  such  as  Georgia  with  a  high  proportion  of  the  land
area  best  suited  for  the  growing  of  wood  crops  has  only  recently
awakened  to   the   importance  of  practicing  forestry  in  order  to
insure   a  measure  of  sustained   prosperity   for  the  state.      Now,
through  legislation,`   appropriations  and  education,  the  people  of
Georgia  are  making  great  strides  ahead  in  forestry.
The   state  of  Washington,  also  with  a  large  forest  area  in
the state,  in  1945  enacted  a forest practices act  designed  ``to main-
lain  continuous  growth  of  timber  on  all  lands  suitable  for  such
purposes."    Stringent enforcement provisions are  contained in the
legislation  to accomplish the stated purpose of "keeping the forest
land  of this  state continuously  and fully productive".
It  will   probably  be  a  long  time  before  the  people  of  Iowa
will  consider  the  collective   woodland  area  of  the  state  of  such
public  importance  that  legislative  control  of  the  productivity  of
woodlands  would   be   desired.     Rather,   Iowa,   in   this  regard   is
included  in  the  national  picture  presented  by  J.  F.  Preston  in  his
recent  book,  Farm  Wood  Crops.    He  states,  "The  actual  income
from   forest   products,   including  home  use,   is   very  low  on   the
average  farm   and  represents  not  more  than  27f   of  the  total  in-
come.    This  is  not  surprising  in  view of the fact that this  income
is   derlved   largely   from   neglected,   uncared   for,   untended,   and
unappreciated  wild  land."     In  another  place  Preston  states,  {'the
non-farm  holder  of  forest  land  generally  recognizes  his  holding
as  a  forest property  and  hence  needs  only  to  be  convinced  of  the
value  of  forest  management  and  marketing  practices.    The  farm
owner,  on  the  other  hand,   frequently  is  not  ready  to  admit  that
he  owns  a  small  forest property.    Part  of his farmland  is covered
by  a  growth  of  trees,  but  in  his  mind  and  his  plans  this  may  be
a  temporary condition.
This   situation   would   seem   to   be   amply   supported   in   the
many  discouraging cases which come to the attention of practicing
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foresters  in  Iowa.    In  one  recent case  in the southem part  of the
state,  timber  on  poor  soil  and  rolling  lands was offered  for clear-
cutting  with  the  understanding  that   the  land  would  increase  in
value over $10 per acre without the timber.
In  another  instance  in  Johnson  county.   2  years  ago,  a  fine
2OO  acre  tract  of  oak-hickory   timber  was  sold  twice  within  one
year.    The first sale  price was considerably lower than the second
wherein it  was stipulated that all the timber which the seller could
remove  within  5  years  was  to be taken  off the land.    Incidentally
the  second   sale  has   been   exceptionally  profitable  for  the  seller
who  cut  and  sold  a  large  volume  of  stumpage  from  the  tract  on
a very good market.
Under   circumstances  where  farmers  place  so  little  value  on
the  timber  in   their  woodlands,  a  practicing  forester  might  well
wonder whether forestry is losing ground in Iowa.    Where should
the  emphasis  be  placed  in  most  effectively  showing  farmers  the
advantages  of  good  forest  management- on  existing woodlots  and
the development of new ones?
This   highly   mobile   sctwmill   is   in   constant    demand   by   the   farm   owners   o{
scattered woodlots  in north central  Iowa.
In   an   effort   to   make   good   woodland   management  more
attractive  to  farmers,  foresters over the  United  States have recerltly
been   emphasizing   the   importance   of   higher   prices   for   forest
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products   through   better   markets   and   marketing   methods.      It
is  argued  that  if prices  are  high  enough to  be  attractive  desirable
silvicultural  and  management  practices  will  na.turally  follow.
It  was  with  a  view  to  exploring  this  line  of  reasoning  that
the  Forestry  Department  at  Iowa  State  College  set  up  a  research
project  in  1948  under  the  Agricultural  Experiment  Station.    The
project  was  entitled  "Marketing  Farm  Forest  Products  in  Iowa.
It  was  to  be  an  exhaustive  project  to  produce  detailed  informa-
tion   on  the  character  of  the  woodland  resource  as   well  as  the
character  of  the  market  and  the  particular  marketing   methods
employed.
Several   rather  extensive  surveys  of  the  forest  resources  of
Iowa,  have  been  made  within  the past  15  years.    Nevertheless,  it
seemed   desir;ble  to  have  additional  and  more  specific  detailed
information  than  had  previously been gathered.    To  do  this  with
limited  funds  it  was  necessary  to  cover  only  a  fractional  area  of
the  state.
A  granary  on  the  Russet  Lackender  farm,  providing  storage  for  5600  bushels
of  com  cnd  3600  bushels  of  smclll  grain,  was  largely  constructed  with  native
Lumber Iron ct  5-acre  woodlot.
Johnson   County  was  selected  as  the  study  area,  not  because
it  was  considered  representative,  but  because  it  was  not  unrepre-
sentative,  in  that  it  was  neither  the  most  heavily  wooded  county
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An   interior   view   o£   the  granary   On   the   Russel   Lackender  farm   showing   cl
portion  of  the  3J'  x   10"   hardwood   joists,  23  feet  in  length,   Obtained  lrcm  ,he
lam   woodlot.     Thirtytsix  of  these  joists  were  required.
in  the  state  nor the one most  devoid  of woodlands.    As jt  turned
out  the  area  in  woodland  in Johnson  County  is  6.7f/f  of the  total
land  area  as  compared  with  6.37c  for  the  state  as  a  whole.     By
chance,  then,  Johnson  County  is  fairly  representative  of  the  state
from   the  standpoint  of   area  in   forest  cover.     Johnson   County
also  was considered a good timber growing area.    A farm forester
has  been  located  there  for  several  years  and  there were a  number
of  sawmills  in  operation  which  would  be able to  supply  pertinent
information.
The   primary   question   was:    t'Can    markets   or   marketing
methods  be  found  which  will  raise  the price  of  Iowa  farm  forest
products   to   the  point   where  growing  of   timber  crops   will   be
more  attractive  to  farm  woodlot  owners?"
In  answering  this  question  many  others  arose  which  had  to
be  answered  first.     As  several  of  these  points  of  question  were
investigated  it  became  evident  that  the  home-use  of  forest   pro-
ducts   was   of  major   importance.     Perhaps   in  a  state  like   Iowa
where  the  area  in  forest  is  small more  emphasis  should  be placed
on making the home  use  of lumber and forest products attractive.
A  study  of  the  38  sawmills  of Johnson County  revealed  that
most  of the lumber produced was being used on farms  within the
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county  and  only  a  fraction of it was  entering industrial channels.
Out  of  a  total  production  of  2,ZOO,OOO  board  feet  in  1947,  587o
was  custom  sawing  in  the  form  of  logs  owned  by  farmers  and
hauled  to  the  mills  for  sawing by the  farmers themselves.    Much
of the remaining production of the mills was purchased by farmers
who  did  not  have  woodlots.     Only  2   sawmills  out  of  38  were
producing  lumber  for  industrial  uses.     Fully  1/2  Of  the  Sawmills
in   the   county   were   originally  purchased   because  of  the  incon-
venience  woodlot  owners  experienced  in  getting  someone  else  to
saw  their  logs  into  lumber.     In  brief,   the  sawmill  phase  of  the
study  pointed  out  that  the  farmers  interest  in  native  lumber  was
strong  even  when -the  industrial  market demand  was  at  its  peak.
In  order  to  obtain  information  on  the  home  use  of  forest
products  from  the  farmers  themselves,  a  questionnaire  was  pre-
pared and personal interviews were conducted on a random sample
representing  107o  of the  234o  farms  in Johnson  County.
TABLE  NO.   1
FARM WOODLOT PRODUCTS USED ON THE FARM
IN JOHNSON COUNTY IN 1948.
Product                                             Aelerdge    Per     Fclrm            UnjlJ
Fuelwood
Native   I_umber   from   own   Woodlot
Native    I.umber    purchased    ........`..
Total    Nati`,e    Lumber    Used   _._....
4
(.;
<`\
421
996
Cords
Number
Board   feel
Board   feet
Board   feet
In  a  county  where  92.7r+/a  of  the  farms  have  electric  pov`/er
lines  leading  into  their  buildings  and  89.7C/>;  have  telephones  in
their  homes,  one  wouldn't  expect  many  wood-burning  stoves  and
furnaces.     Actually,   however,   47fT/a   of  the  farms  use  wood   for
fuel,  averaging  8.5  cords  per farm  per year for this purpose.     Of
the  logo  farms using fuel wood only  850 had their own woodlots
and  240  obtained  fuelwood  from  sawmills  and  neighbors.     The
total   fuelwood  consumption  in  Johnson  County  was  9270  cords
or almost 4 cords per farm in the county.
Home  grown   wood  posts  arc  still  in  demand  for  fencing.
Tlle  Survey  Shows  that  20.27f  of the posts of Johnson County are
steel,  74.5r/c  are  untreated wood posts and  5.3C/`o  are treated wood
posts.     With  977  rods   of  fence  per  average  farm  of  166  acres,
61   posts   were  purchased   in   1948   and   63   were   obtain_ed   from
woodlots.    Of  the  61  posts per farm purchased  23.497o  were steel,
26.27o  were  wood  with  a preservative  treatment  and  5().47c  were
untreated  wood.     Only   1   person  among  those  interviewed  had
made  any  attempt  to  treat  posts  obtained  from  a  native  woodlot
with a preservative.
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The  amount  of  lumber  used  on  a  farm  is  difficult  to  deter-
mine  accura.tely  since  records  of  such  use  are not maintained  and
ir  is  necessary to rely on the memory of the farm operator.    After
having  heard   the  explanation  of  the  purpose  of   Home-use  of
Lumber  Survey  the  farmer  being  interviewed  would  often  begin
by  saying he hadn't used  any lumber  in  1948  or that  he had  used
so  little  that  it  wouldn't  be  important  to  the  interrogator.    Then
as  the  interview  progressed  he  would   recall  one  small  repair  or
construction project after another which in the aggregate amounted
to  a  substantial  volume  of  lumber  used.     Consequently,  the  esti-
mate  of  lumber  used   in  1948  is  expected  to  be  low  since  some
construction and  repair work was,  no doubt,  forgotten.
Another  factor  contributing  to  a  low  figure  on  the  use  of
lumber  on  the  farm  in  1948  was  the general economic outlook at
that time.    Most farmers had more available cash than ever before
and  they  also  had  accumulated  a  large  backlog  of   building  and
repair  projects  which  they   were  eager  to  start.     However,  with
lumber  prices  unprecedentedly  high  and  with  much  talk  of   an
impending   economic   depression,   many   held   up   their   building
plans.     To  have  a  basis  for  evaluating  the  tabulated  total  home
use  of  lumber  each  person  interviewed  was  requested  to  compare
the  amount  of  lumber  used  in   1948  with  that  used  during   the
preceding  years  he  had  occupied  that  particular  farm.     Consider-
ing  the  fact  that  the  average  tenure  was   14  years  some  basis  for
comparison  was  available.     Only  16f/r  stated  they had  used  more
than  the  average  amount  whereas  47r/f  considered  their  1948  use
of   lumber  below  average  and  37f/r   stated  it  was  about  average.
Another  point  of  importance  is  that  this  estimate  of  lumber  use
on  the  farm  did  not  include  any  new  houses or  large barns.
It  is  probable  that  the  1702  board  feet  of  lumber  used  per
farm  in  Johnson  County  in  1948  is  lower  than  the  actual  average
use.     Although  it  was  somewhat  surprising  to  find  that  6o7r  of
the  lumber   used   on  farms  was  native  lumber,   this  indicates  it.i
r{1lther  general  popularity.
A  question  arose  relative  to  the  siz|-  of  native  woodlots  and
tlleir  distribution   in  the  county.      Only  48.7r/a   of  the  farms  in
Johnson  County  had   woodlots.     These   averaged  21.07  acres  per
f:lrm,  which  amounts  to  an  average  of  10.25  acres  per  farm  for
all   farms  in  the  county.     Can  this  acreage  supply  more  lumbar
than  the  local  farm  population  will   demand?     It  obviously  can
under   good   management   produce   more   native   lumber   tllan   iS
now   being  used.     However,   the  demand   for  native  lumber  llaS
great  possibilities  for  expansion.     It  is  significant-  to  note  tllat  the
total  "1umber  from  own  woodlots"  and  the  total  ''native  lumber
purchased"  as  reported  by  farmers  in  1948,  table  No.   2,  exceeds
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The  lam  home  of  Joseph  Cculcll  in  Johnson  County.    Most  of  the  lumber  used
in  this  beclutilul,   brick-veneer  house  was  produced  Iron  the  owner's  woodlot.
the  total sawmill production for Johnson County for the preceding
year.
TABLE NO.  2
LUMBER USED PER FARM IN 1948 AS REPORTED BY
THE  FARM OPERATORS OF JOHNSON COUNTY.
Lllmber   PllrCbdJed             Lumber   from        Native   I_amber
Type   of  USe                                f1'Om    Lumbar    Ya1'dJ         Own   Tydodlot             Purcl,d5ed
(Board    feel)                      (Board    feel)            (Board    feet)
Hog    houses
poultry   house;
Grain   storage
Machine   sheds
Gates
Fences
General     repairs
Miscellaneous
Totals
?a¥:ralgne thpeer
county
Percent
339.920
54,Goo
147,700
3,500
415,960
242,150
76,450
84,000
65,500
222.030
2,000
102,000
140,000
577,640
219,OOO
26,500
172.150
74,000
32.500
231.250
25O.750
SOL,900
1.000
32,500
91,500
38.500
38,250
1,651,810                                I,345,790                                    985,650
706                                                575                                                421
41                                                    34                                                   25
There  are  several  ways  in  which  the  home  use   of  lumber
might be made more attractive.    For one thing the process of con-
verting   logs   into   lumber   could   be   made   more   convenient  by
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Except  for   the   siding  end  shingles,   this   ham   on  the   Joseph  Coufc[1  farm   is
constmcted entirely with ncttive  lumber.
having  a  highly  portable mill  in  an  area  such  as  Johnson  County.
Observations  in  this  study indicate  that  a portable sawmill,  which
is  highly  mobile  and  will  move  into  a  farm  woodlot  for  as  little
as  2,OOO  to  5,OOO  board  feet`   offers  a great service  to  the  woodlot
owner.    It would  seem  that the encouragement of such a portable
sawmill  should  be  considered  by  foresters attempting to make the
management of small woodlots attractive to a farm owner.    There
are  a  number  of  portable  sawmills  throughout  the  county  which
serve as successful patterns of operation.
One  such  portable  sawmill  owner  in  a  relatively  woodless
portion of  the state is  limiting the radius of operation to  30 miles
and  making  a  very  satisfactory  livelihood  at  a  nominal  sawing
charge.     That  the  woodland  owners  of  the  area  consider  this  a
service  is  evident  by  the  fact  that  at  the  present  time  this mill  is
fully  scheduled  with   sawing  jobs  one  year  in  advance,   and  all
jobs   have  come   to  the  sawmill  operator  unsolicited  during  the
past 6  years.
More  publicity  might  be  given  to  case  histories  within  an
area  which  will  demonstrate  the  advantage  of  using  native wood
over   other   woods.     For   instance   in  Johnson   County  a   double
granary  was  built  on  the  Russel  Lackender  farm  south  of  Iowa
City.     The  building  plan  specified  3"  x  lOJ'  stringers  23   feet  in
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length which would support a  36oo  bushel small grain bin.    The
Lackender  farm  had  a  5  acre  woodlot  which  had  been  retained
for  the  specific  purpose  of  building  new  farm  buildings  or  re-
placing  or  repairing  old  ones  as  the  need  arose.     Much   better
stringers  of the  sizes needed  were  obtained  from  the home wood-
lot than could be purchased any place.
Another  case  which  was  discovered  during  the course  of the
survey   seems   to   have   great   possibilities   for   teaching   woodlot
owners the value of native lumber.    Joseph Coufa1,  retired farmer
and  former  sawmill  operator  in  Johnson  County  maintains  that
if   properly  manufactured  and  processed   Iowa  lumber  is  better
building material  for  farm  home  and  building  construction  than
any  lumber on the market.    This  is  no idle boast since his beauti-
ful  farm home,  garage,  barn,  chicken house and  other farm build-
ings,   constructed   almost  entirely  of  native  material,   are  monu-
ments to the native woodlot.
Mr.  Coufa1's  spacious,  8-room,  brick-veneer  farm  home  has
native oak joists and studding.  The sheathing a.nd sub-flooring are
all  native  lumber.    Each  of  the  4  bed  rooms  has  a  large  lighted
closet  with  a  built-in  chest  of  oak  drawers  and  shelves  in  natural
finish.     All   rooms,  halls,  and  closets  are  finished  with  clear  oak
flooring  which  came  from  the  farm  woodlot  but  was  kiln  dried
and   made  into  flooring  by  a  local  sash  and  door  company.
Mr.  Coufal's procedure  for success in handling native lumber
is  well  known  but  seldom   so   carefully  followed.     In  the  first
place  he  sawed  his  lumber accurately.    Then  he piled  it carefully
to   avoid   staining  and   weathering  and  to  dry  it  properly.     All
pieces  selected  for  trim  and  finish  or  for  places  where  shrinkage
through  further  drying  was  undesirable  were  air  dried  in  a  barn
loft for two  years.    Everything was run through a planer to insure
uniformity   in   size.      This   included   studding,   floor   joists,   sub-
flooring  and  sheathing.     Finally  an  electric  power  drill  was  used
in toe-nailing studdings to plates and  wherever splitting was likely
to  occur.     Even  the  barn  and  other  buildings  were  built  of  well
seasoned   and   dressed   lumber  from  the  native  woodlot  and  the
electric  drill was used liberally.
There  are  many  other  cases  of  home  use  of  native  lumbe^r
throughout  Johnson  County  and  the  state  which  could  be  effec-
tively   publicized   to   encourage  greater  use  of   native  lumber  at
home.
As  a  final  suggestion  more  information  should  be  available
to  the woodlot owner,  and the owner of land which  is  best suited
for  forest  crops,I  on  the  actual  return  being  realized  from  certain
wooded  areas  similar to the average  farm  woodlot.    Case histories
covering  a  long  period  of  time  are  needed  for  this  purpose  and
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are  beyond  the  scope  of  the  current  studies  reported  here.     It  is
probable  that  if  accurate  records  are  kept  it  will  be  found  that
the woodlot, even as it now  exists figures much more prominently
in the modern farm operation than the owners themselves realize.
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Fifty Years Progress in Managing
Ponderosa Pine in the
Pacific Northwest
C.   O.  BoRSTINC+FoRESTER
Weyerhaeuser  Timber  Company
KldmcltlJ  FdllJ   BrdllCIJ
FoR  fifty  years  POnderOSa  Pine  has  experienced  a  unique  Spotin American  forestry.    It has not suffered  th   severe depreda-
lions of its Eastern pine cousins.    By the time the  westward march
of  lumbering  had  reached  the  vast  stands  of  western  yellow  pine
serious  thought,  as  well  as  action was  being advanced by foresters
in public and private service alike.
Because of  existing  tax structures  covering timber  lands  fifty
years  ago,  the  usual  1ogging  practice  was   to  remove  all  the  mer-
chantable  volume  on  an  area.     If  the  land  was  to  be  retained  by
the  owner,  regeneration  and  a  future  cut was  left in  the hands  of
nature.      In  many  instances   the  cut-over   land   was  converted   to
agricultural  purposes.    This proved  to  be a serious error on  much
marginal  land  in  the  lake  states;  and  the lesson  learned  by  timber
owners  aided  the advancement  of western  forest management.
At  the turn  of  the century  forest  practices  in ponderosa pine
were  not  good;  to  say  they  were,  would  be  inconsistent  with  the
efforts  and  advancements  made  for  foresters  for  two  generations.
From  19OO  to  1925  the  majority of  operators  removed  practically
all  merchantable  trees;  the  operations  were  small  and  horses  were
generally   employed  in  skidding.     Because  of  the  nature  of  the
pine  forests  small  trees  were  left  intact  and  capable  of  increased
growth.     These  areas   that  escaped   denudation  from  slash  fires
now  support  excellent stands  of reproduction and poles.
Some   action  was   being  given   fire  protection   and  steps   to
organize   a  protective  association  were  taken  in  1908.     However"light burning"  was sometimes practiced in the virgin forests with
the theory in mind  that this was  desirable fire prevention.    Subse-
quent growth  of  grass  and  brush  made  continued  burning  neces-
sary,  which  in turn caused soil  deterioration,  death to reproduction,
fire  scars,  and  continued  aggravation  of  existing  fire  scars.     On
some  areas  which  did  not  escape the ravages of slash burning the
fires   killed  all  the  reproduction  and  brush  and  grass  have  taken
Over.
Fire  control  gradually  improved  until  now  a  great  deal  of
money  and  effort is  expended  annually  by the land owner in pro-
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A  reserve  stand   ol  ponderosa   pine   alter  the  mclin  harvest.     The   tree   c[t  left
and   the  one   right   of   center  will  be  removed   40  years  hence.     Trees   in  the
background  will  lr.CIke  uP  the  Second  and  third  Cuts  80  clnd   l20   years  hence.
tecting the future timber supply.    Although  compulsory laws now
require  slash  burning,  new  methods  control the  fires and  hold  the
damage  to  the  reserve  stand  at  a  minimum.    At  first  "broadcast
burning"    was   carried   on   exclusively.      This   caused   too   much
damage  to  reproduction  when  weather  conditions  were  not  right.
Hand  piling  of  slash  was  then  instituted.    This  obtained  the  de-
sired   results   but  proved   to   be  expensive  and   time   consuming.
With  increasing mechanization  of  woods  operations  the mechani-
cal  slash  piler  has  come  into  the  picture.    This  makes  it  possible
to  move  slash  as well  as  cull  logs  and other  debris into  large piles
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which  can  be  burned  without  damage  to  the  reserve  stand.     It
also  has  some  scarifying  effect  on  the  ground;  thus  preparing  it
for natural regeneration.
The manager of ponderosa  pine in the Pacific Northwest has
from  necessity  changed  his  methods  of  handling  virgin  stands.
In  attempting  to  change  a  wild  forest,  which  is  static  in  growth,
to  a  managed  forest   capable  of  producing  maximum  yield,  the
forester now bases his actions on the behavior of the western  pine
beetle.    Ecological  and economic factors still enter the picture,  but
are worked into  the plan of operation.
The  western  pine  beetle  is  a  native  of  the  ponderosa  pine
The   lclrge  class   4B  tree  (center)   is  a  typical  cut.     Notice   the  thrifty  stcmd  of
poles in  the  bcrckground.
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region.    He has been killing overmature,  decadent,  and  weakened
pines  for  centuries,  but  only  within  the  last  50  years  or  so  was
the western  pine beetle recognized  as a primary tree killer.   It was
not  until   about   1917   that   his   destructiveness   was   appreciated.
Along  about  this  time  a prolonged  series  of  drought years  began
causing  a  marked  decline  in  tree  growth.    With  this  weakening
of tree vigor,  western pine beetle destruction mounted rapidly and
timber   owners   began   to   recognize   this   tiny   killer  as  a  serious
menace to their property.
Originally  attempts  were  made  to  selectively  log pine  stands
on  an  economic  basis.     Only  those  trees  that   the  operator  felt
would  pay  their  way  were  removed.     This  process  left  a  reserve
stand,  but  it  contained  a  high  proportion  of  what  we  now know
to  be  risk  trees.    These  are the  less vigorous trees capable of sup-
l`orting broods of the western pine beetle.     A western pine  beetle
attacking  one  of  these  susceptible,  or  risk,  trees  is  capable of pro-
ducing  about nine  adults  for  each  attacking  adult.     It  takes  little
imagination  to  realize what  such  an  influx  of bark beetles  can  do
to  the  remaining  stand.     In  contrast  to  this  the  insect  production
is almost in reverse ratio to the above when the bark beetle attacks
a vigorous tree.
The  Bureau  of  Entomology  and  Plant  Quarantine  has  done
an  excellent  job  in  ferreting  out  the  behavior  of  the  bark  beetle,
and  methods   of  control   were  established  on  the  basis  of  their
findings.      This   developed   into  a  large  scale  operation  after  a
peak  epidemic  in   1932.     "Bug  crews"  were  used  in  this  work.
The  object  of  these  crews  was  to  fall  and  peel  all  brood  trees,
which  were  then  burned.     No  attempt  was  made  to  salvage  the
trees.     This  reduced  the  loss  temporarily,  but  did  not  remove the
weak  or  risk  trees.     As  a  result  the  bark  beetle  was  able  to  con-
tinue  its  depredations.
With  this  situation  confronting  foresters  attempting  to  put
wild  forests  under  management,  the   logical  approach  was  to  re-
move  all  infected  trees  as  well  as those highly  susceptible to  insect
attack.     By  so  doing  the  land  owner  would  also  realize  a  return
on  the  material  removed.    The  problem  then  arose-how  can  a
susceptible, or risk tree, be distinguished from  one not susceptible?
F.  P.  Keen  of  the  Bureau  of  Ehtomology  and  Plant  Quarantine
was   instrumental   in   solving   this  problem.     He   devised   a  tree
crown  classification  using  Dunning's  seven  classes  as  a basis.    As
a  result of  Keen's  studies*  and  work  we now have a  tree classifi-
cation  based  on  four  categories  for  age and  four on  crown  vigor.
With these refinements  it is possible to identify the trees by classes
*Keen,      F.     P.        1936     Relative    Susceptibility    of    ponderosa    pine    to    bark    beetle    attack.
Journal  of  Forestry  34:919-927.
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The   large   4C   (left)   clnd   the   4B   (right)    are   removed   in   cl   harvest   Cut.     In   cI
salvage  cut  designed   to  protect  the  stcmdl  fo,I  a  relatively  shc,rt  periodl,  the  4C
is  cut while  the  4B  is retained  for a future harvest.
and  select those most vulnerable to insect attack in marking a  par-
ticular  stand.
In  designing  a cutting practice for  a  timber stand  it  is neces-
sary  that  it  fit  the hazards of  the  timber.    In ponderosa pine our
major  hazard  is  the  ,,'J`4  /,-czc,;o#.     The  risk  fraction  is  so  called
because  85  per  cent  of  the  loss  will  normally occur in  this  15  per
cent  of  the stand.    The  trees making up  this group are the C and
D  crowns  in  Keen's  classification.    The  remaining portion of the
stand  is  broken  into  two  categories.     Sixty  per  cent  of  the  stand
contains  the  mature  or  the  J,CZG/c  /,czc,;o72.     These  may  be  crown
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classes  A,  B,  and  C  in the mature  or  age  class  Ill.   In  this group
we  find  the  current  growth  offsetting  loss,  and   the  individuals
are  relatively  safe  for  storing  for  a  future cut.    The  other  25  per
cent of  the average forest is the  growing stock,  and is retained for
the  harvest  in  the  second  or  third  cutting  cycle.     This  group  is
the productive fraction of the stand.
Considering  these  three  fractions  of  the  stand  we  can  draw
up a cutting plan giving consideration to the economic and ecologi-
cal  factors involved.    Suppose we have a tract  of timber that must
be  developed   for  railroad  Jogging  as  opposed  to  a  truck  haul.
This  naturally  involves  a  large  investment  for  development,  and
requires  the  maximum  cut   allowable  to  realize  a  return  on  this
investment.     By  removing  the  risk  fraction   (15  per  cent  of  the
stand)   and  the  stable  fraction  (6o  per  cent  of  the  stand)  we  are
able  to  satisfy  both  conditions.     We  have  a  fairly  heavy  cut,  to
offset   the  cost   of   development;   and   we   can   expect  to   earn   a
1`eaSOnable  rate  of  interest  on  the  amount  invested  in  the  reserve
stand,  which  produces  about  85   per  cent  of  the  maximum  avail-
able  growth.     With  this  type  cut  our  cutting  `cycle   is  set  at  4O
years.    We will utilize  all  undesirable trees  (small mature trees--
Keen's  classes  3D  and 4D)  insofar as they are merchantable.   We
will  also  remove  high  value  trees  that  would  be  exposed  to  loss
A  stand  of  thrifty  mclture  POnderoSa  Pine.    The  groups  cf  reproduction  in  the
background will be  released for a future  cut.
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before  a.  return  cut  is  made.     These  conditions  as  well  as  those
covering mechanical  defects  are  incorporated  in the marking rule.
We  may  next  take  into  consideration  an  area  lending  itself
to a lighter harvest.     This  would be  one more  accessible than  the
previous  example;  one  suitable  to  truck  development.     Here  we
will  develop  a cut designed  to a 2O  year cycle.    The marking rule
again  requires  the  removal  of  the  15  per  cent  risk  fraction  plus
one  half  the  stable  fraction.     This  will  leave  the  growing  stock
and the vigorous mature half of the stable fraction.    The per cent
return  on the  investment in reserve timber will  be reduced to one
half the return rate  realized on the heavy cut,  but the growth rate
would  rise to  near maximum  capacity.    Other conditions involved
in making such a  cut feasible would be to accelerate conversion of
a  timber  tract  to   a  producing  unit,  and  to  secure  reproduction
where natural regeneration is a factor.
The third  type cut,  now becoming an increasingly  important
tool   to   the   forest  mana.get   is   the   sanitation   salvage.     This   is
essentially  a  flexible  light  cut;   the  amount  of  timber   removed
from  the  stand  may  vary  according  to  the  character  of  the  stand
and the degree of protection desired.    It  is designed to cover large
tracts  of  timber  rapidly,  removing  the  susceptible  fraction  of  the
stand,   thereby  recovering  material  that  would  normally  be  lost.
The per  cent  cut  can  be geared  to  the period  that  will  elapse be-
tween  the  salvage  cut  and  the  main  harvest,  which  is  the protec-
tive  period.     Any  stands  that   will  be  reached  within  five  years
are not treated,  except perhaps to remove merchantable dead trees.
In  a  stand  needing protection  for ten  or  fifteen  years  a  cut  of  10
per cent will probably suffice.
This  cut  consists  of  the  more  susceptible  trees  in  the   15  per
cent  of  the  stand  we  know  as  the  risk  fraction.     Experience  has
shown  that  about  80  per  cent  of  the  loss  which  would  occur  in
the  next  ten  years  will  be  prevented  by  this  type  cut.     Similar
cuts  are  designed,  and  marking  rules  established,   for  each  arcs
depending  on  the  protective  period  desired.    The  actual  removal
of  the  material  from  these  stands  is  done  with  relatively  mobile
equipment.     Existing  roads  are  used  when  possible  to  make  the
truck hauls,  and development costs are kept  at a minimum.
In   summarizing  fifty  years   of  progress   in  ponderosa  pine
management in the Northwest the forester found the western pine
beetle  his most  important  factor of control.    For over twenty five
years   pine   beetles   have   depleted   mature   and   overmature   pine
forests  faster than the forests have grown.    As a result the harvest-
ing  of  ponderosa  pine  has   developed  into  a  race  between  the
beetles  and  the  land  owner  in  an  attempt  to  convert  the  forests
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into  manageable  units.    After  attempting  control  methods  which
were  costly  a.nd  provided   no  yield  to  the  land  owner,  the  trend
has  been  toward  lighter  cuts  in  an  attempt  to  beat  the  beetles  at
their own game.    New techniques and equipment for logging have
and  will  in  the  future  give  the  land  owner  a  decided  advantage.
FACTS ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
1.     Graduated from I.S.C.-194O
2.     Employed  in  U.S.F.S.-194o-1942
3.     Forester  for  Weyerhaeuser  Timber  Company,  Klamath
Falls  Branch-1942-1949
4.     Secretary-Treasurer,   Shasta-Cascade   Chapter   Society   of
American  Foresters-1946-1948
5.     Chairman,   Shasta-Cascade   Chapter,   S.A.F.-1948-1949
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TO THE SENIORS'.-
GooD  TIMBER
The tree that never had to  fight
For sun  and sky  and  air  and  light,
That stood out in  the open plain
And  always  got its share of rain,
Never became  a  forest king
But  lived  and  died  a  scrubby  thing.
The man  who  never had to  toil
To  rise  above  the  common  soil,
Who  never had to win  his share
Of sun  and sky and  light  and  air,
Never  became  a  manly man
But lived  and  died  as  he  began.
Good  timber does  not grow  in  ease;
The stronger wind,  the  tougher  trees,
The  farther  sky,  the greater length,
The more the storm,  the  more the strength;
By  sun  and cold,  by  rains  and  snows,
In  tree  or man good timber grows.
Where thickest stands the  forest growth
We  find  the patriarchs of  both,
And  they hold converse with the stars
Whose  broken branches show  the  scars
Of many winds  and much of strife-
This  is  the  common  law  of  life.
-Author  Unhnou'n.
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INCREMENT BoRINGS
With  the  establishment  of  adequate  reproduction  the  time
has  come  for  the  annual   clear-cutting  of  one-fourth  of  the  area
of the productive Forestry Department.
As  is  evidenced  by  stout  boles  and  many  individuals  with
thin  crowns,  this  stand  is  a  bit  older  than  those  usually harvested
in   this   area.      Adverse   growing   conditions   during   the   period
1941-1945  made  this  longer  rotation  period  necessary.
This   final  volume,  nutured  by  necessary  improvement  cuts
to  remove  inferior  species  and  thinnings   to  eliminate  poor  de-
sirables   (especially  those  with  impaired  terminal  buds) ,  is  being
placed  on  the  market.    To  the  average  buyer,  these  fully  mature
individua,ls  should  yield  only  high  quality materials.
Since  the  material  to  be  removed  in  this   cutting  cycle  will
be  bought  on  the  stump,  it  is  only  fair  that  some  indication  of
soundness   be   given.     These   individual   increment   borings   ar-
ranged  on  the  following pages  may help.
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EUGENE ADAMS-Conesvilleusummer Camp  '46
mange  mc[nagement  is  Bill's  field  cl  interest.     As  for  hobbies,  Bill  enjoys
hunting,   fishing   clnd   trapping,   eSPeCiCIlly   mu§krat  (in  Or  out  of  Season),`He is a gc+getter thclt  gets things done.
TED AI,LENispringeI-, N.M.usummer Camp  '47
Ted's  fields  of  interest  ctre  utilizc[tion  cznd  (orest  mctnagement,I  worked  at
lagging  for  the   Weyerhaeuser  Timber  Co.  at  Wclshington.    PhotogrcIPhy
and   hunting   cfre    his   hobbies.     With   a   smiling,   cc[refree   clttitude,   Ted
accomplishes a lot socially.
MARVIN AMENDTrsutherlandusummer CclmP  '48
Lumbering   is   Mctrv's   major   interest,-    worked   in   direct   sales    capctcity.
Mc[rv  gets  a  lot  of  scltislaction  with  his  (clmily,  CInd   hunting,  fishing  C[nd
trapping.
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ARDEN  ANDERSON-Ledyardrrsummer Camp  '47
Arden's  primctry  interest  is   in  utilizcttion.     He  worked  ctt  the  Iowa  State
Nursezy  for  his  summer  experience.    Arden  is best known for his  unlctiling
good  bunor.
CHARLl:S ANDREWS-VillcI Park, nl.-Summer CclmP  '48''Spook's"  field  of  interest  lies  in  timber  mcmagement.'  worked' (or the  USES
in   '49.     ''Spook's"   curiosities  c[re   satisfied  with   photography   cmd  stclmP-
collecting.      Having   many   fine   attributes,   he   should   be   cI   Success   in
whc[tever  he undertakes.
DON BARKER-Bentonrsummer Camp  '48
Don  was  a  lookout  on   the  Helena  Natl.  Forest  in  '49.    His  interest  lies  in
Forest  Products  and  private  industry.    His  hobbies  clre  fishing  and  basket-
lball,  the latter ol which he is no ctmateur.
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CHARLES  BARNE§~Knoxville-Summer  Camp  '46''Charlie"   likes   to   hunt  and`  take  pictures.      We  hope  he   had  plenty  ol
both   when  he  worked   for  the  Forest  Service  in  '48.    His  field  of  interest
is   range   mclnagement.     ''Chctrlie's''   ct   diligent,   industrious   Sort   OI  fellow
and accomplishes  much.
I. W.  BI.OMQUIST-lChicagcrSummer Camp  '47
lResearch   and   management  are  Warren's   chief  interests.     As  experience
'Warren   sites   his   two   summers   in   Blister  Rust  control  in  Mont.,   and  one
summer  in  a  Chicago  lumber  yard.     Hunting  is  his  main  hobby.    Warren
'lmows much more  than meets the  eye.
I.YI,I BOOSTED-Woodlbine-Surrmer Camp  '47
F'ore:I   utilizc[tion   is   what   ''SheriII"   wc[nts   to   get   into  clnd   has   obtained
some   good   experience   by  working  (or  a   sawmill  as   well   as  with  his
Ldctd's   construction   company.     Hunting   is   his   main   hobby.     When   you
'think  of  a  smile.  you  think  of  ''SheriI(".
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WILLIAM BRABHAM-Elkaderusunmer lCamp  '47
Bill   is   a   timber  c[nd   wndlile   mctnagement   mctn,I   worked  clt  lagging  Cmd
milling   in   N.I.   IowcI.     A   few   oI   Bil1's   ardent    hobbies   include   huntingJ
Iishing,   trapping   clnd  stamp-collecting,     Bill   can  put  more   I:nglish   on   a
cue bclll than most people can on paper.
WII.I.IAM   M.  DYERS,  JR.-MclrShalltown-Summer  Camp   '47
Bill   is   intereslted   in   range   ctnd  wildlife  mctnagement.     He   worked  as  a
lookout   in   the   Lewis   a   Clark   Natl.   Forest   in   '49.     For   hobbies   he   lists
photography   cmd   hunting.      Being   interested   in   the   higher   portals   of
learning, Bul married  a school teacher.
LEONARD CAMERON-Booneusummer Camp  '48
Leonard's  interest  is  general  forestry,I  worked  ctt  carpentry  in  home  town.
His   hobbies   include   hunting,   Ii`=hing   and   telling   stories.     He   excels   in
Stories  about   Boone.
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BENJAMIN CARSON-Ham,  Minn.-Summer CclmP  '47
Ben   is   c[   forest   products   mc[n,-   worked   for   th,e   USES  CIS   lire   lookout   cmd
guard  on  the  Boise  Natl.  Forest,I  a.oerc[ted  a  sclwmill  in  Ontario,  Iowa.    A
friendly,  hkec[ble   fellow,   Ben  is  perhaps   this  yectrJs  best  story-teller,  and
as   for   his   mechaniccll   CIbilitieS,   just   CISk    CmyOne   Ben   has   worked   for.
CHARLES CESARDes Moines=Summer Camp  '47
Chuck's  mcrin  interest  is  rctnge  manctgement,+  wcrked  in  ct  sawmill,  in  the
woods,   and'  as  time-keeper   on  lagging  operations.     Chuck  derives  cl  lot
of  pleasure  from   photogrctphy,  hunting  and  fishing.     With  his  ingenious
ways  of  doing  things,  he  gets  cl  lot  accompli-bed.
DON CI.AY-HcmptonLSummer Camp  '47
Don's   main-  field   ol  interest  lies   in  range  mclnagement.     Don  worked  on
trclil  maintenance  CInd  SuPPreSSiCn  in  Glacier  Natl.  Park  cfnd  cruising  on
'the  Apache  Indicm  Reservation.     Among  other  hobbies,  Don  likes to  hunt
\cmd  fish  most   ol  all.     He  has  been  very  iulluentictl  in  the  management
\of  the  Ho)st Tract.
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HOWARD  R.  CUSHMAN-Bethany,  Mo.-tSummer  Camp  '47"Gush"  is  a  great  hunter cmd fisheman.    Just ask him about quail cmd  he
knorws    the    best   plcICeS.      Timber   mar_`_agement   is   his   field -of    interest."Gush" has a smile for everyone.
FRANK DOUGHERTY-New Mclrket-Summer Camp  '47
The  park  service  or  rcmge  work  meets  Frclnk'S  Iancy,a  worked  as  a  timber
cruisler   in   I,.   Collins,   Colo.   in   '48.     Last   heard,   one   of   Frcmk's   main
hobbies  was  motorcycling.    When  it  comes  to   hard  work,   Frclnk  is,  right
there.
JOIIN ECKSTEIN-Webster City+Summer Camp  '48
John   hcls  pointed   toward  timber  management   during  his   college   career.
To   ctugment   his   knowledge,   John   worked    one   summer   in   a   sawmill.
Hunting  clnd  fishing  are  his  main  hobbies.     A  hard-working  lcmily  mctn,
John uses  every minute wisely.
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PAI,MER ERICESON-JeweuJSunmer Camp  '47"Eric's"   field   of    interest   is    wildlife   manclgement   Cmd`   he   gained   Some
valuc[ble  experience  by working  on  a fish  survey with the Stclte Conserva-
tion  Commission.    Erie  lists  c[ll  types  of  sports  and hunting  ctnd fishing  cts
Ibis  hobbies.    Good  looks  C[nd  good  gray  matter  Should  dtO  Well  for  Erie.
JOIN EVANSLWebster Cityusummer Ccmp  '47
John   is  a   rctnge   mcfnctgement  man,I   worked   with  the  USES  in  ldclhO  in
1947,   in  Arizona  in   l949.  and  with  the  Burectu  of  Lctnd   Management   in
AlcISka  in   l948.    John  is  one  who  can  cllWClyS  be  counted  On  tO  dO  more
thcm  his   shclre.
AENOLD  I:WING-Fort I)odge+ummer Ccmap '48
Amp  is  interested  in  timber  manc[gemen',I  worked  tor  the  USES  in  Mind.
He  is  one  of  the  sharpest  foresters  on  campus  and  clt  Present  is  President
of  the  Forestry  Club.    lhThen  it  comes  to  trclining  dogs,  Any  is  a  whiz.
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JIM FASSI=TT-Webs,er City+Summer CclmP  '48
Wildlife  management  is  Jim's  field  ol  interest.     If  you  cQn't  tell  One  duck
Iron  cmothel-,  just  ask  Jim  and  he  will  straighten   you  out.    For  hobbies,
he  likes  to  hunt,  Iish,  cmd  trap.    Just  cm  all  ctround  good  guy  clnd  C[lWayS
willing to lend  c[ hand.
CLIrFORD   DEAN  FINCH-Webster  Cityusummer  Camp  '47'Decln  likes  tO  tie  llys,  hunt  and  fish.    He  hopes  to  get  a  POSitiOn  With  the
Forest   Service    where   he   ccln   dO   a   lot   OI   hunting   c[nd   fishing.      Dean
worked    in   Wc[sh.   for   the   Forest  Service   in   l948.     A   stecldy   Persistent
fellow,  Dean should do well.
JACK O. FINLEY-Batavia, Ill.usummer Camp  '48
JcICk  WOrked  On  a  Fire  Suppression  Crew  on   the  Willamette  Natl.  Forest.
His   mctjor   interest   while   in   college   was   wood   utilizcltiOn.     Not   satisfied
with generalities,  Jc[ck likes  to delve  into detclilS.
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AI.AN FISIIER-Marian-'Summer Camp  '48
utilization   strikes   Al's   lcmcy.-   worked   ctt   surveying   tor   experience.     A
couple  of  Al's  hobbies  are  golf   cnd  hunting.    Al  is  best  known  for  his
quiet sense of detemincrtion.
EARI, I:. mITCHERThoscoe, cell.|ummer Cclmp  '48
Earl  worked  for  the  U.S.  Bureau  of  Reclamation  for  experience  and  this
was  a  greclt   help  in  gcrining  iulomaticn  thctt  will  help  him  in  the  field
of   conservcttion.    His   interests  are  hunting  clnd  fishing.    With  cI  Sense  Of'intent determination, Eclrl is  cl good  Student.
DAVID I. FYE|rescorfeummer Camp '48"Dave''   has   no  favorite   spc,rt,   but  likes  to  pctrticipctte   in  them  all.     He
worked  on  the  pike  Ncltl.   Forest  clad  in   C[  lumber  yard.     'Dclve"  hopes
to  get  into  Rctnge  mctnagement  upon  gTC[duCItiOn.     He  is  perhctps  known
tor his  clcceptonce ol responsibility.
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OSCAR GABRIE:I,SON-Jeweuiuanner Catmp '48J'Gabe's"  interest  is  the  USES,I  worked  in  the  CCC  for  l5  months.   "Gabe''
lists  ctmc[teur  radio  operation  cts  cl  hobby.    A  quiet,  agreeable  guy,   nice
to have around and work with.
WAIIIIACE B. GAI.I.AHER-Fclyette-lSummer Cclmp  '47''Wally"  excels  in  lly-tying  and  hc[s  numerous flys  o£  his  own  styling  ctnd
mctke.    Naturctlly,  Wctlly   likes  to  fish.    He  worked  on  a  Gctme  fish  survey
for  the  lowct  Conservc[tion  Commission.     He  hopes  to   get  into  the   Forest
Service.     An  intelligent  fellow,  Wcllly  gets  the  gist  Of  things  in  a  hurry.
JACK  GATESLDes  Moines-ummer  Coup  '48
Jack's   field  of  interest   is   utilization,a   worked  for  both   the  USES  and-  the
USPS.    Golf  cnd  hunting  are  Jack's  means  ol  relaxation.    It  is  a  pleasure
to  lmow  someone  with  ct  friendly,  courteous  CIttitude  ChCtrC[CteriZed by  Jack.
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AIMI:S  GILL-NQPierVille-Summer Camp  '48
lRonge  mc[nagement  or  utilization   is  Jim's  goal,I   wcrked  for  USES  on  the
Willamette   Nat1.   Forest  c[nd  also  in   c[  retail   lumber  yclrd.     Jim  likes  all
sports,   especict]ly   hunting   and  fishing.     A   quiet,   industrir_us   fellow   who
knows more  thctn  he  lets  on.
I.OWELL  GLEASONLWebster  City-Summer  Camp  '47
lLike  all  good  foresters,  Lowell  likes  to   hunt  ctnd  fish,-   worked  ctt  CoDISOli-
ldated  Water  Power  Co.  in  Wig.  and  with  the  Bureau  of  Land Manclgement
fin  Mo4|t.     Lowell  is  best  known  by  his  ctttitude   of  com.TJlete  COmPOSurel.
PHII.I, GRIME:S-West Union-lSummer Ccmp  '47
lPhill's  interest  lies  in  £crest  mctnctgement,I   worked  at  logging  and  milling
in   N.I.   Iorw'a.     Phil1's   hobbies   include   hunting,   fishing,   stamp-collecting,
tlnd  plclying  Cards.     Those  who  attended  '47  summer  camp  clre  lcmiliar
with  Phill's  culinary   powers.    Holds  a  tie  with  I:vcms  when  it  comes  to
lending  c[ helping  hclnd.
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ART HADECEKLClutierLSummer Camp  '4r,I
lArt  is  interested  in  general  forestry,I  worked  in  suppression  cmd  presup-
presEiOn   in   both   Oregon   and   Wash.     A   lew   of   Art's   hobbies   include
hunting,    photography,    flying     clnd    meChClniCS.      I£    you    want   to   know
lhow  to  sing  in  your  sleep  in  the  church  choir,   aslk  Art.
CARL  HAKENSONLCouncil  Blulfsrsummer  Camp  '418
Range  mcmclgement  meets  Cclrl's  fancy,I  worked  as  c[  cruiser  £or  Diamond
LMatch   in   Wash.     Carl   greatly   enjoyed   his   weekends   in  Coolie,   Idaho
'during  summer  camp.    A  neat-looking  let)ow  who  knows  what  he  wants.
RUSS   C.  HAMMOND-Brokaw,  Wtsc.-Summer  Camp  '48
Timber   mc!nagement   is  Russ'   field   ol   interest.      He   hcts   worked'  c[t   the
Wausau  Paper  Mllls  loo.,  Wc[usou,  Wise.    His  hobbies  c[re  hunting,  fishing
land  skiing.    Russ  ranks  high  in  the  minds  of  those  who  know  him.
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ROBERT   HANSEN-lMarble  Rock-Summer  Camp  '48
Bob's   interest   lies   in   the   USES,   and   forest   product:,-    worked    for   the
weyerhaeuser    Tinber   Co.    in    Wash.      His    hobbies    include    bcI§eball.
bowling,  and  hunting.    Bob  ranks  high  in  self-relicmce  and  determination.
ORVILI.I  HATCHI:R-Glenwocd-Summer Camp  '48
Orv's  major  interest  is  in  wndli£e  management,-  worked-  on  fire  patrol  on
the   Challis  Natl.  Forest  in  Idaho.    Hun,ing,  fishing  cmd  competitive  sports
suit  Orv's  energy.    Best  known  lcr  his  cheerful  attitude.
ROBERT  HENNINGS-Dubuque+Summer  Cc[mp
UtilizcltiOn   Suits   ''Chick''  c,s  a  major  interest,-  worked  in  ct  sash  and  door
factory   for    two   years.     Bl`,b's   hobbies   include   hunting,    basketball   c[nd
pinbc[ll,  the  latter  o(  which  he  does  very  well.
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LOWELL  HORTON-Murray-Summer Cclmp  '47''Ed's''   mcljOr   interests   lie   in   range    management   Cmd   range   research,'
worked   on  the   Kcmiksu  Natl.  Forest  clnd  in  Wyoming  on  I'ange  Survey.
Among  cthers,  a  couple  of  Ed's  hobbies  c[re  photogrcIPhy  CInd  tCIXidermy.
'Best  known for his  solo flights at summer camp,
DON TIRSALCedar Rapidsrsummer Camp  '47
Don's   intere-=t   lies   in  general   forestry,a   worked  as  lire  lookout   in   Welsh.
His  hobbies  include  hunting,  fishing  and  mechanics.    A  fitting  description
could well be  ''To lind a wcry or mclke One".
BOB JONES-Atlantic-Summer Cclmp '47
Bob's   field    ol   interest   is   USES,'   worked   ctt   tree   surgery   in   Ames.     His
hobbies   are   hunting   and' fishing.     Bob  is   adept   with   bL`OkS   aSI  Well   aS
with  the  axe.
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MICHAEI,  KAGEORIGE-Highlclnd  Pclrk.  Ill.-S-1er  Camp  '48
lMike's  mctjor  interest   is  in  si]viculture,-  walked  in  c[   USF'S  I:xp.  Station  in
Idaho,  ond'  in  woodland  mcmagement.    Mike  is recllly  the  Outdoor  type  aS
proved  c[t  summer  cclmP.    A  good  (amity  mcm  cfnd  cf  diligent  worker.
WEINDn KALE:N-Bcune-Summer  Camp  '47
'Wendel  is  interested  in  wildlife  management,I  worked  for  the  Uses  cmd
ct   lagging   in  lowc[.     Wendel   is   a   likeable.   handsome   fellow  with  an
ardent love of guns-nd birds.
AI,EX KAI.OVICH-Kenosha,  Wi8C.usummer Cc[mp
The  line  art  cmd  prclctice  of  silviculture  are  who,  Alex  hc[s  spent  his  four
yeclrS   leClming  here   at  I.S.C.     He  likes  all   types  ol  sports-  cmd  recldS  a
treat  dca].
REELRERERERERE
TOM  KE'STm|tclte  College,  Ark.|umlner  Camp  '48
Tom  likes  track  cmd  tennis  best  a(  all  the  sports.     His  field  of  intez'est  is
Forest  manclgement  and  he  gains  VCtluable  infCmatiOn  While  WOrking  for-the F'oTeSt Service during the summer.
VINCENT  KENNE:ALLY-Strcrwberry  Point+Summer  Cc[mp   '47
Vince's   field   c£   interest   is   general   forestry,-   worked   at   farming.     His
'hobbies   includ'e  hunting,   fishing  cnd   trc[pping.     Vince   is  known  (or  his
ullfailing  wit.
HUGH HN'GERYLWinnetkcl, Ill.usummer  Cc[mp  '47
\Hugh's  intereslt  lies   in  forest  products,-   worked  a  couple  of  summers  as
Pork   ranger   in   the   Mt.   Rctnier   Natl.    Park   c[nd   one   summer   GIS   C[   tree
(surgeon   in  Illinois.    Hugh,  c[  fellow  with  a  lot  of  personctlity,  should  do
well in whatever he enters.
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CHESTER HNOI,I,-Webster City|ummer CclmP '48"Shorty"   ig  a   general  forestry  man,I   worked  on  Medicine  Bow  Nationc[l
F'orest.    He  enjoys  hunting  and  fishing.    "ShoTty''  is  the   "Sawed-Off"  guy
who is likect by everyone.
BI.AINE  ENOP-Des  Moinesrsummer  Camp  '48
Blaine   is   a   timber   mctnagement   man,a   worked   with   fiI'e  Control  On  the
Dcise  Natl.  Foz'est.    Blctine  is  without  a  doubt  one  of  the  shc[xpest  students
of his class.
WAYNE: KUEF'NER-Den Moines-Summer Camp  '48
Wayne  is  a  private  industry  mc[n,a  worked  at  a  nursery  in  Dos  Moines
clnd   Queal    Lbr.   Co.      Wcryne's   hobbies   include   sports,   hunting,   and
singing.     Hel  has  a  full  line  of  clctivities,  c[nd'  ctmong  other  things.  is  this
year's editor of the Amen Forester.
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RICHARD  LARSON-Keokukisummer  Camp
'Dick  is  cl   genercll  forestry   mCln,I  WOrked  On  the  Superior  Ncttl.  Forest.    He
is  a  quiet.  industrious  fellow  whc,  knows  how  to  get  things  ctccomplished
withou,  supervision.
FRED I.ENDMANrsterling, m.usummer Camp '47
Pled  did  some  I'elorestation  work  for  the   Oregon  Stclte   Dept.  of  Forestry
c[nd   he   hopes  thclt   tis   Will   aid   him  in   his   field  OI  land  conservc[tion.
Wood-working,  hunting  and  fishing  are  his  hobbies.    An  alert  guy,  F'red
usually knows whct'B going On.
MORRIS I.EINZ-Independence-Summer Camp  '47
Morris   i8   interested   in   generC[l   forestry,I   WOrked   On   the   Superior   Natl.
Forest  in   '48.     All  those   who  know  him  know  its  hard  to  final  anyone
more  congenial  and  big-hearted.
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JAMES LE ROUX-Sheny, Wise.rsummer Cclmp  '47
Tim  is`  interested  in  silvioulture  cmd  management,-  worked  for  consolidcrted
Water   Power  and   PcIPer  Co.   in  Wisconsin.     He  likes  to  hunt  clnd  fish.
Tim is cI Ilctshy man on campus.
ART I.O`mIONngpencerusunmer Camp '47
Art  is  interested- in  utilizcltiOn,I  WOrked  for Weyerhaeuser  Lbr.  Co.  in  Wash.
Art's   mctjor   hobby   is   fishing.    With   ct   quiet,   unctssuming   ctttitude,   Art's
mentcrl abilitiesl ccm fool one.
DONAIID  I=.  MANNulCouncil  Blulldsummer Cc[mp  '47
Dori  worked  with  a  regional  fire  crew  On  the   Columbic[  Natl.   Forest  for
Ibis   experience.     His   field'   of   interest   is   appropriately   (ores,   protection.
For  c[  hobby,  Don  lists  flying  ol  which  he  does  a  lot.    Don  is  best  lmown
for  his  excICtneSS  in  SuI'Veying.
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GERAIID MARSHAI.I-NewtonLSummer Cc[mp  '47"Jerry's"  fields  of  interest  are  private  forestry  and  soil  conservation,a  hc[d
tree   removal   business   one   glummer  cmd  small   sctwmill   clnOther  Summer.
'Jerry  likes  wood  cmd  metal  working  lol  hobbies.    Ties  with  Sctpousek  for
quitctr  plcrying.
DONALD  MAYNARD-Durango.  Cola.-`Summer Camp  '48
Don's  interest  lies  in  forest  products  cmd  the  USES,'   workedl  lcr  the  USES
lou  the  Sc[n  Jucln  Natl.  Forest  deang  trclil  COnStruCtiOn  and  trCIil  maintenClnCe.
A  hard-working,  conscientious  fellow,  Don  is   a  nice  guy  to  have  cITOund.
JANE:S W. MILLE:RThingstedrsummer Camp  '47
Wclyne'S  major  interests  ore  in  Sales  work  Cmd  the  USES,a  worked  in  the
Savenclc   Nursery,   IowcI   Stc[te    Nursery,   c[nd    in   treeLremOVal.      Wc[yne's
lone  big  hobby  is  hunting  cmd  is  especially  lucky  during  duck  season.
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I.ORE:RT  MUHM~BrittLSumm.er CallP  '47
Utflizcttion  satisfies  Bob's   m.ajar  interest,-   picked  the  hard   way  a(   get',ing
experience   by   working   as   cl   smoke   jumper.      Bob's   One   big   hobby   is
fishing.    A sharp  fellow with a witty  tongue.
BRUCE PIIUM-Newton-S`ummer  Camp  '47
Bmce   is  a   orivate   industry   man,-   worked  one  summer   in   a  sawmill   in
EurekcI.   Ccll.-,   clni_   CmOther   Summer   in   the   USES   in   Colo.     If  you   are   in
doubt   ctb:ut  ctnything,  Bruce  hc[s  the  word  and  is  always  wllling  tc,  give
it  to  you.
GI.EN POTTER-MarshcllltownLSummer Camp  '47
Glen  had  two  enjoyable  summers   working  for  the  Forest  Service  on  the
Clearwater.     His  ±ield'  of  interest  hat,I  been  centered  around  field  manage-
ment.     Glen  lists  all  types  of  spJr'lS  a5  his  hobbies.     Sincere,  industrious,
everyone  likes  Glen.
WILLIAM I. PRICE-Keokuk+Summer Camp  '47
Bill's  main  interest  is  to  get  into  privc[te  industry.     His  experience  wets  to
twork  for  the  Forest  Service  in  Oregon  in  '48.     Sports  c[re  his  hobby.    Neclt
and  clean,c`ut  best  typi(iesl Bill.
ROGER RAMSEYrfheldon-Summer Camp  '47
'Rog  is  interested  in  fire  protection,I  worked  at lire  lookout  ctnd  fire  fighting.
lHis   hobby   is   hunting.     Rag   is  fortunate   in   hctving  both   a   strcng  back
cmd  good  mind.
CALVIN RANDOLPHISpencerusummer Camp  '48
'Cal's   (ield  ol  interest  is  togging  ctnd  lumbering,I  worked  as  choker-setter
rfor   Weyerhcleuser.     His  hobbies  c[re  hunting  and  fishing.     We  heclr  that
lSpencer is  getting  wetter.
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I.YI.I RAUN-Stom Lake-Summer Camp
lI.yle'9  big  interest  iS  the   USES.     Hobbies  clre  hunting  ctnd  fishing.     Lyle
is best known for his expression-"Schwell".
DONALD RIDDLE+Denisonusurnmer Cc[mp  '47
Don'   is   interested   in   the   USES,-   worked    as   a    trc[ctor   opeI'atOr   On   the
Chippewa  Nc[tl.   Forest.     An  ardent  hunter  and  fisheman,  Don  has  the
know-how  on  both.
WIIILIAM  B.  ROZEBOC"uncck  Vcllleyusummer  Camp  '48"RcEie"   WOrked  CIt   Superior  Nclt].  Forest  and  wants  'o  get  in  the  Forest
Service   upon   grc[dination.     His   hobbies   are   fishing   CInd   hunting.     Best
known for his socictl activities.
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WAYNE RUSH-Lake Parkrsummer Camp '47
Wayne   says   utilizc[tion   is   his   field   of   interest,a   worked  for  the  Gilcrest
Lbr.   Co.   in   Des   Moines   for   experience.     Hobbies   inc)ude   cIll   types   of
sports.
OI,IVER SAPOUSEKtomclha,  Nob.usummer Camp  '47''Ollie"   lists  privc[te   industry  as   his  field  clnd  received  C[  great  deal  OI
experience  working  for  the  Dicmond Mcrtch  Co.    A8  Cf  hobby,  "Ollie"  ]iBts
collecting   relics   and   lirearms.     Best   )mown   for  participcrtion   in   forestry
activities, and ballad  singing.
WII,I,IAM SCHI,ICE-Ames+Summer  CclmP
tforest  monctgement  ctnd  protection cLre  Bud's  interest,a  worked  two summers
on  the  Cabinet   Natl.   Forest  in   Moat.,   one  summer  on  the   Pinchot  Ncltl.
Forest,   ctnd,   another  summer  for   the  WeyerhcteuseI-  Tbr.  Co.  in  Oregon.
The   hobbies   cITe   hunting,   Clthleties  and   reading.     It's   ironicc,I  that   Bud
didh't mc[jor in civil engineering.
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HAROLD  I.  SIMON-FGimOnt,  Minn.rsummer Camp  '48
lHc[rold   did  some   lumber   yard  work  for  his   experience   ctnd  this  should
help    considerably   in   his   field   of    utilizcltiOn.      For   a   hobby,   he   lists
collecting Indian arrowheads.
ROBERT  A.  SMITH-Ainsworth,  Nebr.|ummer  Camp  '46
Bob   worked  with  the  Dep,.  of  Fish  clnd  game  in  S.  Oak.  for  pctrt  ol  his
experience.    As his hobbies he lists hunting, fishing and girls.   We wonder
which  he  follows  most.    Best  kno`nm  ae  a  story-teller.
JOHN STORES-Trenton, N.  I.-,'Summer Camp  '47
F'or  his  experience,  John  worked  in  a  mill  work  company  near  his  home.
His  interest  lies  in  forest  ctnd  range  mcmcrgement.    A  good  student  with
cm eye  to the future.
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ROGER  S. STAMY-Webster City-Summer Cclmp  '48
Rog's   ambition   is   to   get   into   the   Forest   Service.     He    worked   with   a
tcmker  crew  on  Mt.  Hood  Natl.  Forest  to  obtain  information  that  hel  hopes
will  help  him  to  get  the  Forest  Service  rclting.    He  likes  all  types  a(  sports.
PAUI. TAYI.OR-Amen+Summer Camp  '47"Stumpy''   is  interested  in   lumber  wholesaling  ctnd  retailing,a   worked  for
USES  on  Nezperce   Ncltl.  Forest  in  Idaho.     ''Stumpy"  is  a  family  man  clnd
is  never  known  to  quclke  When  there'S  SOmething  tO  be  done.
ALBERT TAUBE-Amee_-Summer Camp  '48
Al   is   interested   in   silviculturcll  manCtgement,a   WOrked   CtS   lire   lookout   for
Clearwater   Tbr.   Protective   Assn.   in   Idaho.      Hobbies   clre   hunting   and
fishing.    A  good  sense  ol  humor   and  cllWayS  ready  tO  Pull  a  fast  One.
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ROBERT TWIST+Spencer-Summer Camp  '47"R.I."   is   definitely  USrs  bound,-   worked  on  the  St.   Joe  Ncftl.  Forest.     A
fellow   that   would   rc[ther   hunt   and   lclugh   thcm   eat,   R.T.   ccln   walk   the
legs  off  any  competitor.    A  gocdl  family  man  and  c[n  clll-ClrOund  good  guy.
CHARLES WARREN-Iowa  City+Summer lCamp  '47"Charley''  is  interested  in  GILL   types  of  Sports  and  Wildlile.    He  is  majoring
in   range   management   cmd   soil   conservation.     A   recll  quiet   fellow,   but
very   active   in    school   c[ctivities.     Other   thcm   forestry,   Charley   also   is
hop   to  the   printing,   mctchining   and  welding  trcldeS,   Which  make  uP  his
extra-curricular  activities.
CHARI,I:S  WIDIMARKLMoville+Summer Camp  '48
Chuck  is  intereslted  in  timber  and  range  mctnagement,I  worked  in   timber
sales  in  Oregcn.    A  quiet  sort  of  a  fellow,  Chuck  knows  more  than  meets
the   eye.     His   hobbies  are   hunting,   fishing,   trcIPPing   Cmd  reC[ding.
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GERALD I. WILEY-Elkader-Summer Camp  '48
Farm  or  State  foresting  is  Wiley's main  interest.    He  dotes in  bull  sessions.
lBest  knorwn  for  his  vibrant  "Big  Rock   Candy  Mountain."
JAY WISE-Pclton-Summer Camp '47''Joe''  sctys  his  field  of  ihterest  is  private  forestry,I  worked  on the  Chippewa
Natl.   Forest   in  Minn.  for  two   summers.     A  couple   of  Joe's   hobbies  are
wood-working  and  ccxpentry.    With   cln  eye  for  beauty,  Joe  married  one.
SENIORS
Sang  Pictures
Gordc,n  Andersen     George  Gerlach               Rodney  Paulson
Don  Brclddy                 John   Cower                        Rolclnd  Paulson
Chclrles  Coyle            Grover  Hertzberg            Hubert   Ward
Nelson  E]lsworth      Kenneth  Neveln               James   Wi]liams
Emst  Winter
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Forestry Summer Camp 1949
OWA  STATE  CoLLEGE  Summer  Camp  had  five  instructors  this
summer.    Professor Bendsend  was  in  charge  of the camp  with
Professor   Kellogg   instructing   Silviculture,   Mr.   Thomson   with
Mensuration, Mr.  Herrick taking care of Utilization and Professor
MacDonald  handling  National  Forest  Operations.
The camp  was  located in the Kaniksu National Forest on the
experimental  forest.    It was an old  abandoned  CCC camp,  F-127,
located  15  miles  north  of  Priest  River,  Idaho.
Former   students   will   remember   one   of   the   cooks,   Ethel
Rukers,   who  was  assisted  by  Paye  Kelly  this  year.     They  were
excellent  cooks,  supplying  us  with  plenty  of  jelly  on  our  peanut-
butter  sandwiches.
Weekly  campfires  helped  to  break  the monotony  of  writing
reports.     Each   week,   on   Thursday   night,   one   of   the  barracks
would   supply   the   entertainment,   consisting  of  skits,   jokes  and
songs.     One  of  the  most  successful  campfires  was  held  the  last
week of camp when all of the barracks combined talents to present
a going-away show.
Although   fishing  remained  poor  this  summer,   many  trout
and  sunfish  were  fried  on  the   old  cookstove.     Chase  Lake  also
furnished excellent bass fishing.
The   students   took   advantage   of   several   trips   during   the
summer.    Over  the  Fourth  of  July  weekend,  two  trucks  went  to
Grand  Coulee  Dam  in  eastern  Washington.     Several  trips  were
made  to Cavanaugh Bay and Coolin on Priest Lake.    Other points
of interest visited were Spokane and  famous Coeur D'Alene Lake.
Some  of  the  fellows   were  even   fortunate   enough   to   get  into
Seattle one weekend.
Volleyball  and  softball  games  were  a  regular  feature  in  the
camp's   recreational  program.     An   intramural  volleyball   tourna-
ment  was  held  with  cherry  pie  a.nd  ice  cream  for  prizes.     Every
Sunday  there  was  a  softball   game  with  ISC  coming  out  on  top
with a 100 per cent winning average.
Only  one  real  accident  happened  during  the  summer besides
numerous  cuts,  bruises  and  b|-e  stings.    When  the  second  course
1.    Come on fellows let's  sing louder.
2.    `Honest!   the  Biltmore  wasn't  big  enough.
3.     Iowa was never  like this.
4.    We  also  have  to  tclke  a  '']ew"  notes.
5.    You  "guys"  back  here  agclin   this  year.
6.     End  of  the  DiclmOnd  Plume,   Priest  lclke.
7.    "Kellogs  Croners"  let  go  with  a  few  melodies.
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of  Utilization  went  to  see  E.  C.   Olson's  togging  operations  on
East  River  we nearly  lost  two  of  our  Foresters.     Watching  a two
man  felling  crew  in  action,  several of the men  were standing on
a  pine  log  on  the  side  of   a  steep  hill.    The  log  gave  way  and
Albert  Taube  found  himself  being  chased  down   the  hill  by  it.
Fortunately  for  him  he  tripped  and  fell  in  a  small   depression
and  the  log  rolled  over him  leaving  him  none  the worse  for his
experience.    Less  fortunate was  Fred  Mochler,  who was  standing
on  the log.    He  dove  for safety when the log  started rolling but
was  hit  in  the  -back  before  he  reached  safety.     Although   it  was
nothing  serious,  he  was  mighty  stiff  in  his  joints  and  will  carry
the scars for many a day.
Another   great   problem   during   the   summer   was   the   dry
weather.    Dusty roads were a daily occurence which kept everyone
very  unhappy.     Also,  the  fire problem  was  the worst since  1918.
ae
i.     "Dave"   cmd  "Denny"   thinking  up  c[  hard  problem.
2.    The  ''Ponderoza  Five".
3.    He's  getting   practice  for  Paul  Bunycln  Day.
4.    Sureis  a biglog.
5.    You guessed it!    Priest River Summer Camp.
6.     We   made  it  cnd  didn't   even  needl  the  ax,  but  where  does
this  go?
7.     lVVIlere   did  all  these   logs   come  from?
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Iowa Stale College, Department of
Forestry, l949 Slumber Camp
Now   it   can   be   told!      Written   especially   for   the   ctAmes
Forester"  the true story of the Iowa State College Forestry Summer
Camp of  1949.    This authoritative article has been carefully com-
piled  by  two   "Forester"   reporters   who  disguised  themselves  in
red hats,  dirty tin pants,  faded work shirts,  and  loggers'  boots and
mingled  with  the  campers  in  order  to  get  the  true  facts.     Un-
fortunately,   these   courageous  workers  must  remain   anonymous,
as  they  are  still  in  school  here  and  wish  to  remain.     Here,  then,
is their story.
#    *    #    #    #
A  few days after we had been informed of our secret mission
out  to  summer  camp,  my  colleague  and  myself  decided  to  really
see  the  West  and  save  a  little gold  by  riding  out  to  calnp  on  the
I-rucks.     As  you  may  know,  the  Forestry  Department maintains  a
fleet  of  five,  36  passenger,  forest green  convertibles  for  the  sole
purpose  of  transportation  to  and  about  camp.     It  was  in  one  of
these  deluxe  limousines  that  we  left  Ames  one  sunny  morning
in the early part of June.    The trucks rode thru  three rainy morn-
ings   and   arrived   in   Idaho  one  sunny  morning  five  days  later.
After  the  trip  we  felt  just  like  the  guy  that  joined  the  Navy  to
see  the  world;  here  we  ride  out  West  in  the  open  trucks  so  that
we can  see the country and  it  is  just like riding in a submarine.
The  camp  itself was  an  old  C.C.C.  camp  that  was used  dur-
ing the war to  riouse prisoners of war.    It  now serves  as a winter
home  for  rats,  mice,  coons,  ground  squirrels  and  other  assorted
denizens  of the woods.    We shared our quarters with  some of the
regular  winter  residents  and  paid  tribute  to  them  all  during  our
stay  in  the  manner  of  cookies,  candy  bars  and  the  remainders  of
yesterday's  lunch.     Several  of  these   little  fellows  breathed  their
last  during  our stay  and  I  can  honestly say that  their passing was
J772C/,  by  all.
The   barracks   were   beautiful   little   cottages   number   more
or  less  four.     They  measured  about  twelve  bunks  long  by  about
1.    We were amphibious also.
2.    The  ''cooksl''  even  helped  out  with  the  camp(ires.
3.    It sure is a  long climb up.
4.    The fctmous (lume agcrin.
5.    Beclr-face  Haskill.
6.    Those  logs  will  sure  make  a  lot  of  mctcheI.
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two   bunks   wide.     The   distance   from   the  center  beam  was   a
scant  T.  J.  Bauer  .   .   .  hence  the  absence  of  many  of  the  light
bulbs along this  beam in barracks one. The outside of the barracks
was  done  in  peeling  green  and  white  while  the  inside  was  taste-
fully festooned with  dirty clothes, half dirty  clothes, and foresters
dainties   which   just   recently   had   been   exposed   to   the   gentle
cleansing   action   of   Chlorox   and   Oxydol.     All   these   added   a
woodsy  aroma  to  the  already  woodsy  atmosphere.     Each  of  the
barracks  side walls was decorated  with a full length mural.   These
two  murals   were  more  or   less   in  a  modem  vain,   their  design
having  been  worked  in  such  unorthodox  mediums  as  grimy  fing-
ers,  knives   lumber  crayons  and  the  like.    Since the  work on  this
mural  was  done  by  a  number  of  artisans  it  was  only  fitting  that
they  all  sign  the  work,  and  some  even  went  so  far  as  to  write
tender  inscriptions  to  lady  friends  and  others  on  the  wall.     The
woodsy  occupants  of   the  shack  played  an  important  part  in  the
completion  of  the  mural  in  that  they  served  as  moving  targets
for  an  almost  endless  stream of boots,  whose prints made delight-
ful patterns on the wall.
But  as  to  the  real  purpose  of  our  stay  in  scenic  Northern
Idaho-Most of  our  time  was taken  up  in  such  uplifting occupa-
tions  as:   eating,   reading   (westerns  and  other  high  type  slush),
sleeping,  shooting  the  bull,  eating,  writing  T.  S.  stories  to  loved
ones,   sleeping,   going   to   town   for   that   occasional   soda   (well,
anyway,  it had  froth on  the  top! )  and  last but not least,  sleeping.
Optional  with  those  who  wished  to  remain  in  school,  the  depart-
ment  set  up  four  courses  more  or  less  pertaining  to  forestry  and
designed to take up our slack time.
Each  of  the  courses  was  about  12  days  in  length   and  was
as  follows:
Forestry  214;  picnic  sites,  their  location  and  utilization.   The
work  in  this  course  consisted  of  riding  around  in  the  limousines
for   four  hours   in  the  morning  inspecting  various   likely  picnic
sites  in the general  area.    At about noon,  we chose  a suitable  site
and  utilized  it.     The  rest  of  the  day  was  spent  in  promiscuous
burping,  and  studying  other  sites  that  we  might  have  stopped  at
and   often  wished  we  had.     Entertainment  was  frequently  pro-
vided  by  Prof.  Kellogg   who  required  that  we  chew  down  a  tree
1.     Valintine-Clclrk-Pole   trectting   plclnt   OI   Newport,   Wclgh.
2.    Boom   lagging-I:.  C.   Olson  operc[tion.
3.    White  Pine  sash  cmd  door-Spokane,  WcISh.
4.     WcISte   Conveyorcoutlet  Bay  Mill,   Priest  Lake.
5.     One  of  cur  future  ''Foresters''.
6.    lDiamond   Mc[tch  Co.-Newport,  Wash.
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now  and  again  (with  a  double  bitted  axe),  dig  holes  and  make
notations  on  various  things.     Prof.  Kellogg,  realizing  that  most
foresters are most proficient in the art of judging and interpreting
curves  of  various  sorts,  had   us  transform   our  daily  observations
into curves  for quick  easy  interpretation  .  .  .  whatever that means.
Next was  Forestry  242;  a snappy  little course  in  natural  and
applied  fudge factors.    This course may also be sub-titled "taming
the  wilds",  for  it  was  here  that  we  learned  how  to  transform  the
timber  in a  7  million  acre tract  of completely untamed  wilderness
into  a  nice  neat   row  of  figures  copied   in  a  round  hand  on  a
clean  sheet  of  engine  problems  paper.    The  whole  process  called
for   skill   with   the   compass,   accuracy   in   judging,    fluency   in
"french",  accuracy  in fudging,  the  patience of Job,  a mathematic-
ian's  brain,  and  just  a  hell  of  a  lot  of  a  lot of  luck.     'Nuff  sed!
Ahhhhh   .   .   .   and  then  there  was  Forestry   250;  N.   F.  O.,
which   stands   for  National   Forest  Operation.     We  did  lots  of
things   in   this   course.     One   time  we  spent  a   whole  afternoon
fighting  a  string  stretched  thru  the  woods.     We  hacked  down
trees,   grubbed  out  underbrush,   dug  down  to   mineral  soil   and
sweated  blood  for  three  hours  to keep  the  string  from  advancing
across  our fire  line.    I  might add  that  the contest  was  successful,
and  so  far  as  I  know  the  string  has  not  advanced  a  single  inch
since  we  left  it.     Another  day  the  whole  camp,  seated  comfort-
ably in the limousines,  toured the whole of scenic Northern  Idaho
looking  at various  forest  developments  .  .  .  and  playing pinochle.
The  crew  saw  Canada  that  day,  or  at  least  a  mountain  that  was
reputed to be in Canada.
Last  but  not   least  came  Forestry   234;  utilization  or  some-
thing.     This  was  a  course  to  end  all  courses.    Each  day  the  class
visited  a  wood  utilizing  industry  (usually  this meant a  saw mill) .
Upon  arrival  at  the  mill,  the  class  divided  themselves  into  three
groups.     The  first  group,  consisting  of  about  half  of  the  class
members,   immediately   dispatched   themselves   to   the   log  pond.
Here  they  spent  several  happy  hours  at  an  occupation  which  they
called  log  hurling.    They  frolicked  about  in  the pond,  falling  on
and   off  logs,   ducking  and  splashing  each  other  for  the  whole
length  of  our  visit.    The child-like cries of  this  crew warmed  the
heart  of  many  a  mill  worker.    Of  the  remaining  half,  one  large
portion  went  into  a  group,  which,  on  arrival  at  the  mill,  would
seek  out   Some  nice,  quiet  place  to  sit  and  lounge.     Here  away
from   all  the  rush  and   bother  of  the  civilized  world,   they   (or
perhaps  better,  we,  but  this  is  a  story,  not  a  confession)   would
smoke  a  home  roll,  eat  their  lunch  and  otherwise  bide  the  hours
until  it  was  time  to  return  home.     The  remaining  two  or  three
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students  were  the ones  that  went  thru  the mill.    They  took  notes
o.n  everything,  made  sketches  of machinery  and  asked  all manner
of  pertinent  questions  of  the  employees   (and  invariably  got,   c'I
da-know,  lass  that  fella  over  dare,'  he's-ah boss,"  for an  answer) .
Later  that  night,  back  home,  these  workers  carefully  transcribed
their  notes  and  wrote  up  big  fa.I  reports  on  the  day's  activities.
As   soon  as  they  had   finished,  they  would  be  besieged  with  all
sorts  of requests.
"Say,  Sig,"  one  of  the  requesters might be heard  to  say,  t'let
me  check my  data  with  yours,  huh?"  or maybe,  '`I'm  a  little con-
fused  on  this  carriage detail,  Sig,  can you  let me see how you  did
it for a sec.7''
All  these  fancy  words  mean  the  same   thing-let  me  copy
your  report  will  you?     (Copy  is  such  a  cruel  word!)
These  utilization  boys  were  the  boys  who got  to  go  to  town
almost  every  day.     It  was  quite  a  sight  to  see  one of  the  I.  S.  C.
pseudo-loggers,  his  lustrous  beard  and  his  red  hat,  stolling  down
the  streets   of  one  of  the  nearby  towns.     More  than  one  of  the
little   town   kiddies   was  heard   to  remark   to  his  mother,   "Oh,
mommy, look at the funny man!"
#      :*      *      i?::      *
All  joking  aside we  had  a  great  bunch  of  men  out  there  in
the  wilds  of  northern  Idaho  this  summer,  and  our profs  can't  be
beat.    To  attem-pt to  tell  about  all  of  the good times that we had
last   summer   would   be   sheer   folly   in   itself.     So   I   am   afraid
that  I  will  have  to  leave  the  tails  of  Canoe  Shoe  Clark.  Hungie
Georgegate,  Toby,  the  barracks  `'wars",  of   our  camp  fires  and
all  the other  real  goodies  to  the  fellows  that lived  them  .  .  .  after
all,  I  guess  I  have  to  leave  them  some  stories  to  tell  their grand-
children.
And while I am still rambling,  I want to be sure and mention
two  of  the  greatest  gals  in  the  world.     Known  for  their  good
humour   and  for  their  understanding  of  a  guy's  stomach,  Ethyl
and Kelly,  the camp cooks,  will long remain dear in  the memories
of  all.
A  toast to the summer campers of  1950,  `'May your camp be
One-half  as  riotous   as  the  immortal  one  of  1949!'J     And  as  one
final  bit  of  advice  .  .  .  when  you  go  out  to  camp,  leave  the  silk
pajamas  at  home  'cause you  will  hardly  ever  use  'em.
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Forestry Club Members
Front   Row:     JRamsey,   Evans,   Crimes,   Ewing,   Gclllaher,  Neveln.
Second  lRcjw:     Soderling,   Worley,  Rawlins,  Chance,  F'ixen.
Third  Row:     Carson,  Roseboom,  Lendman,  Brown,  Hemphill,  Fritcher.
Fourth   Row:     Horak,   Hummel,   Christ,   HclnSen,   Proeger,  Hatcher,  Jirsa.
Filth  Row.I     McCrory,  Hensel,  Finley,  Wicmt,  Mclynard,  Gates.
Top  Row:     Schlotter,  Gilll,  PotteI-,  Dose,  Rist,  Haas,  Hansen.
Front   FLow:     Allen,  Fleming,  Craft,   Wier,  Fleming,  Billingsley,  Bauer.
Secolnd  Row:     Kuelner,   Smith,  Riddle,  Anderson,  Jones,  Keister.
Thirc!  Row:     Sapousek,  Bames,   Stctmy,  Ehrlich,  Rush.
Fourth  Row:     Kenneally,   Wc[hlgren,  Hctrtman,  Merritt,  Long,   Marsh,
Fifth  Row:     Connor,   Jahnke,  Lodge,   McMillcm,   Hennings.
Top  'Row:     Brabham,  Merricrm,  Schcldt,  Simon,  Jensen.
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SENIORS
Eugene  B.  Adams,  Theodore  R.   Allen,  Jf.,  Arden  E.  Anderson,  Cor-
don   K.   Anderson,   Charles   W.   Andrews,   Donald   V.  Barker.  Charles  C.
Barnes,   Thure  W.   Blomquist,   Lyle  E.   Boustead,   William  C.  Brabham,
Don   I.   Braddy,  William   M.  Dyers,   Leonard  H.  Cameron,  Benjamin  F.
carson,  charles  F.  Cesar,  Donald  I.  Clay,  Charles  J.  Coyle,  Howard  R.
Cushman,  Frank  G.  Dougherty,  Nelson  R.  Ellsworth,  Palmer  E.  Erickson,
John   D.   Evans,   Arnold   D.   Ewing,   Jim   F.   Fassett,   Clifford   D.   Finch,
Jack  A.  Finley,  Alan  K.  Fisher.  Earl  I.  Fritchcr,  David  J.  Fye,  Oscar  U.
Gabrjelson,    Wallace    Gallaher,    Jack     Gates,    James    M.    Gill,    Lowell
Gleason,  John  A.   Cower,  Phillmer  D.  Crimes,  Carl  Hakenson,  Ro'bert  A.
Hansen,   Orville   K.   Hatch¬r,   Grover   R.   Hertzberg,   Lowell   E.   Horton,
Donald   E.   Jirsa,   Robert   E.   Jones,   Michael   W.   Kageorge,   Wendell   D.
Kalen,  Alex  Katovich,  Thomas  D.  Keister,   Vincent  Kenneally,  Hugh  M.
Kingery,   Chester   Knoll,   Blaine   M.   Knop,   Wayne   H.   Kuefner.   Richard
I.arson,   Fred   N.   Lendman,   Morris    Lenz,   James   E.   LeRoux,   Claire   A.
McCrory,  Don  Mann,   Gerald  D.   Marshall,  Donald  E.  Maynard,  Rolbert
E.  Muhm,  Kenneth  H.  Neveln,  Paul  Olsen,  Glen  W.  Potter,  William  F.
Price,   Roger  A.   Ramsey,   Lyle  H.   Raun,  Donald  D.   Riddle,  William  B.
Rozeboom,   Wayne  M.   Rush,  Olliver  Sapousek,  William  Schlick,  Harold
J.   Schlotter,   Robert  A.   Smith,   John  M.   Stokes,   Roger  S.   Stamy,   Albert
H.   Taube,   Robert   C.   Twist,   Hubert    B.   Ward,   Charles   W.   Warren,
Charles  R.  Widmark.  Gerald   J.  Wiley,  Emst  Winter,  Jay  F.  Wise,  Ed-
ward  J.  Young.
JuNIORS
I.ouis   A.   Allen,   Donald   Axt,   Theodore   J.   Bauer,   Milton    Beavin,
Donald   K.   Blumenthal,   Wilbert   I.   Brown,   Gene   Brugere,   Dayle   A.
Bruns,  William  Busch,  Dale  C.  Campbell,  Donald  C.  Campbell,  Thomas
E.   Cochran,   Carl   Cohn,   Roland   I.   Craft,   Leonhardt   G.   Daib,   Willard
Dittman,  Wallace  G.  Fixson,  Luster  Fleming.  Richard  E.  Fleming,  Donald
E.   Glaser,   Richard   E.   Haas,    Norman   J.   Hansen,   Newton   F.   Hanson,
Robert   W.    Hardcopf,   Harold   G.   Hertel,   Donald   A.    Imfeld,   Stanley
Jarrard,  Thaddeus  M.  Jaskulski,  Arthur  Jensen,  Dale  Johnson,  William
Korrer,   Jervis   Lang,   Arthur  Lynn,   Richard   Marsh,  Robert  A.   Merriam,
Ro,get  Merritt,  Ralph   Miller,  Manfred  Moehler,  Robert  I.  Morgan,  Paul
Needham,  Dean  E.  Patterson,  Richard  L.  Posekany,  Linden  Proeger,  Don
Rawlins,   Lawrence  P.  Renard,   Edward  Saba,   Harold  O.  Schadt.  Harold
F.   Simon,  Walter  Smith,  Donald  E.   Soderling,   Robert  E.   Stevens,  Duane
E.    Stoppel,   Joseph   D.    Tomascheski,   Thomas   Vandershule,   James   D.
Wahl,   Harold  E.   Wahlgren,   George  Wendel,   Robert  A.   Wjer,  Charles
C.   Young.
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SopHOMORES
John   A.   Bradish,    Eldon   R.   Campen,   Robert   C.   Conner,   John   S.
Creeljn,   Jimmy   E.   Dale,   Joseph   C.   Dose,   Cordon   P.   Dowd,   Lee    M.
Edwards,   Glenn   H.   Ehrlich,   John   A.   Fish,   Lawrence   P.   Forman,   Jr.,
Miles  J.   Gulick,  Orlin  J.   Hanson,  Theodore   A.  Hartman,  Jr.,  Henry  H.
Haskell,   Robert  A.   Hennings,   William   M.   Hertel,   William  K.   Hilliard,
Pieter   E.   Hoekstra,   Keith   A.    Homan,    Lewill   E.   Horsman,   Allan   I.
Hummel,  John  L.  Jahnke,  Paul  D.  Kline,  Normand  V.  Kolpin,  Albert  H.
I.euthauser,  Jr.,  Floyd  I.  Lodge,  Clayton  M. Lokken,  Carroll  D. McAninch,
Fred  W.  McMillan,  Gerald  D.  Mayberry,  James  T.  Micklewright,  Leo  A.
Mitchell,   James   M.   Mortensen,   William   E.   Murphy,   John   P.   Nelson,
John   R.   Olson,   Richard   D.   Popp,   Roland   S.   Rehm,   Donald   I.   Rist,
William   C.   Bitter,   Karl   R.   Rymer,   Walter  W.   Schutt.   David   F.   Scc,tt,
Jerome    B.    Smith,    Wayne   M.    Sorenson,   John   J.    Stanton,    Rolbert   A.
Tobiaski,  John  W.  Waters,  Rex  H.  Wiant,  John  O.   Wilson.  George  R.
Worley,  Jr.
FRESHMEN
Kenneth  O.  Billingsley,  Duane  G.  Breon,  Paul  W.  Burdett,  Michael
M.   Cahill,   Richard  I.   Chance,   Willis   W.   Chesmore,   Duane   M.   Christ,
Martin  E.  Dale,  George  H.  Ebert,  Max  I.  Ferree,  Arthur  G.  Flint,  John
H.    Gamble,    Tommy   J.    Goodman,    Richard   K.    Griswold,    David   I.
Hardman,    Merlyn   W.   Hemphill,   Erie   J.   Hensel,   Owen   W.   Herrick,
Charles   G.   Irvine,   Wilson   S.   Kale,   Stanley   K.   Knutsen,   Raymond   G.
Kracium,  Andrew   V.  Kundrat,  Gary  R.  Long,  Thomas  C.  Martin,  Peter
A.  Maurek,  Jorm  C.   Morris,  Jack  M.  Overeen,  Roland  D.  Potter,  Charles
W.  Stewart, John D. Thurber,  Marion G.  True.
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Forestry Club
SDI.jng
gerlcecrse:::e:n;tsld.ent                               .     ]Rollhfik sE:alrss:t:lng
Treasurer
Faculty  Advisor
Senior  Ag.  Council  Representative
Junior  Ag.  Council  Representative
Fall
Arnold   Ewing
.  .  .Ed  Horton
. .Phil  Crimes
Wally   Gallaher.  .  .
G.   W.   Thompson.  . .
...Don  Clay
Dick  Posekany
A   new   high   in  interest  was   shown   by  the  Forestry  Club
Members  during  the  past  year.     Not  only  did  we  have  a  near
record   in  total  membership  but  truly  a  new  record  in  meeting
attendance and participation.
Under   the   leadership   of   the   spring   officers   a   very   well
rounded  program  was  sponsored  which  included  Hoedown,  Paul
Bunyan  Day,   Spring  Campfire  and  Veisha.     A  Forestry  Iibrary
was  also  initiated  at  that  time by  Milt  Sherbring and  through  the
combined   efforts    of   Hank   Haskel,   Keith   Homan   and   Floyd
Lodge,  it is now in operation.
Under  the guidance  of  the  fall  officers  an  increased  interest
was   aroused   in   club   activities.     A   Smoker,   Fall   Campfire  and
Game  Banquet were sponsored; also a new constitution was drawn
up  and  presented  to  the club  for  action  at  the  regular mid-winter
election.
One can easily see that the club experienced,  as usual, another
flourishing  year.
Presented  in  the   following  pages  is  a  brief  resume  of  each
of  the past year's activities.
FORESTRY  CLUB  LIBRARY
In   the   Spring   of   1949   Milt   Sherbring  and   several   other
graduating    seniors   suggested   that   the   Forestry   Club   organize
their  own  library.     The  seniors  felt  that  it  would  be  invaluable
aid  in  writing  reports  to  have  a   file   of  recent  publications  on
Forestry in the Forestry Department.
Floyd  Lodge,  Hank  Haskell,  and  Keith Homan  volunteered
to  organize  the  library.     At  ('he  present  time  the   Forestry   Club
Library  has  several  hundred publications  with more coming in  all
the  time.    Valuable  contacts  have  been  established  with  Research
institutes,  experiment  stations,  and  wood-using industries.    These
organizations   have   expressed   interest   in   the   project   and   their
contributions  of  literature  have  been  a great  asset.
The   Forestry   Department   set   aside   bookcases,   tables,   and
half  of  a  large classroom  for  the library and  a study room.    The,
librarian  work  is  done  by  the  Forestry  students  themselves.
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Paul Bunyan Day
HE  Iowa  State  forester's  brawn,  beards  and  brains  were  well
demonstrated April  29 at the annual Paul Bunyan Day.T
The   1949   even-I,   the  biggest  and   best  since   Paul  himself
swung  an  axe,  provided  two  and  a  half  hours  of  entertainment
for over 500 spectators.
This  year  for  the  first  time,  a  typical  forester   was  chosen
by   vote   and   honored   with   the   title   `{Son   of   Paul."     Edwiq
"Moose"  Zaidlicz  received  the title and  the axe that  went with it.
Managed  ably  by  Bill  Jordan,  the  thirteen  events  went  off
without  a  hitch.
The  woodchopping  contest  was  won  in  the  record   time  of
two minutes, eleven seconds by Ollie Sa.pousek.
Arnold  Ewing  and  Clifford  Finch  looked   like  they  had   a
power  saw,  winning  the  cross  cut  contest  in  thirty  seconds,  less
than one-third last year's time.
Jim  Pinneo  and  Rich  Bums  tied  for top  place in the tobacco
spitting  contest.     Both  were  accurate  in  hitting  a  funnel  at  five
feet.     Although   he   didn't   win   a  prize,   Don   Riddle  displayed
beautiful form  in expert chin dribbling.
The  block  splitting  contest  was  again  cursed  by those blocks
that  just  didn't  want  to  split,  but  Art  Jensen  hulled  through  his
ill  twenty-five  Seconds.
While   the   women   folk   waited   around   for   someone   to'tthrow"  a  chain  like  the  program  said,  Ewing  coiled  his  in  two
minutes and ten seconds for the best time.
Three   twenty-five   foot   creosoted   poles   were   used   in   the
pole   climb.     Wally   Fixsen   and   Art   Jensen   tied   at   seventeen
seconds.     At  last  report,  the  winners   seemed  more  interested  in
methods of removing creosote than in their prizes.
Bob  Hansen  won  the  prize  for  the bushiest face with  a  crop
that looked like a marcelled door mat.
Joe  Tomascheski  lopped  the  compass  pacing contest  with  an
error of three-fourths of a chain.
John Evans  lead  the field  in wood  identification and  Palmer
Erickson  in  leaf  identification.     No  scores  were  announced  for
the protection of all concerned.
Art Jensen  won  the  log  tossing contest using an unorthodox
wind-up that scattered  the crowd.    Luckily,  the only injuries were
the contestants' pulled muscles.
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Veishea  Open  House
The   ladies   again   donned   blindfolds   and   hunted   for   an
elusive  stake  set  about   100  feet  in  front  of  them.     Mrs.  Dale
Campbell  won  by  coming  within  nine  feet of  the  stake.
With  a  daring  disregard  for  LaVeme's  famed  microbe con-
centration,  Hubert  Ward  dethroned  last  year's  birling champion,
John  Evans.
Veishea l949
ANY  People  Visited  Our  OPen  house  this  year  and  Were  Sur-
prised  to  find  that  we  had  a  Forestry  Department  at  IowaM
State.  -  However,  after  seeing  the  forestry  department  float  and
open  house  display,  there  was  no  doubt in  their minds  that  Iowa
State has an active forestry department.
This  year's  open  house  display  was  located  in  the  group  of
Oaks  just  north  of  Curtiss  Hall.    Over  the  entrance to  the Open
House  was  an  arch  which  read  "Forestry  Open  House"  in  ever-
green.     Also  pointing  to  the  exhibit  was  an  arrow  in  evergreen
reading  `{Forestry''.
In the judging for the best  open house we were given second
place  in  the  Agricultural  division.     Much  credit  should  be given
to   J.   A.   Buchholz,   general   chairman,    and   especially   to   L.   E.
Horton  and  John   Evans  for  their  efforts  in  the  setup  and  or-
ganization  of  our  exhibits,  and  also  to  all  the  students  who  took
part and cooperated in readying the exhibit.
The  first  exhibit one  saw  as  he  entered  was  the model  saw-
mill.     The  sawmill  was  obtained  through   the  extension  service
and  used  a;  a  center  for  the  exhibit.     Small  aspen  logs  from  the
Hoist State  Forest were cut during Veisha.    Panels  were obtained
which  showed  where  home grown  lumber could  be used  in  farm
construction  to  the  best  advantage.    A  power  chain  saw  was  also
demonstrated in contrast to hand sawing.
The  next  exhibit  was  the  post   treating  area.     This  exhibit
showed  the  farmers  how  they  could  save  money  by treating  their
own   fence  posts   with   Penta-chloro-pheno1.     A   full   scale  home
treating  device  was  featured  by  using  a  55  gallon  barrel.     Pam-
phlets  were  also  given  out which  explained  how  they  could  treat
their   own   posts   and   the  value   of  various   species   used.     Many
farmers  paid  particular attention  to  this  exhibit.
The   next  exhibits  were  found  in  a  large  tent.     The  tent
was  one that was used by the forestr}T Students during the Summer.
The  first  exhibit   inside  the  tent  was  a  recently  completed  relief
map  of the  Hoist State  Forest.    Another map was made up show-
ing   the  plantings,   etc.,   on   the   forest.     Trees   and   rivers   were
simulated.     Through  signs,  the   origin  of  the  Hoist  State  Forest
was  explained  and   the  pact  that  the  Forestry  Club  plays  in  its
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management.    By  the  use  of  actual  models  the  public  was  shown
how a relief map is constructed.
In  the  next  exhibit  a  miniature  forest  was  made  up   with
small  fire towers which showed the people how the lookouts work
in  connection  with  the  Forest   Service  in  the   location  of  forest
fires.     An  actual  fire map  was  used  to  demonstrate  how  the  fire
is located in the dispatcherls office.
The  most  interesting   exhibit   in   the  tent   was   the   Forest
Products  exhibit.     A  picture  of  a  forest  drawn  on  a  forester's
shield   with   the  names  of   major   forest  products  radiating  out
from  it.     From  the  box  marked  Special  Products  a  ribbon  ran
to a large  display which was broken down into different categories
according  to  derivation,   such  as  mechanically   derived  products,
chemically  derived  products,   etc.     Also  on  a  special  panel  was
a pulp and paper display.    Products for this exhibit were obtained
from Prof.  Bendsend.
On   their  way  out  of  the  tent   small  blocks  of  wood  were
handed   out   as   souvenirs.     The  blocks   of  wood   were  cut  and
stamped  with  a  special  stamp,  which  was  made  in  the  form  of
the  forester's  shield  and  inside  it  read,  Compliments  of  the  For-
estry  Department,  Iowa  State  College,  Veisha,  1949.     Small  pins
which   called   attention   to   prevention   of   forest   fires   were   also
given  out.
The  last  or  first  exhibit,  and  by  far  the most  popular,  with
the  public,   was  the  hot  dog  stand.     Many  a  hot  dog  was  con-
sumed;  also,  pop  and  ice cream  ran a close  second.
The  Forestry  float  was  one  of  the  very  important  phases  of
the   forester's   Veisha.     The   float   displayed    the   progress   that
has   been  made  in  the  field  of  logging.     One  part  of  the  float
showed   the  ca.ve-man  style  of  trying  to  buck  a  log,   while  the
other  showed  the  modern  method  of  bucking  by  the  use  of  the
chain  saw.
The  Forestry  Club  and  the  faculty  of  the  department  were
pleased  and  gratified  by  the  enthusiasm  and  time  devoted  by  the
departmental  members  in  making  the  '49  Veisha  a  great  success.
S        Back in the Old Days
IT  DOWN,  young'n.     I  was  just  tellin'  about  a  shindig we  had
at  school  back  in  '49.    Now  as  I  was  sayin',  this  here  dance
was  no  ordinary  affair.   An  annual  thing,  you know-once  every
year.     Held  in  the  spring,  just  about  the  time  the  buds  start  to
pop.    Passme the jug.
Well,  this  here  Hoedown  as  we  called  it  was  held  out  at
the country  club.    When  we  went  in,  all  the  wimmen and men-
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folks  got  a  crack  at  judginJ  the  age  of  a  tree cross-section.    That
was for door prizes.
Inside,  the place was all dressed up with  pine boughs.  Down
at  one end of the floor was a danged clever model of a high lead
logging  system,  with  trees,  logs,  cables,  donkeys,  and  all.
The  band  was  a  real  hep  job,  and  there  was  plenty of  fancy
jiggin'   done  that  night.     JCourse   all  the  faculty  and  extension
members   and  their  wives  were  there  as  our  guests.    Which  re-
minds  me,  you  shoulda'  seen  them  young  teachers  gobble  sodie
crackers  and  whistle  all  at  once,  in  a little contest we cooked  up.
"Denny"  Bensend  came out winner on  tha.t one.    Jim Pinneo was
em ceein' the program-now there's a feller with a real wit.    Told
some  mighty  good  jokes.    He  gave  out  the prizes,  too.     Besides
the  door prizes,  there were prizes  for the fastest woman cigarette-
roller  and  her  coach.    Jim  introduced  a  skit  about  experiences  at
summer camp,  put on by some  of the boys.    Sure did get  ''dusty"
in  there.    When  we  needed  refreshin',  we  grabbed  pretzels  and
punch at the bar.    Pass me the jug.
Yessir,   the  committee  done  a  right  good   job.     There  was
Don   Clay  headin'   it  up,  with  Jack   Gates  handling  the  tickets
and  business end,  Don Riddle as chief punch-mixer, Tom Cochran
plannin'  entertainment,  Wally  Gallaher on guests  and transporta-
lion,  Lyle  Raun  as  publicity  chairman,  and  the  whole  place  was
decorated  under  Glen  Potter's  direction.
Yep,   it  was  sure  some   Hoedown.     I  never  will  fergit-
ah, pass me the jug.
Foresters Shine at Fall Campfire
¢eO uR   BOYS   Will   Shine  tonight,"   .   .   .   and  they  did   if  this
statement is to be based on numbers.
The   Forestry   Club's   Annual   Fall   Campfire  took  place  at
Sunset  Park,  west  of  Ames.    The  club's  first  big  social  event  of
the  fall  quarter  was   under  the
McDade.
Everyone  had  a  good  share
cider and other refreshments.
After  chow,  "Bugs"  Firkins
Agronomy and  Forestry''.    Most
share of botanists were there.
As  is  usual,  there  is  always
general  chairmanship  of  Elmer
of  weiners,  beans,  salad,  coffee,
spoke on  "The Relationship  of
of the forestry profs and a good
some  form  of  entertainment  at
forestry  campfires.     The  program  was  started  off  by  the  ``Un-
w'holesome   Fore",   who,   among   other   things,   sang   "The  Bird
Song."     This  was  followed   by  Brown's  harmonica  suite,  which
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was  then followed by the star of the program-OllI-e  (Burl  Ives)
Sapousek.
The  evening  was  rounded  off  by  group  singing.     As   one
plodded  along  the  path  to  the  truck,  he  could  hear  in  the  back-
ground-"Oh,  I wooed her in the summertime  .  .  ."
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1949 Fall Smoker
HE   Forestry  Club's  Annual  Fall  Smoker  was   held  in  Great
Hall  Memorial  Union on  Tuesday night,  December 6.    Due
to  a  profusion  of  last  week  tests  and  the  nearness  of  final  week
itself,  only  a  fair  sized  crowd  was  in  attendance.    Undergraduate
students were conspicuously absent:  presumably more non-smokers
in that group now.
Much credit should be given  to the chairman, Fritz Lendman,
and  co-chairman,  Art  Jensen,  for  the  efficient  manner  in  which
the  c'Smoker" was planned.
The   atmosphere   was   notably   lacking  that  traditional   dull
blue  haze,  either  due  to  lack  of  numbers,  or  the Unionjs  air  con-
ditioning.    The  finest  10  cent cigars available were  on  hand,  and
more  than  a  sufficieney  of  popular brand cigarettes.
Those   jn   attendance   consumed   a   remarkable   quantity   of
Union  coffee  and  doughnuts.  This was partially due to the efforts
of   "Srlorty"   Knoll   who  played   the  part  of  the  perfect  waiter,
being  at  hand  to  furnish  a  refill  the  minute  a  cup  got below  the
halfway  mark.
Movies  of  the  Oklahoma  vs.   Iowa  State  football  game  fur-
nished  entertainment  and  was  handily  narrated  by Dean Norman,
varsity  right  end.
Underclassmen  missed   a   wonderful  opportunity  to  get  ac-
quainted  with  their  professors   and  upperclassmen   as  an  air  of
informality  persisted,  and  many  bull-sessions  were  prevalent  that
evening.
Game Banquet
The   annual   game   banquet   was   held   at   the   Presbyterian
Church,  February  9th.
A  very  tasty  dinner,  with  roast  buffalo  as  the  main  course,
was prepared by the ladies of the church.    Speaker for the banquet
was  Ries  Turtle,  Conservation  writer for the Des Moines Register
and   Tribune.      His  talk,  accompanied  with  excellent  slides,  was
very  well  received.
The banquet was well  attended,  making  it another successful
social event sponsored by the club.
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T   l949 Honors Day ProgramHE   twenty-second  annual  Honors  Day  Program,  held  jn  theState  Gymnasium,   last  May   19,   found  the  na es  of  our
fellow  foresters  mentioned  often  for  honors  they  received.
Our  department  was  well   represented  by  high  scholarship
students  in  the  Division  of  Agriculture.     In   the   Class  of  1949,
Thad  Harrington  and  {{Moose"  Zaidlicz  were  recognized.     Paul
Needham  was  named  as  high  scholarship student  for  195O,  while
Bill  Claycomb  was  named   as   honor  student  of  1951.     Siegfried
Kiemle  and  Jim  Dale  were  recognized  from  the  Class  of  1952.
Perhaps  two  of  the  most  distinguished  foresters  among  us
were  duly  recognized.    Thad  Harrington  and  Ed  (Moose)  Zaid-
1icz  were  initiated  into  Phi  Kappa  Phi   national  scholastic  honor-
ary.     This  honor  fraternity  selects  seniors  from  the  highest  six-
teenth of the class.
Seven  of  our  fellow  foresters  were  initiated  into  the  honor
society   of   Alpha   Zeta   last   spring.     Those  initiates  were:   Ted
Allen,  Darle Doolittle,  Dean Einspahr,  Thad  Harrington,  Wayne
Kuefner,   Jim   LeRoux   and   Donald   Strong.     Three   other  men
were  initiated   this   fall.     They  were  as  follows:   Arnold  Ewing,
Jack  Gates  and John Stockes.    This society elects  juniors from the
upper  one-fifth  and  seniors  from  the  upper  one-fourth  of  their
respective  classes  in  the  Division  of   Agriculture  on  the  basis  of
scholarship,  leadership,  and character.
Gamma  Sigma  Delta  selects  seniors  in  the  upper  one-fourth
of   the   Class   and   graduate   students   who   have  shown   research
ability    in    Agriculture   and   related   departments.      Among   the
faculty members  selected  was Professor John E.  Granson.   Among
the   seniors   selected  were  Jack   Deinema,   Dean  Einsphar,   Thad
Harrington and Ed  (Moose)  Zaidlicz.
These   men   have   upheld   every   tradition   of   the   foresters.
They  have  achieved  high  honors  and  have  been  duly  recognized.
It  is  now  up  to  all  of  us,  by  the  example  they  have  given  us,  to
strive on  for greater  achievement  in  our chosen  field.
8     %
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D      The Hoist State Forest
EVELOPMENT   Of   the  Hoist  State  Forest  took  a  big  step  last
spring   with   the   reconstruction   of   the   only   road   on   the
Tract-that  leading  from  the gate  in  the  southeast corner  to  the
creek  well  toward  the  northwest  corner.     It  was  a  remna.nt of an
old  logging  road  and  was  usable only in the best of  weather.    Its
entire  length,  approximately  ll/4  miles,  iS  now  ditChed,  Cindered
and servicable to two  lane traffic except in some steeper parts near
its  northern  limits.    Two  conveniently  located parking areas were
also   cleared   so  that  visitors  can  park  their  cars  and  do  some  ex-
ploring  on `foot.
Eighteen  different  species  of  coniferous  trees  were  planted
last  spring  ranging  from  native  Iowa  species  to  Swiss  and  Short-
leaf  Pine.     Each  species  was  planted  in  a   1/5  acre  plot  and  was
part   of   a   survival   and   growth   experiment   for   the   Extension
Service.     Owing   to   adverse  weather  conditions  last  spring,   the
mortality  rate  was  quite  high  for  all  species  except  Red  Pine.
With    the   cruise    finished,    Charles   Barnes    and    Gaylord
Robertson   compiled   the  data  needed   for  the  drawing  up  of  a
management  plan.     This  consisted  of  growth  data   and   volume
tallies  according  to  species  and  also  the  complete  history  of  the
tract.
Something  new  was   initiated   on  the  Hoist  Tract  this   fall
to   discourage   Christmas   tree  hunters   who  annually  ruin  many
of  our  pines  by  cutting  out  the  tops.     By  Russian  pruning  thes-e
pines  it  is  hoped  that  they  will  become  useless  as  ornaments  for
this purpose.    Many  of our  Douglas  Fir seedlings were  lost,  pre-
sumably   to   someone's   yard,   so   these  got   the   Russian  pruning
trea.tment  also.
This  past  year  the  Hoist  State  Forest  Advisory  Committee
was  under  the  chairmanship  of  Ollie  Sapousek.     The  remainder
of   the   committee   consists   of   Don   Clay,   Senior   representative;
Albert  Taube  and  Dick  Posekany,  Junior  representatives;  Floyd
Lodge  and  Jim  Dale,  Sophomore  representatives;  and  the  newly
elected  representatives  from  the  Freshman  class  are  Bob  Connor
and Dick Chance.
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Prof.
Hartman
Speaks
Dear  Alumni:
For   the  past   two   years   I  have   been   hoping  to  have  issued  by   the
department   all  alumni   news  letter  in   which  I   could   tell   you  something
albout   the   department   and   the   college.     Because   of   the   press   of   other
duties  this  news  letter  has  never  materialized.     Therefore.  I  am  grateful
to  the  Editor  of  the  1950  J4A4ES  FOREfrER   who  has  asked  me  to  give
him   something  which  could  be  published  in   the  Forester  addressed  par-
ticularly to the  alumni.
Nothing  spectacular  has  occurred  in   the  department  during  the  past
year.     We  have  spent  considerable   time  jn  trying  to  rearrange  the  course
offerings   of   the   department   so   that  our  graduates   will   have   expanded
opportunities    for   good   fundamental   training   on   which   to   build   their
experience.     We   have   added   an   advanced   course   in   wood    technology
which  we  call   `'Mechanical   and   Physical   Properties  of  Wood"   and,   an
advanced   course  in   forest  products  both  of  which  are  elective  for  those
students   who   plan   to  enter   the   field   of  wood   technology  or  utilization.
For  students  who  are  more  interested  in  silviculture   and   forest  manage-
ment   we   have   added   elective   courses   in   forest  influences   and   advanced
silviculture.     We  plan   to  expand   the  present  course  in   forest   mapping
to  include  not  only  mapping  but  also  photogrammetry  as  it  applies  to  all
phases  of  forestry  practice.     We  have   been   using  aerial  photography  in
the  course  in   forest  mapping  but  have  not  had  time  enough  to  apply  it
to  mensuration.     The  proposed  five  hour  course  in   forest   mapping  and
photogrammetry  should  give  our  students  very  fine  training  in  this  field.
One   of  the  `'ery  real  needs  of  the  department  has  been  forest   land
on   which   we   could   carry   out   research   and   demonstration   work.     Last
ye`1.I  a  Citizen  Of  Delaware  County  bequeathed  to   the   department  a  very
fine   timber   tract   of    293    acres.      As   soon   as   some   legal   matters   are
straightened   out  this   tract  will   be   used   by   the  department   to   carry  on
research  work  and  as  a  demonstration   forest.     At  the  present  time  pros-
pects   are   extremely  bright   that  we  shall  be   allotted   the   use   of  a   small
fal`m  foresty  tract  near  the  campus  and  also  a  fairly  sizeable  area  on  the
Ankeny  farm.     W'ith  the   addition   of  these  pieces  of  forest  land  we  will
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be  in   a   much   better  position   to  carry  on  research   and  resident  teaching
work  in  forestry.
Many   of   you   will   be   interested   to   know   the   men   who   constitute
our   staff   at   the   present   time   and   the   major   courses   which   they   are
handling.     Prof.   Mac,  who  is  loved   by   every  forestry  alumnus  of  Iowa
State,  is  with  us  teaching  on  a  full-time  basis.     He  is  handling  the  classes
in   freshman   forestry  and  in  seeding   and  planting.      Dr.   A.   L.  McComlb
heads   the   work   of   our   graduate   students   in   forestry,   devotes   one-half
time  to  research  work  and  teaches  courses  in  silviculture  and  seeding  and
planting.     Dr.  D.  W.  Bensendl  a  Minnesota  graduate,  teaches  the  utiliza-
tion   subjc'cts   and   advanced   wood   technology.     Professor   L.   F.   Kellogg,
with  degrees  from  California   and  Yale,  came  to  us  last  year  after  long
eh-perience   with   the   Central   States   Forest   Experiment    Station    to   head
up   the   work   in   forest   management.     He   teaches   management,   finance,
and  a  part  of  the  work  in  mensuration.     Dr.  J.   A.   Larsen,  under  whose
influence  many   of   you   have   come,   is  now   on   a   one-half   time   teaching
lbasis  as  he  has   reached   the  retirement  age.     He  still  teaches  some  of  the
courses   in   silviculture   and   wood   technology.      Professor   J.   E.   Granson,
who   has   been   on   our   staff   for   about   four   years,   teaches   history   and
policy,    administration    and     forest   economics.      Professor   R.    E.    Getty.
after  many  years  of  experience  with  the  Indian  Service,  joined  our  staff
a  couple  of  years  ago  primarily  to  carry  on  research  work.     At  present
he  devotes   one-fourth   of  his  time  to  resident  teaching  and  three-fourths
to  research.     We  expect  him  to  handle  the  proposed  new  course  in  photo-
grammetry   along   with   some   work   in   mensuration.     Wm.   W.   Chilcote,
who  has  been  an  instructor  on   the  staff  for  several  years,  will  receive  a
Ph.D.  degree  this  year  from  Iowa  State  with  a  major  in  plant  physiology.
He  has   been  teaching  some  freshman  forestry  courses,  some   wood  tech-
nology   and   has  been  responsible  for  all  of  the  teaching  in  rangel manage-
ment  which  is  his  primary  interest.    George  W.  Thomson,  another  of  our
fine  group  of  young  instructors,  is  very  capably  handling  classes  in  men-
suration   and  is   doing   all  of  the  teaching  in  farm  forestry  which  is  his
particular  interest.     David   E.   Herrick  is  the  youngest  of  our  instructors
being  now  in   his   second   year  on  our  staff.     He  helps  in   the  utilization
c-ourses,  in  mapping  and  in  wood  technology.    Dave  had  some  experience
before  joining  our  staff  in  the  operation  of  a  small  sawmill  in  southern
Iowa.     This  experience  gave  him  a  very  fine  insight  into  the  problems  of
the  small   operator.      The  time  of  the  writer  is  pretty  largely  consumed
in   the  job   of   making   out   teaching  schedules,   classroom   schedules,   cata-
logue  material,  etc.,  but  some  time  is  found  to  teach  courses  in  wood  pre-
servation,   lumber    markets    and   lumber   manufacture.      It   has   been   my
happy  privilege  to  have  been  associated   with  a  great  many  of  you  par-
ticularly  those  who  have  passed  through  Ames  since  1935.
In   addition   to   the  teaching  staff  as  listed  above  we  have  two  very
fine  Extension  Foresters  in  the  persons  of  Professor  Richard  B.  Campbell,
State  Extension  Forester,   and  Edmund  T.   Gardiner,  who  is  his  assistant.
They   a1-e   doing   a   Very    fine    job   in   the   State   in   Promotional   work   in
forestry.     The  lbusiness  end  of  our  office  is  being  handled  at  the  present
time  by  Mrs.  Dee  Anderson  and  Mrs.  Betty  Jane  Hain.     Mrs.   Anderson
will  be  leaving  us  this  year  due  to  the  fact  that  her  husband  will  be  one
of  our  March  1950  forestry graduates.
As   most  of   you   know,   Iowa   State,   like  most   of  the  other   forestry
schools   of   the   country,   has   a   rather  large  student  body   at  the  present
I,®me.     We  expect  to  have  our  largest  graduating  class  this year.    Through
this  letter  I  am  making  a  personal  plea  that  all  of  you  appoint  yourselves
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committees  of  one  to  seek  jobs   for  some  of  these  graduates.     I  do   not
doulbt   that  there  are  plenty  of  jobs  for  all  of  the  young  men  who  will
be   leaving  this  year  if  they   can  only  bq  discovered.     Therefore,  if  you
know  of  any  possible openings  for  foresters  we  hope  you  will  let  us  know
about   them   promptly.     We  will   either  follow   up   such   leads  by  letters
toerrc3tyed:  p¥r£oenar:cvolrs£t oofn  tthhee  i::aofstsaot:ecyo?lue:g  rna:h:hpola?eaxebn:  ioni
forestry  graduates  is  extremely  good.     A  lot  of  the  credit  for  this  record
must  go   to  those  of   you  who  have  been  in  the  field  who  have  kept  the
department   advised   about   job   possibilities   for   foresters.     We   hope   that
you  will  continue  this  interest  in  the  department.
I   solicit  letters  from   any  of  you  regarding  improvements  which  you
think  could  lbe  made  in  the  training  of  foresters.     You  are  in  the  field
and  know  at  first  hand  what  the  needs  may  be.    Whenever  we  can,  you
may   be  certain  we  shall  consider  seriously  suggestions  for  improvements
and  betterment  which  may  come  from  those  of  you  who  are  in  the  field.
I  send  greetings  from  all  of  our  staff  members  and  best  wishes  to  every
one  of  you  for   continued  success  in  whatever  field  of  endeavor  you  are
engaged.
Very  sincerely  yours,
z      .      +
George  B.  Hartman
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AIield With The Alumni
SHIRLEY  W.  ALLEN.   1909.     ".  .  .   am  working  on   a  new  book,  Co#-
JerUdtiOn  Of   Ndturctl  ReSource5."
WILLIAM  P.  HARLEY.   1915.     '`re-elected  President  of  Mountain  States
Lumber  Dealers  Assn."
RoBERT    E.    FENNELL,    1922.    .    .    .   only   recent   forestry   work   was
moving  two  red  oaks  and  two  white  spruce  to  my  daughter's   home.
C.  SvENDBY,  1926.    "   .  .  have  made  some progress  in  getting  farmers
and  ranchers  to  take  better   care  of  their  woods,  but  have  a  long  ways
to  go.
WILLIAM   M.   LEPLEY,   1928.   .   .   .    am   still   hoping   to   see   an   Ames
forester  someday.''
JoHN   W.   KuLP,   1929.      t'.   .   .    assisting   with   research   projects   on
preservative  treatments,   R.E.A.  pole  service  tests  and  related  work."
SyLVAN   T.   RuNKEL,   1930.      "     .   .   still   working   at   conserving   the
good earth  of  Iowa.
JosEPH    H.    STOEKELER,    1930.                  .    attended    the   third    World
Forestry  Congress  in  Helsinki,  Finland,  then  toured  forest  and  experiment
stations in  other countries of Europe.
WENDELL   H.   HARMON,   1932.         .   .   .   new  management  plans   are  a
big part of work here in  the Black Hills."
KEITH   CRANSTON,   1936.      'c        .   this   office  is   set   up   to   provide   ac-
curate  and  unbiased  inventories   and  estimates  on  large  tracts  on  a  com-
mercial  basis."
H.   C.   CooK,   1937.        .   .   .   am  enrolled  in  the  Inter-American  Insti-
tute   of   Agric.   Science   in   Costa   Rica,   working   on   rubber   research   and
tropical   agriculture.
WAYNE  C.  CHAMBERS,   1939.     ".  .  .  see  a  lot  of  good  timber  show  in
my  work  with  the  U.S.G.S.    Haven't  beat  the  bushes  since  my  discharge.
RoBERT  B.  GRAU,  1939.     '`Private  enterprise  is  rough  but  intriguing.
RoBERT  N.  HosKINS,  1939.     ".  .  .  serving  as  vice-chairman  of  Agric.
of  Conservation  for  Jf.  Chamber  of  Commerce of  U.S.    Looking  for  more
Ames  foresters in the  southeast."
MARTIN   B.   AppEI.QUIST,    1940.      ''Moved   into   our   new   home   and
would  welcome  the  chance  to  put  up  an  Iowa  Staler  for  the  night."
GEO.   A.   BucK,    1942.      {'Would   like   to   hear   from   some    of   you
foresters  in  the  field-your  positions  and  accomplishments."
WILLIAM  RICE,   1942.     "Got  tired  of  rapinlg  the  Maine  woodlands  so
am  now  selling  fishing  rods  which  gives  for  a  good  audience  to  talk  ovc,I
watershed  protection  and  eliminating  stream  pollution."
HANS  UHLIG,  1945.  `'Am  working  on  small-game  research  and  would
like to hear  from  some of my classmates.
RoBERT  ALLEN,   1947.     <`Working  on  a  root-rot  problem  at  the  Ashe
Nursery.
GEO.   BRECKENRIDGE,   1948.      ''.   .   .   dragged   the  wife    and   son   into
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Canadian   bush.   .    .   Guys   like  Fisher   can   sell   their   lots,   and   Dirks   can
sell his  oats.  .  .  I  like  the bush."
ED  J.   HoFFMAN,   1947.     "Never  expected  to  engage  in  Range  work.
I'm  finding it very interesting  and well  diversified."
RoBERT    H.   JACKSON,    1947.      "The   Southwest   is   a   good   place   to
start   in   Federal   forestry-good   climate,   pleasant   associates,   and   lots   of
challenging   problems.
RoBERT   MuNGER,   1948.     "The   South   is  tcowering  out',   and  gladly
admitted  by a  died-in-the-wool  Yankee."
JoE  C.   PATTON,   1948.     "Mjerstein  and  I  are  going  to  try  and  cove|-
the  Missouri   Valley  with  trees  to  provide  jobs  for  other  Ames   foresters
so  we  can  have  company.    Foresters  are  scarce in  Omaha."
Boss   I.   TuEBER,    1948.       c'Don't   sell   the   Forest   Service   short   on
opportunities  for  advancement."
RAYMOND  ANDERSON,  1949.     "The  foundation  is  a  self-perpetuating,
non-profit organization  to increase wood production.
RICHARD  GRIST,   1949.     ''I  am  convinced  there  is  a  place   for  foresters
jn  the coal  industry.
THADDEUS   HARRINGTON,    1949.      ''Have   been   estimating   timber   in
eastern   Kentucky  and  spent  some  time  on  drain   survey.
EI.MER    McDADE,    1949.       'tWorking    on    the    Oregon    &    California
Lands.      The   ownership   plan   is   a   dilly.     Managing   these  lands   is   like
playing   checkers."
EuGENE  REYNOLDS,1949.            ..  work
giving  advice  to  small   woodland  owners.
next summer.
GAYLORD  K.  RoBERTSON,   1949.      "Am
on   private   lands.      Plenty   of   lbriers    and
worked on Hoist Tract really helps me.
HowARD   ScHMIDT,   1949.     `tHad   an
Big  Wind  of  Oct.  10  gave  us  a  telephone
in Wis.  is  a  good  field  for  foresters.
ED    "MoosE''   ZAIDLICZ.    1949.      "Any
is  mainly  Forest  Management,
Hope  to  be  flying  fire  patrol
now  in  charge  of  reforestation
a   few   copperheads.      Having
easy  summer-not  many   fires.
I;ne  headache.     Fire  Protection
personal   advice   I   could   give
you  would  be  worthless  and  could  possibly  land  you  in  the  'clink9."
..i!-
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Alumni Directory
1904
MERRITT,    MEI.VIN    L.,    3017    N.E.    28th   Ave.,    Portland    12]   Ore.       Field
Representative  for  Lagging  Underwriting  and  Inspection  Association.
1907
BALTHIS,  R.  F.,  Vicksburg,  Miss.    Retired.
1908
BAXTER,   W.   G.,   664   Radcliffe   Ave.,   Pacific   Palisades,   Gal.     Landscape
Gardener,  Sawtelle Veterans  Hospital.
HEAFFNER,   H.   E.,   4242   N.I.   Failing   St..   Portland   13,   Oregon.      Chief
Forester,  St.  Helen's  Pulp  and  Paper Co.
1909
ALLEN,   SHIRLEY  W.,   School  of  Forestry  and  Conservation,  University   of
Michigan,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.     Professor  of  Forestry.     820  Daniel  St.,
Anrl  Arbor,  Mich.
1911
BARRETT,   R.   I.,    323   S.   Ripley   St.,   Neosho,   Missouri.      District   Agricul-
tural  Agent,  University of Missouri.
FREEMAN,   FRANK   G.,   1928   Greenleaf   St.,   Santa   Aha,   Calif.     Insurance.
HoFFMAN,  A.  F.  C.,1150  So.  St.  Paul,  Denver,  Colo.   Retired   from  Forest
Service  July  1,  1948.
REYNOLI,SONJ   I.   A..   6319   33rd   St.   N.W.,   Washington,   D.   C.,   Senior
Agricultural   Economlst.
SMITH,   P.   T.,   107   23rd   St.,   Sioux   City,   Iowa.     Manager,   Animal  Feed
Dept.,  Cudahy Packing Co.
WHITHAM,   J.   C.,   1014   S.   6th   Ave.,   Bozeman,   Montana.     Retired   from
Forest   Service.
1912
LESSEL,  I.   R.,  U.S.F.S.,  Williams,  Arizona.      Supervisor,  Kaibab  National
Forest.
O'BANION,  A.  C.,  Park  Rapids,  Minn.    County Agent.
OLMSTED,    R.    A.,    Dundee,    Oregon.      Farming-pl'unes,    walnuts,    and
filberts.
RICHMONDJ   H.   H.,   Cass   Lake,   Minn.     Timber  producer-owner.
SMITH,   WILLIAM   A.,   501   Hall   of   Records,    I.os   Angeles   l2,   California.
Los Angeles  County  Supervisor.
TRUAX,  T.  R.,   3813  Council  Crest,  Madison,  Wisconsin.     Forest  Products
Research.
1913
BAXTER,  I.  J.,  Galva,  Iowa.     Farming.
CLARK,    HAL   B.,   4902     Underwood   Ave.,   Omaha,   NOB.       Construction
Supt..  Parsons  Construction  Co.
HENSEL,   R.   I.,   Texas   Agricultural   Experiment   Station,   College   Station,
Tex.    In  charge of  Pasture  Investigations.
RINGHEIM,    H.   I.,    c/o   Monarch   L'l,I.   Co.,   Ltd.,   Winnipeg,   Manitoba,
Canada.
STIFFEN.  I.  H.,   1706   C.  St..  Pullman,  W'-ash.    Head  of  Dept.  of  Forestry,
wa;hington  state  college.
WATTS,   LyI.I   F.,    1911   R.   St.    N.W.,   Washington,   D.   C.      Chief   U.S.
Forest   Service.
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We wish to thank
our advertisers for
their  fine  support
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We would appreciate any  mention
of  our   annual  when   patronizing
our  advertisers.
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1914
HASSEL,  W.  C.,  1158  J.  Ave.  N.W.,  Cedar  Rapids,  Iowa.    Penick  &  Ford,
Inc.
HAYES,  RALPH   W.,   Forestry  Dept.,  Louisiana  State  Univ.,  Baton   Rouge,
La.    Head of Forc`stry Dept.
NAGEIJ,   WILLIAM   M.,   Federal   Bldg..   Missoula,   Mont.     Regional   Office,
U.S.F.S.    Division  of  Recreation  &  Lands.
STERRETT,   JoHN   C.,   249   S.   Villa   Ave.,   Villa   Park,   Ill.     Real  Estate.
VAN   BosKIRK,    S.    S.,    U.S.F.S.,   Ephriam,   Utah.      Administration   Asst.
Manti  National  Forest.
Wolf,  I.  T.
WoI_VEN,    RAY   M.,    820   S.   Boss.,    Santa   Aha,    California.      Kenyon   &
Wolven  Motor  Service.
1915
BoDE,    I.    T.,   Missouri   Conservation    Commission,   Jefferson   Gty,   Mo.
Director.
HANSEL,   H.   E.,    1406   A.   Avc.   West,   Oskaloosa,   Iowa.      Mahaska   Co.
Engineer.
HARI.EY,   WILLIAM   P.,   1506   W.   Park  Ave.,   Albuquerque,   N.   M.     Pres.
J.  C.  Baldridge Lbr.  Co.
HICKS,   L.   E.,   5531   28th  Ave.  N.E.,   Seattle,  Wash.     Utilization  Officer,
War  Assets  Administration.
ScHRECK.  RoBT.  G.,  East  Tawas]  Mich.     Owner-Manager,  R.  G.  Schreck
Lumber  Co.
1916
CASSII>Y,     HuGH     O.,     Springerville,     Arizona.       Range     Conservationist,
Apache  National  Forest.
CoRNELL,    HARVEY   H..    717   Camine   del   Monte   Sol,   Santa   Fe,   N.   M.
Regional  Landscape  Architect,  National  Park  Service.
GEISI.ER,   MAX.   925   Wesley   Ave.,   Evanston,   Ill.     Sales   Promotion   Mgr.
The Harry Alter Co.
McCARTHY,  C.  C.,  Webster  City,  Iowa.     City  Manager.
RuMBAUGH,   W.  R.,  Collins,  Iowa.    Farmer  &  Pheasant  Raiser.
1917
HARTMAN,    GEORGE    B.,    Head    of   Forestry    Dept.,    Iowa   State   College,
Ames,  Iowa.
HENRY,   A.   S.
QuINT,  J.  H.,  611   Olmstead  Drive,  Glendale,  Gal.     Dentist.
STOKES,   R.   R.,   Edward  Rutledge  Lbr.  Co.,   Couer  d'Alene.  Idaho.
VEACH,   C.  H.
1918
DAVIS,  EDWARD  M.,  Forest  Products  Laboratory,  Madison,  Wis.    Principal
Wood  Technologist.
DoNAHCro,  JoHN  F.
HADLOCK,  FRANK  D.,  R.F.D.   1,   Stanton,  N.  J.     Engineer,  Western  Elec-
tric  Co.
REHMANN,   THEODOR  W.   210  37th   St.,   Des  Moines,  Iowa.     Real  Estate
and  Investment.
1920
BAKER,   C.  J.,  5308  Clinton  Ave.,  Minneapolis,  Minn.     Teaching.
DEMING,  MILO  H.,   P.O.  Box  833,  Burns,  Ore.     Range  Examiner,  U.  S.
Bureau  of Land Management.
FLETCHER,  R.   A.,  10  Murdock  Court.  Oakland,  Calif.    Insurance.
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HoyER,  V.  B.,  Box  325,  Cottage  Grove,  Ore.    Public Accountant.
Lox,  ELMER  C.,  910  3rd  Ave.  N.W.,  Kalispell,  Moat.     S.C.S.
MooRHEAD,  JoHN  W.
MoRRELL,   FRED  W.,   707   Beverly   Dr.,   Alexandria,   Va.     American   Pulp
&  Paper  Assoc.
PosHUSTA,  D.  C.,  222  2nd  S.W.,  Mason  City,  Iowa.
WALL,   I.  A.,   Box  392,  Taos,  N.  Mex.     Carson   Natl.  Forest.
1921
AvERY,  NED  A.,  612  Garfield,  Laramie,  Wyo.     Asst.  Supervisor,  Medicine
Bow  Natl.  Forest.
CoRMANY,  C.  P.,   201  N.  Wells  St.,  Chicago,   Ill.     Private  Lbr.  Broker.
HELM,  HARLEY  J.,  Box  713,   Lincoln   1.  Nebraska.     Range  Conservationist
S.C.S.
LING,  WEN  M..  Univ.  of  Nanking,  Cheng  Tu,  Szechwan,  China.     Handl-
ing   Vocational  Agric.
1922
BucK,  KuRT  J.,  418  S.  38th  Ave.,  Apt.  31,  Omaha  3,  Neb.    U.S.  National
Bank.
EGGERS,    WILLIAM    C.    1057    58th    St.,    Des    Moines,    Iowa.       Dist.    Sales
Representative,   Wood   Preserving   Division,    Long-Bell   Lbr.   Co.   of
Kansas  City.
FENNELL,   RoBT.   E.,   5853  I.  Michigan,   Indianapolis   19,  Indiana.     Agent,
Prudential Insurance Company of  America.
MoRAVETS,  F.  I.,  423  U.  S.  Court  House,  Portland,  Ore.  Forest  Economics,
Pacific  Northwest  Forest  &  Range  Experiment  Station.
MoRRIS,   RoGER   D.,    1031   Palm   Road,   Tucson,   Ariz.      Asst.    Supervisor,
lCoronado  Natl.  Forest.    Box  2462.
PoHI.E,    EDWIN,    1402    So.    1st    St.,    San    Jose,     Calif.       Owner-Manager
Southern  Lbr.  Co.
1923
BoGEN,  A.  J.
DuNN.   PAUL    M.,   Oregon   State   College,   Corvallis,   Ore.      Dean,   Scht,oi
of  Forestry.
PROUT.    CLARENCE,    5552    24th   Ave.    S.,    Minneapolis   6,   Minn.      Deputy
State  Forester,  Minnesota  Dept.  of  Cor|servation.
TRENK,   FRED  B.,   2606   Gregory  St.,   Madison,   Wise.     Extension  Forester,
Univ.   of  Wisconsin.
WATKINS,     EuGENE    W.,    4332    S.W.    Lobelia    St.,    Portland    1,    Oregon.
Bureau of Construction,  Public Works  Dept.
1924
MARTIN,  CHESTER  W.,  Old  Lyme,  Conn.
MILLER,   ALLEN  F.,   Box  411,   Sonora  Calif.     Forest  Supervisor,  Stanis]aus
Natl.   Forest.
RuTTER,   FRANK  J.,   2301   N.   Racine  Ave.,   Chicago,   Ill.
1925
CoRRELL,    LyNNE    M.,    215    Montgomery    Ave.,    Haverford,    Pa.       Asst.
Regional  Forester  USES,  Region  7.
DuRRELL,    GLEN   R.,   Dept.   of   Forestry,   Oklahoma   A&M   College,   Still-
water,  Okla.    Head of  Dept.  of Forestry.
HowELL,  JosEPH.  JR.,  Box  7111,  Garendon,  Tex.     Head  of  the  Dept.  and
Prof.  of  Science,  Clarendon Junior College.
LouGH,   WILLIAM  M.,   5641   Cerritos   Ave.,   Long  Beach,  Cat.
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lhere's aenwinch or hoist
for nearly eyery  crawler lrqcfor ever mode
EacI,  CARGO wincl,  and  ho-ls',  like  each  CARGO  a,ch,
I®g car,,  and  doze,, -\s eng-\nee,ed '®,  ma'®hed  pe,'®,mane®
w-I,I,  ,he  pa,,-\cula, ,,act®, '®r wI,'\cI,  -,I -\s  IIes'\gned.
Modern  sel®c,iv®  Ioggin9  m®'hOdS  demand 'OOlt  ,Ilo, a,a  bO,h  ®ffiCi®n' and
'®t,9h|'-l`^,®  good  r®aSOnS  Why  Carco  'rac'or  ®quipm®n'  lS  firs,  choice  of
high  produc'i®n ®pera'ors.
Each  C-rco I,ac'®r log9ing 'OOl  iS  built '®  U'iliZ®  i'I 'raC'Or'I ftJIl p®w®r '®
d®Iiv®r full pay loads in a  hurry.  And il', built 'o S'ay on 'h®  job  day after
day.   The   Carcome'al   I,S®d   in   C®rc®   produc'f   is   'wic®   'h®   s'r®r,g,A   ®'
®rdina,y sI®®l.  All  moving  paris are ov®rsiz®.  All wear  parts  are lI,ard®n®d
and well lubrica'od.
From lh® first days of 'rac'or lo99ihg, Corc® equipm®nl h®S ®cc®un,®d fo,
a  ]izeobl®  share  of  'h®  world's  Selec'iv®  log  production.  This,  in  i,s®If, i,
arnpl® proof of Carc® value aS on ®ssen'ial addition '® any log9ing 'raC'Or.
PACIFIC   CAR   AHD   [OUHDRY   COmPAIIY
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MoLLISON,   A.   W.,
Service.
NELSON,   DEWITT,
Porestor.
TowNE,  C.  R.,  656
Natl.   Forest.
P.O.   Box   32,   McNary,   Arizona.     Supervisor,  Indian
State   Bldg.   No.   1.   Sacramento,   Calif.     Calif.   State
Meeker,   Delta,  Colo.    Asst.  Supervisor,  Uncompahgre
1926
BARNOSKE,   FRANCIS   M.,   Box   391.   Hastings,   Nebraska.     Mgr..   Wheeler
Lbr.,  Bridge &  Supply Co.
FARNSWORTH,    C.   EuGENE,   5559   S.   Salina   St.,   Syracuse,   N.   Y.      Assoc.
Prof.  of  Silviculture,   New  York  State  College  of  Forestry.
GREEF,   CHARLES  H.,   2111   Parker   St.,   Amarillo,   Texas.     Sales  Manager,
Oliver & Wiggins Lbr.  Co.
HARRISON,  C.  LEWIS,115  Crestview  Road,  Columbus,  Ohio.     Asst.  Super-
visor,  Wayne Purchase  Unit.
HASEK,   MILVOJ,   2732    S.   Ridgeland    Ave.,   Berwyn,   Ill.      Manager,   S.S.
Kresge  Store.
HoGAN,  JACK  B.,   2855   Cornwall  Ave.,   Bellingham.   Wash.     Supervisor's
Staff,  Mt.  Baker Natl.  Forest.
KouBA,  THEODORE  F.,  1  Langdon  St.,  Madison,  Wis.    Pathologist,  Bureau
of   Entomology  and   Plant  Quarantine,  U.S.D.A.
McINTIRE,   G.   S.,   Dept.   of   Conservation,    Lansing,   Mich.      Asst.   State
Forester.
McKENNAN,   R.   B.,   Pike   Natl.   Forest,   Colorado   Springs,   Colo.     Forest
Supervisor.
MEYER,   RussELI.   E.,   1149   N.   Academy   St.,   Galesburg,   Ill.      Packaging
Engineer,  Chicago  Mill  &  Lbr.  Co.
PICKFORD,   G.   D.,   Routt   Natl.   Forest,   Steamboat   Springs,   Colo.     Super-
visor.
ScHULZE,  NATHAN  C.
SvENI,BY,   C.,    514    S.   Wellcsley,   Albuquerque,   N.   M.      Chief,   Regional
Forestry  Division,  SCS Region  6.
THARP,   ORLO,  Bellcfontaine,   Ohio.     Farmer.
WAILING,    CHESTER   W.,    9823    Lake    Ave.,    Cleveland    2,    Ohio.      Sales
Manager,  Cozier  Container Corp.
WEST,   J.   W.,   1033    ,rd   Ave.,   Salt   Lake   City,   Utah.     Asst.   Supervisor,
Wasatch  Natl.  Forest.
1927
FuLLERTON,    NEIL,    Box    331,    Thompson   Falls.    Mont.      Asst.    Forester,
Cabinet  Natl.  Forest.
GIBES,   JosEPH   A.,   Rt.   3,   Spartanburg,   S.   C.     Chief,   Regional   Forestry
Div.  SCS.
HuTCHINGS,   GoRDON  C.,  Rt.   1,  Hcnderson,  Colo.    Trout  Farm.
JACKSON,  M.  D.
LATHAM,   ORRIN,   New   York   State   Ranger   School,   Wanakena.   N.   Y.
Assoc.  Prof. of Forestry.
McKINLEY,  RAYMOND  M.,  Box  497,  Cleveland,  Tenn.     Asst.   Supervisor,
Cherokee  Natl.  Forest.
NAGLE,  JoHN   P.,  304  Oak  St.,  Pullman,  Wash.     Assoc.  Professor,  Dept.
of  Forestry  and  Range  Management,  Washington  State  College.
RINDT,   CHARLES   A.,   Post   Office   Bldg.,   Portland   8,   Oregon.      Timlber
Management,  Regional  Office.  USES.
ScHIPUI.I,  WAITER  L.,  Room  4204.  South  Bldg.,  USDA,  Washington  25,
D.  C.     Chief  of  Division  of  Watershed  Management,  USES.
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The  ql,all,y  of  [[AD[RSlllP  is  essential  lo  success!
Hundreds of leading lagging engineers, sawmill engineers,
operating   heads   and   engineers   in   the   forest   products
industry formed the habit-while  still  in their university
and college days-to depend month after month upon every
issue  of  THE  TIMBERMAN  to  bring  them  information
and  ideas  on  new  methods,  new  practices  and  new  pro-
cedures developed inall major departments of the  industry.
THE  TIMBERMAN  editorial  staff  travels  thousands
of  miles  each  month  to  bring  you  the  latest  in  pictures
and text directly from on-the-job observations and reports.
You will benefit greatly in your career by making every
number  of  THE  TIMBERMAN  a  "must"  in  your  read-
ing  and  studying.  To  be  well  informed  is  a  requisite  o£
/eaders4,-p-make  it  your  habit.
©
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AIso  publishers  of  WESTERl'  BUILDING,  the  light cons'ruc'ioo  iourna'  of  'ho  WEST
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TuRNEY,  GEORGE  A.,  Bottineau,  N.  D.     Farm  Forester  USFS.
VINTON,  I.   I.,  Viroqua,  Wis.  District  Forester,  Wisconsin  Conservation
Dept.
WIGGm'S,  VERNE,  Story  City,  Iowa.    Town  Clerk.
l928
ARMSTRONG,    GEORGE    W.,    Federal    Bldg.,    Los   Angeles    12,    California.
Supervisor's  Staff,  Angeles  Natl.  Forest.
BALL,   DoNALD   R.,    520   S.   Baird   Ave.,    Rhinelander,   Wis.      Supervisor,
Nicolet  Natl.  Forest.
BATTELI.,  SAMUEI.   M.,  914  2nd  St.,  Natchitoches.  La.     Collins  Timber Co.
BoECKH,  FRED  E.,   lO15  2nd  St.,  International  Falls,  Minn.     Supt..  Insulito
Div., Minnesota a Ontario Paper Co.
HILL,  EDWIN,  1230  Arthur  St.,  Wausau,  Wis.    SCS.
IvERSEN,   RAY   C.,   418    Dahl   St.,   Rhinelander,    Wis.      Asst.   Supervisor,
Nicolet  Natl.  Forest.
KAHLER,   LESLIE   H..   State  Tree  Nursery,  Jonesboro,   Ill.     Supt.,   'lProduc-
ing  and  Shipping  7  million  seedlings in  '49".
KRAEGER,   PAUL   T.,   6115   S.E.   doth,   Portlandl   Oregon.     Regional   Super-
visor,  Natl.  Wildlife  Refuges.
LAU,  VICTOR  C.
LEPLEY,    WILI.JAM    M.,    Pennsylvania    State    College,    State   College,    Pa.
Assoc.  Prof.  of Psychology.
LESTER,  ORVILLE,  Rt.  1,  Indianola,  Iowa.     Farming.
LuNDBERG,  R  W.,  Sequoia  Natl.  Park,  Cat.    Park Ranger.
McLAREN,   C.   G.,   Tomahawk,   Wis.      Vice   President   &   Gent.   Mgr.    of
Natlonal Container Corp.  of  Wisconsin.
MEGINNIS,  H.  G.,   1008  Federal  Bldg.,  New  Orleans,  La.     Chief,  Div.   of
Flood  Control  Surveys,   Southern  Forest  Experiment  Station.
PETERS.   GEORGE   H.,   317   Mulberry  St.,   Montursville,  Pa.      Flood   Control
Work,  U.S.  Army Engineers.
RATLIFF,  MARK   R.,   Dcl  Nortc,  Colo.     District  Ranger,  Rio  Grande  Na-
tional   Forest.
RoTTY,  RoLAND,   USES,  Flagstaff,  Arizona.     Forest   Supervisor,  Coconino
Natl.  Forest.
SoNNER,  ORVILLE,  Hamburg,  Iowa.    Farming.
SuLI.IVAN,  WAITER  F.,  3511st  St.,   Sap  Francisco  2,   Calif.     Asst.  Actuary,
Calif.  State Compensation Insurance Fund.
WICKS,  WAITER,   409  E.  29th  St.,   Sioux  Falls,  S.  D.     Territory  Inspector,
Altec  Service  Corp.
1929
BATTEY,   LAWRENCE,   Salem,  Mo.     Disc.  Ranger,  Clark  N.all.  Forest.
BEVERIDGE,   WIIJLIAM   M.,   603   Bremen,   Silver   City,   N.   M.      Supervisor,
Gila  Natl.  Forest.
CHAPMAN,   A.   G.,   111   Old   Federal  Bldg.,   Columbus,   Ohio.     Chief,   Div.
of   Forest  Management  Research,   Central   States  Forest  Exp.   Station.
CHRISTENSEN,  IRVING  L.,  SCS.,  Elkader,  Iowa.
HANSON,   NAT   B.,    Poplar   Mont.     Ranger   Manager,   Fort  Peck   Agency,
U.S.   Indian   Service.
HoLDING,  ARTHUR,  Longview,  Washington.     Soil  Conservationist.
HowELL,  EDWARD  M.,  Hot  Springs,  Ark.     Techn;cat  Asst.,  Ouachita  Natl.
Forest.
KuLP,   JoHN,   509   N.   Owen   Dr.,   Madison,   Wig.     Personnel   Div.,   U.S.
Forest  Prod.  Laboratory.
LEE.  EDWARD  N.,  Mark  Twain  Natl.  Forest,  Springfield,  Mo.     Supervisor.
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nylon  argyle  sox  a+  only  a.95
Wash  Jem  without worry  .  .  .  dry  them
without  stretchers   .  .  .  our  nylon  argyle
sox stay soft and supple,  keep  their origi-
nal  size,  give  longer wear.    For  the  golf
circuit  or  the  classroom  schedule  they're
I<wimersJJ!
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McCuTCHEN,   A.   AI.LEN,   721   N.   Wellesley,  Albuqucrque,   N.  M.     Asst.
Regional   Forester,  Div.  Personnel  Management,  Region  3.
MoREY,  HAROLD  F.,111  Old  Federal  Bldg.,  Columbus,  Ohio.    Chief,  Div.
of  Flood  Control.
OLSON,   Roy  W.,  Harrisburg,  Ill.     Supervisor,  Shawnee  Nat1.  Forest.
ScHOLZ.  H`AROLD  F.  Box  265,  Richland   Center,  Wis.     Silviculturist.  Lake
States Forest Exp.  Station.
1930
ABELL,  MARGARET  STOUGHTON,  Mt.  Hebron,  Cat.     Housewife,  Girl  Scout
Leader,  School Trustee Gardener.
BuRKETT,  LuTHER  B.,  21   N.  Pelham,  Rhinelandcr,  Wis.   Forester,  Nicolet
Natl.  Forest.
DEBowER,    RICHARD   M.,    604   Hinman   Ave.,   Evanston,   Ill.      Teaching,
lChicago  Public  Schools.
HAWKINS,  V.  T.,  Dallas,  Iowa.
HEACOX.  E.  F..  P.O.  Box  1645,  810-No.  G.  St.,  Tacoma,  Wash.     Manag-
ing Forester,  Weyerhaeuser Timber Co.
HoLTZ.  RoBERT   DEAN,  Whiteriver,  Arizona.     Supt.,  Fort  Apache  Indian
Reservation.
KLUG,   BILI.,  JR.,   Box  207,  Newport,   Delaware.     Wood   Preserving  Div.,
Koppers  Co.,  Inc.
MARRIAGE,   LESTER.
MICKEY,  MyRON  H.,  JR.,  702  Kansas,   Walsenburg,  Colo.
MILLARD,  NED  D.,   Island  Park,  Idaho.     Forester-District  Ranger,  Targhee
Natl.  Forest.
MoESSNER.  KARL  E.,  39  W.  Pattcrson,  Columbus,  Ohio.    Forester,  Central
States Forest Exp.  Station.
NICHOLS,    FLOYD   A.,   Safford,   Arizona.      District   Ranger,   Crook   Natl.
Forest.
PECARO,.   GEO.   J.,   1191   Mandeville   Canyon,   W.   Los   Angeles   24,   Calif.
Pioneer Division,  The Flintkote Corp.
RuNKEL,  SyLVAN  T.,  Box  630.  Ottumwa,  Iowa.     District  Conservationist.
SCS.
SMITH,  MAYNARD  J.,  Okoboji,   Iowa.     Manager.  Smith's  Cottages.
SoDERBERG,  GoRDON,1140  No.  I  St..  Freemont,  Nob.     Foreman,  Christen-
son  Lbr.  &  Coal  Co.
STOEKELER,   JosEPH   H.,   904   A.   Margaret   St.,   Rhinelander,   Wig.      Re-
search  Center   Leader,  Lake  States  Forest  Exp.  Station.
WAMBOLD,   LLOYD   D.,  Pacific  Lbr.  Co.,   Scotia,  Calif.     Chief  Forester.
1931
BENSON,  ELLSWORTH  H.,  RED  1,  Randolf,  Nebr.
BoEGER,   HAROLD,   676  I.   Astor,  Colville,  Wash.     District  Farm  Planner,
SCS.
BRANDS,    ANDREW,   Plymouth,   N.    H.      Disc.   Ranger.   White   Mountain
Natl.  Forest.
CHASE,   CLARENCE   D.,   Lake   States  Forest  Exp.   Station,  University  Farm,
St.   Paul,  Minn.     In  charge  of  Inventory  &  Growth  Phase  of  Forest
Survey.
CHIPMAN,  RussEI.L   L.,  Box  380,   I.ufkin,  Tax.     Disc.  Range,  Texas  Natl.
Forests.
DoDGE,  ALBERT  F.,  714  Stanton   Ave.,  Amcs,  Iowa.     U.  S.  Plant  Introduc-
tion  Program.
CARVER,  RAYMOND  D.,   5822  Nevada  Avc.  N.W..  Washington   15,  D.   C.
Director,  Forest  Survey,  tJSFS.
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H.  I.  MUNN  LUMBER
COMPANY
107  I.  Mafin  St.                     Phone  2
Apes.  [owa
Also   GILBERT,   HUXLEY.
KEILY  AND  SLATER
BUILDING  MATERIALS
SINCE   l89l
New Spor+ Oxfords
For Spring
we  ±nvi\e  you  \o
see  them
Truebloodls
WE:ST   AMES
Wayside   Inn
THE  HONE  OF
GOOD  FOOD
Uptown
Next  to  Collegicln  Theater
405  Main                           Phone  1840
I.   A.   McGuire
D® YOU  Need  A  JOB?
Then  You  Will Nood a lGood
Application  Picture
See  Us  Today-
Application  Pictures
Our  Specialty
College Town  S+udio
log  Welch                     Ames,  Iowa
I(EITH  CRANSTON
TIJVLBER  ESTIJVIATING  SERVICES
Lelahd                                                                    Mississippi
lCommercial  I:stimc[tes  and  Inventories  On  I,a]ge  Tracts
Counsel    on    Mississippi    River    Bottomland
Hardwoods  and  Slash/Longleaf  Pine  Types
for   two   of   the   oldest    firms   in   the   South.
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GRISWOLD,   GERALD   H.,    1121   Alta   Vista   St.,   Jackson.   Miss.      Technical
Asst.,  Mississippi  Natl.  Forests.
HouGH,  JoHN  P.,   Fall  Creek,  Oregon.     Forester,  Fall  Creek  Lbr.  Co.
ILCH,  DAVID  M.,  329  Giannini   Hall,  Univ.  of  California,  Berkeley,  Calif.
Flood  Control  Survey,  California  Forest  &  Range  Exp.  Station.
KRUSE,   GEROLD   W.,   139   W.   High   Str.,   Elizabethtown,   Pa.      Dist.   En-
gineer,  Wash.  Dist.,  U.S.  Corps of Engineers.
LuBBERTS,  DoNALD R.,  Waterloo,  Nebr.    Farmer.
McCoRMICK,  LEIGHTON  E.,  209  Whitten  Hall,  Columbia,  Mo.     Extension
Forester.
MosER,   HAROLD   C.,    5604  Morrison  Ave.,   Louisville,  Ky.     Gamble  Bros.
NEWLAND,  HARROD  B.,  Linden  Lane,  Rt.  3,  Frankfort,  Ky.   State  Forester.
PRIESTER,  F.  T.,  5964  Guthrje  St.,  Los  Angeles  34,  Cat.
RocHE,  LLOYD  J.
SMITH,   CLYDE   T.,   Rt.   2,   Campbellsport,   Wis.     State  Forest   Supervisor,
Wisconsin  Conservation   Dept.
THIELKING,  KARL  F.,  SCS,  Albuquerque,  N.  M.     State  Forester.
UNSER]  GEORGE  I.
ZIEBARTH,   R.    KuRT,   714   Forest   Circle,   So.   Charleston,   W.   Va.      Disc.
lConservationist,   SCS.
ZIMMERMAN.   E.    W.,   Salem,   Mo.     Dist.   Ranger,   Clark  Natl.   Forest.
1932
ANDERSON,    HELMER,    1308    loth   Ave.    Rt.    2,   Menomonie,    Wis.      Asst.
Forester,   SCS.
CooNS,  HAROLD  S.,  Gen.  Delivery,   Sonora,  Gal.    Asst.  Forest  Supervisor.
Stanislaus  Natl.  Forest.
DyKSTERHUIS,   E.  J.,   5342   Cleveland   Ave.   Univ.  Place,   Lincoln  4,   Nebr.
Chief,  Range  Div.  SCS.
GIFFEN,  WILLIAM  D.  Bedford,  Ind.     Asst.  Supervisor  Wayne-Hoosier.
GRAY,   GoRDON  J.,  Santa  Fe  Nat1.  Forest,  Santa  Fe,  N.  M.     Supervisorls
Staff.
HARMON,   WENDEI.I,   108  Denver  Ave.,  Deadwood,  S.  Dak.     Staff  Asst.
Forester,  Timber Mgt.  Black Hills  Natl.  Forest.
HINKLEY,  HARRY  S.
INTERMII.I,   W.   W.,   Iron   River,   Mich.      Consolidated   Water   Power   &
Paper   Co.
KLINE,  GEORGE,  Lone  Tree,  Iowa.    Creameryman.
PoTTER,  EwART  D.,   606   Melrose  Court,  Clinton,  Iowa.     Florist,  Andrew
Bather  Co.
ScHAFER,   ARTHUR   O.,   USES,   U.S.   Post   Office   Bldg.,   Escanaba,   Mich.
Staff Asst.,  Upper  Michigan Natl.  Forest.
SwANSON,   C.   M.,  Bishop,  Gal.     Asst.,  Regional  Forestry  Div.,  SCS.
1933
ANDERSON,  CLARENCE  E.,  USES.,  Greenville,  Tenn.     Dist.  Ranger,  Chero-
kee  Natl.   Forest.
DuNNJ  MILFRED  R.
GIBSON,   LAWRENCE  M.,   t'Gib'',  Flambeau  Paper   Div.,  Kansas  City  Star,
Park Falls,  Wis.    Asst.  Sulphite Supt.
GoTTSCHALK,  FRED  W.,  American  Lumber  a  Treating  Co.,  332  S.  Michi-
gan  Ave.,  Chicago  4,  Ill.     Director   of  Research.
GRAU,  EDWIN  H.,  817  Lotus,  Greenville,  Miss.    Field  Supervisor  of  Wood
Procurement,  U.  S.  Gypsum  Co.
GRAVES,   WAITER   I.,   High   Rolls.   N.   M.      Dist.    Ranger,   Lincoln   Natl.
Forest.
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LINDOUIST
CLEANERS
A  C®mple'e
Dry  Cleaning  Service
l20  Hayward               Phone   l700
P,escriptions
I)RUGS,  SODA'S,  SUNDAES
PETERSON   DRUGI    CO.
2816  West  S,reel         Phone  2865
Ames,  Iowa
Books and Supplies
for
Foresters
College Book Store
On  Cc]mpus
138 AmeS   ForeJter
HART,  EuGENE  D.,  319  E.  Harvard  St.,  Glendale  5,  Cat.    Chief  Librarian,
Glendale  Public  Library.
HENRIKSON,  EINAR  L.,  Twin  Valley,  Minn.     SCS.
JAUCH,  JACOB,  USES,  Laramie  Wyo.     Dist.  Ranger,  Medicine  Bow  Natl.
Forest.
KowsKI,  FRANK  F.,  Yellowstone  Natl.  Park  Wyo.    Park  Service  Ranger.
McCoMB,   ANDREW   I.,    Dept.   of   Forestry,   Iowa   State   College.   Ames,
Iowa.    Prof.  of Forestry.
MELVIN,  C.  R.,  McCall,  Idaho.      Supervisor's  Staff,  Payette  Natl.  Forest.
OLSON,  EARL  F.,  Norris,  Tenn.     Assoc.  Forester,  TVA.
PoNOMAREFF,   NICHOI.AS,    125    Calle   de   Jordin,   Tucson,   Ariz.      Owner,
Flowerland Nursery,  Landscape &  Flower Shop.
SACK,   IvAN,   Federal  Bldg.,   Provo,   Utah.     Supervisor,   Unita-Lasol  Natl.
Forest.
STEAVENSON,    HuGH,    511    Locust    St.,    St.    Louis,   Mo.      Director   Agric.
Bureau,  St.  Louis  Chamber  of Commerce.
STONE,  W.   E.,  748   13th  St..  I.aurel,  Miss.     Producing  pulpwood  for  the
Masonite  Corp.
1934
BATEMAN,   BRYANT   A.,   Forestry   Dept.,   Louisiana   St.   Univ.,   University
Station,  Baton Rouge,  La.     Professor  of Forestry.
BATTELL,  FRED  C.,  Minnesota  &  Ontario  Paper  Co.,  Minneapolis,  Minn.
CAMPBELL,  SAMUEL  I..,  Eldora,  Iowa.     Farmer.
CHISHOI.M,   I.   W.,   Cass   Lake,   Minn.      Forest   Supervisor,   Consolidated
Chippewa  Indian   Agency.
DoRMAN,  KEITH  W.,  Southeastern  Forest  Exp.  Station,  Box  252,  Ashville,
N.  Carolina.    Forester,  Div.  of  Forest  Mgt.  Research.
DuERR,   WILLIAM  A.,   1008  Federal  Bldg.,   New   Orleans   12,   La.     Chief,
Div.  of  Forest  Economics.  Southern  Forest  Exp.  Station.
HATCH,  WII.LIAM  I.
HESS,   RoBERT  W.,   123  Alden  Ave.,  New  Haven  15,   Conn.     Assoc.   Pro-
fessor of Forest Products, Yale Univ.
HuBBARD,  JoHN  W.,  Box   325,   Big  Falls,   Minn.     Forester,   Minnesota  &
Ontario  Paper  Co.
JENSEN,   EvERETT.
JoHNSON,   OTHO  M.
LEHMANN,  ARTHUR,  321  Monroe  St.,  St.  Charles,  Mo.
NEWVILLE,  DAROLD  F.,  Mauston  Wis.     Contractor  of  Genl.  Construction.
RICHMAN,  H.  W.
ScHROEDER,   G.   M.,   910   Renfraw,   West   Plains,   Mo.     Operating  green-
house and small nursery.
STRADT,  GILBERT  H.,  P.O.  Box  941,   Hot  Springs,  Ark.     Asst.  Superv;sol,
Ouachita  Natl.  Forest.
SuDER,  RoBT.  G.,  612  S.  Adams,  Glendale,  Cat.    Lockheed  Aircraft  Corp.
1935
BEYER,  JACK,   Queal  Lbr.  Co.,   Des  Moines,  Iowa.
BROWNFIELD,   RussELI.   C.
CAMPBELL,  RICHARD  B.,  Forestry   Dept.,  Iowa  State   College,  Ames,  Iowa.
Extension  Forester.
CHRISTENSEN,   JoHN   I.,   Rt.   1,   Paris,   Ark.     Acting  Disc.   Ranger,   Ozark
Natl.  Forest.
CuRTIS,  RoBERT  I.,   3141/2   W.  Church,  Benton,  Ill.     Soil   Conservationist,
SCS.
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EVERSINOETHECLASS   OF   '75....
The Long-Bell Lumber Co. has cllWayS been interested in the Forestry
grcrduches of Iowa State College.
So,  to  the  members  of  the  Forestry  class  of   l950|rc[ducttes  of
Long-Bell's  75th  cmniversary  year-we  extend  our  best  wishes  for
success in their chosen career.
LONG-BELL   PRODUCTION   FROM   14   MODERN   PLANTS
Lohgview,   WasI]ing+orI
Weedl  California
Joplih.   Missouri
Eugene.  Oregon
Aus+a,  a,egoh
Reedsport.  Oregon
The I9nGBeIL
OIJi+manl   Mississippi
DeRidder.   Louisiana
F®r+  SDI+h,   Arkahsos
Sheridon.   Arkansas
®ardiner.  Oregon
er CoL±Pap
Eel-ab'islled   1815
KANSAS   CITY  6,   MISSOl/RI
LONG-BELL   LUIVIBER   COlvlPANY   SALES   OFFICES
Amcdtllo,   Texas
Ames,   Iowct
Billings,   Montcma
ButlcllO,   New   York
Cambridge,   McISSCtChuSettS
Cedar  Rclpids,   Iowa
Chicago,  Illinois
Chillicothe,   Ohio
Columbus,  Ohio
Concord,   North  Cclrolina
DclllCrs,   Texas
Denver,  Colorado
DeRidder,  Louisiana
Des  Moines,   Iowct
EI  Paso,   Texc[s
E:gLealeae?5eaieo,nFloridQ
14o
Ft.   Worth,   TexcIS
Cindiner,  Oregon
Grand  RcIPidS,  Michigan
Hoboken,  New  Jersey
Houston,   Texas
lndicmcpolis,  Indiana
)oplin,  Missouri
Kansas   City,   Missouri
Lcmsing,  Michigan
Lima,   Ohio
I.ongview,  Washington
Log   Angeles,   CcllilOrniQ
Louisville,   Kentuc'ky
Memphis,   Tennessee
Minneapolis,   Minnesotct
New  CcIStle,  Pennsylvanicl
New   Orlecms,   LouisicmcI
Oklahomc[  City,  OklahomcI
Omc[hc[,   Nebraska
Paducah,  Kentucky
Roswell,  New  Mexico
St.   Louis,   Missouri
Salt  Lake  City,  Utclh
Scln  Antonio,  Texas
Sc[n  FrclnCiSCO,   CalilornicI
Sclult  Ste.  Mc[rie,  Mich.
Sec[ttle,   Wctshington
Sioux  Falls,  S.  D.
SyrcICuSe,   New   York
Toledo,   Ohio
Tulscl,   Oklahomc[
WcIShingtOn,  D.  a.
Weed,   Calilornic[
WichitQ,   Kcmsas
W±\m±lnq\on,   Ohio
Ame]   ForeSler
DANNEN,   DwIGHT   L.,    1714   S.   28th   St.,   St.  Joseph,   Mo.     Vice-Pres.   &
Gen.  Mgr.,  Dannen Mills, Inc.
DowNEY,  EARL  J.. Box 847, Pasadena.  Tex.   lChampion  Paper  &  Fiber  Co.
HARI.AN,   HowARD  F.,   959   Meeker   St.   Delta  Colo.     Dist.   Ranger,   Un-
compahgre Natl. Forest.
HARVEY,  RALPH  R.,  512  W.  South  St.,  Winterset,  Iowa.    SCS.
HoDGES,   DoNALD   J.,   USES,   Estes   Park   Colo.      District   Ranger,   Estes
Park Dist.,  Roosevelt  Natl.  Forest.
HuRI,,   EuGENE   S.,   823   Margaret  St.,   Rhinelander,  Wis.     Forester,   Con-
solidated Water  Power & Paper Co.
HuTCHINSON.  RoBT.  R.
JACOBSEN,   REUBEN  S.,  Packwood.  Wash.     Dist.  Ranger,  Columbia  Natl.
Forest.
LIBBY,   PAUI.,   108  4th  Ave.  N.E..  Oelwein,  Iowa.
MoRRIS,    DoRSEY    J.,   4802   7th   St.,   Meridian,   Miss.      Asst.   Mgr.,   The
Flintkote  Co.
Mull.ER,  PAUL  M.,  Compton,  Ky.
OLSON,   OLIVER  I.
OsTERMANN,   D.   H.,   627   9th   St.,   Ames,   Iowa.     Asst.   Purchasing   Agt.
Iowa  St.  College.
RoTTMAN, W.  R.,  Rt.  3, Box  582,  Yucaipa,  Calif.
ScHLEMMER,    NELSON,   Rt.    3,   Elmwood   Platt,   Troy,   Ohio.       Research
Engineer,  Hobart Bros. Co.
THOMAS,  GAIL  M.,  510  Yeon  Bldg.,  Portland  12,  Oregon.    Western   Pine
Assoc.
VANDEN  OEVER,  E.  H.,  661  S.  W.   llth  Place,  Seattle  66,  Wash.
WILEY, H.  E.. Center  Point Iowa.    Farmer.
1936
BALL,  GLENN,  2301   12th  St.,  Meridian,  Miss.   Manager,  The  Flintkote  Co.
BISHOP,  AI.PERT  B.  223  So.  Tomahawk  Ave.,  Tomahawk,  Wjs.   Personnel
Officer,  Reconstr.  Finance Corp.
BRINKMAN,   KENNETH    A.,   Silviculturist,   Ames   Branch,   Central   States
For.  Exp.  Station.
CI.OCHER,   E.   H.,   1448   26th   St.,   Ogden,   Utah.     Asst.   to  Asst.   Regional
Forester,  Div.  of Timber Mgt., Region 4.
CoMPTON,  KENNETH  C.,  13  West  Drive,   Columbia,  Mo.     Asst.  Prof.  of
Forestry;  Forestry Dcpt.,  U.  of Mo.
Cox,  DoNALD  E.,  Emmett,  Idaho.    Dist.  Ranger,  Boise  Natl.  Forest.
CRANSTON, KEITH,  6th & Huddleston,  Leland, Miss.
ELLERHOFF,   M.   A.,   2601-48th   St.,   Des  Moines,  Iowa.     Supt.   of  Forests,
Iowa  State  Conservation Comm.
ELSTON,   LI.OYD   M.,   231   S.   5th   St.,   Douglas,   Wyo.      Soil   Conservation
Commission.
FELKER,  RALPH  H.,   Price,   Utah.     Dist.   Conservationist,   SCS.
FERGUSON,   LEWIS   K.,   117   College   St.,   Algona,   Iowa.     Private  practice
in  Land  Survey and  Drainage Engineering.
GETTY,   RussELL   E.,    1117    Stafford,   Ames,   Iowa.      Iowa   State   College
Agric.  Exp.  Sta.,  Asst.  Research  Professor  of  Forestry.
GRAU,  MARTIN  F.,  446  W.   Dunn,  Moneff,  Mo.     Farm  Forester,  SCS.
HENNING,   CARLSON,  628  Edison   St.,   Geneva,  Ill.     Junior  Forester,   SCS.
HEYER,  E.  WINN,  P.   O.  Box  363,  Yorktown  Hgts.,   N.  Y.     Disc.  Rep.,
Weyerhaeuser  Sales  Co.
JENSEN,  ALVIN,  740  Pearl  St.,  Ottawa,  Ill.   Illinois  State  Highway  Comm.
JoHNSON,  GLEN  I.
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The place to go
for outdoor needs.
AMES  SPORT  SHOP
Ccmpustc,wn     -     Ph.2598
HOYERSTEN
FURNITURE
STORE
I  Furniture
®  Floor  Coverings
®  Radios
®  Refrigercltors
®  Television
412  Mctin  lSt.                         Phone   66
AIME:S,  IOWA
Riverside
STANDARD  SERVICE
STANDARD  OIL  PRODUCTS
Service  for  All  Your
Motoring  Needs
Lincoln  Wcly  at  Riverside
Phone   l891l
142
NIBBLE   NOOK
STEAKS,  CHICKEN
SEA  FOOIrs
I'ountain  Service
DRIVE  IN
\^1est  on  Lincoln  Way
ARES,  IOWA
LART  SUPPLIrs
®    SCENIC  COLORS
a    'pICTURE  FRAMING
IRVINE   PAINT
And
WALLPAPER   STORE
214   Fifth  St.                       Phone   765
Long   Dis+Once
MOVING
WILSON
Trctnsfer a Storage
Cbmpcmy
Phone   670
DRINK
DR.  PEPPER   -   SQUIRT
Ames Dr.  Pepper
Bo++ling  Co.
Iowa
Amef  Forester
JoHNSON, R.  VERLE,  2439 Welborn St.,  Dallas, Texas.
JuI.LE,   W.   LEROY,   Wallowa   Ore.     Shipping   Foreman,   J.   Herbert   Bate
Lbr.  Co.
LuNDQUIST,  JoHN  A.,  2431  S.  Wolcott  Ave.,  Chicago,   Ill.
McELHINNEY,    GAII.,    1402    Peachtree   St.,   Goldsboro,    N.   C.      Logging
Supt.,  Atlas  Plywood Corp.
MILIUS,  HANS  C.,  Sisters,  Ore.     Forester,  Deschutes  Natl.   Forest.
NISSEN,   PAUL  FRANK,   3008  D.   Ave.  N.  E.   Cedar  Rapids,  Iowa.     Bldg.
Contractor-specializing in  new  home  construction.
PERRY,  JAMES  R.,  Rockport,  Calif.    Asst.  Supt.,  Rockport  Redwood  Co.
RENAUD,  JuI.ES,  400  S.  Washington,   Ft.   Collins,   Colo.     District  Conser-
vationist,   SCS.
THAYER,   MARSHAI.I,    11233   Crestwood   Dr.,    Seattle.   Wash.      Biologist,
State Dept.  of Fisheries.
TRIBBETT,  VANCE  A.,  837  Broadwater,  Billings,  Mont.     Regional   Office,
Indian  Service,  U.S.D.I.
WIEHN,  LEONARD  J.,1734  E.  Grand   Blvd.,  Detroit  ll,  Michigan.    Asst.
Chief  Clerk,  Detroit  Dist.  Sales  Office,  Carnegie-Illinois  Steel   Corp.
1937
BARTON,   JAMES   H.,   119   N.   Blakemore   St.,   Paris,   Tenn.      Supt.,   TVA
Nursery,  Clinton  Tenn.
BAUGHMAN,   RoBERT,    Rt.   3,   Ames.   Iowa.      Lab.   Asst.,    Dairy   Industry
Dept.,  ISC.
BRADFORI),  MoRSE  V.
CooK,  H.  C.  FREEMAN,  Box  786,  Cocoli,  Canal  Zone.
CoRNWELI.,  WM.  G.,  Pender,  Neb.     Clerk,  U.  S.  Post  Office.
DANNENBERG,   WAITER   W.,   U.S.   Gypsum   Co.,   Greenville,   Miss.
DAVID,   DoNALD  I.,   224  I.   Grand  Ave.,   Des  Mofnes,  Iowa.     Salesman,
Queal  Lbr.  Co.
DEYouNG,   CLARENCE,    125    N.   Ward,   Ottumwa,   Iowa.      Resident   In-
spector,  Iowa Highway Commission.
DII.WORTH,  JoHN  R.,  School  of  For.,   Ore.   State  College,  Corvallis,  Ore.
Asst.  Professor.
EHRENHARD.  C.   CoEN.
FoLLEN,  WILLIAM  F.,  605  16th  Ave.,  Meridian,  Miss.    Lumbar  Broker.
GRANSON,   JoHN   E.,   Boone,   Iowa.     Asst.    Prof.,   Forestry   Dept.,   Iowa
State  College.
HoLSCHER,  CI.ARK  E.,  Box  778,   La  Grande.  Ore.     Range  Research,  Blue
Mt. Research Center.
KINKOR,  CI.ARENCE   P.
LEWISON,   WAYNE   C.,   Plymouth,   New   Hampshire.     Resident  Manager,
Draper  Corp.
O'NEILL,  GoRDON  K.
OvERBY,  JAMES  F.,  Box  2,   Marble  Rock,  Iowa.     Teaching,  Marble  Rock
Hilgh  School.
PATTERSON,   ARCHIE   E.,   School   of   Forestry,   Univ.   of  Ga.,   Athens,    Ga.
Assoc.  Professor.
SADDORIS,   THOMAS   J.,    1525   Liberty   St.,   Franklin,   Pa.      Staff   Engin-eel,
Chicago  Pneumatic  Tool Co.
SEEMANN,  LouIS  N.  A.,1021  E.  Hillsboro  St.,  F,I  Dorado,  Ark.  Consulting
Forester.
SMEI.SER,   AMOS   W.,   Parkdale.    Ore.      Timber   Sales.   Mt.    Hood   Natl.
Forest.
SMITH,  HARLIE  M.,  Seneca,  Oregon.     Malheur  Natl.  Forest.
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Mc OUIRE
PIPE and GIFT SHOP
23l   Main  St.
jlRES.   IOWA
®
Home of Imported
English Pipes
Gifts for any
occcrsion
I-WAY
Be+ween
Thea'e,s
rmq
2418 I-Wc[y      Phone  l819
144
HilI's   Studio
for  ®®®d
Pllo+ography
Inquire  c[bout
Enlargements  of Those
Summer Ccmp
Photos
di=
2530  I.Way
Phone  347
Student
Supply Store
Sou+h  of  Campus
Es+ab'',shed   l9T4
Hec[dqucnders
for  c(1l
TE:XT   BOOKS
and
SUPPLIES
at Iowc[ Stche College
Amef   ForeSter
STONE,   FREDERICK   M.,   White   Hall,   Wisc.     Disc.   Forester,   Wise.   Cons.
Dept.
STUMP,   WII.I.IAM   G..   272   Armory   St.,   Fond   du   Lac,   Wis.     Northern
Casket  Co.
Tow,   EI,WIN,    1649  Finley   St.,   Dubuque.  Iowa.     Mgr.,   Wage  Incentive
Stds.  Dept.
WERNER,  HuGO  B.,  635  S.  Story,  Boone,  Iowa.   Partner,  Boone Industries.
WII.HELM,   GEORGE   F.   744   N.   Grove   Ave.,   Oak   Park,   Ill.     Vice  Pros.,
R.   S.   Bacon  Veneer   Co.,   Chicago.
WooD,  WARREN W.,  170  Burnett,  Sebastopol, Gal.
1938
BAKER,   RICHARD   C.,    1511    Mahan   Ave.,   Richland,   Wash.      Junior   En-
gincer,  Gcnl.  Elec.  Co.
BEYER,  FRANCIS  H.,   305   E.  Madison,  Jefferson,  Iowa.     SCS.
BuRMA,   GEO.    D.,   Carson   Agency,   Stewart,   Nev.     Soil   Conservationist,
SMCO,  Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs,  USDI.
CuMMINGS,   RoyAI.   I.,   518   S.   Mac   Queen   St.,   Florence,   S.   C.     Junior
Tech.    Forester,  So.  Car.  For.  Comm.
DyKSTRA,   S.   P.,   510   Beverly   Lane,   Arlington   Hgts.,   Ill.      Sales   Mgr.,
Weidlcr  Lbr.  Co.
FELTON,   LAWRENCE,   C/O   Hotel   Maxine,    18th   &   Collins   Ave.,   Miami
Beach,  Fla.
FERGUSON,  JoHN  G.,  6O4  S.  Moore,  Algona,  Iowa.
GusTINE,  C.  S.,  625  Harden  Dr.,  IJebanOn,  Ore.    Cascades  Plywood  Corp.
HARBOUR,  RAY R.  Anton Iowa.
HARRINGTON,    DouGLAS   G.,   Kayenta,   Ariz.      Range   Examiner,   Navajo
Service.
HoHENADEI.,  SAMUEL  F.,1210  E.  Locust  St.,  Davenport,  Iowa.     Designer.
American Machine Co.,  East Moline.  Ill.
HoTCHKISS,  J.  D.,  Decorah,  Iowa.    C.  M.  St.  P.  a  P.  R.  R.
HuGHES,  RALPH  H.,   Southeastern  For.  Exp.  Station,  Box  354,  Plymouth,
N.  Car.
HuNTINGTON,  SETH  M.,  723  Kansas  City  St..  Rapid  City.  S.  D.
JoRANSON,  PHILLIP  N.,  Aportado  53.  Medellin,  Columbia,  S.  A.
KANSKY,   GEO.   W.,   Twisp,   Wash.      Asst.   Dist.   Ranger,   Chelan   Natl.
Forest.
KELLSTEDT,   PAUL   A.
KENNEDY,  W.  B.,  Ida Grove, Iowa.
LARSON,  MERLIN  D.,1140 Virginia  St.  Waterloo,  Iowa.
LISCHER,  WARREN  J.,  Rt.  2  Red  Oak,  Iowa.     Farmer.
McLINTOCK,  THOS.  F.,   15  Cross  St.,   Bangor,  Maine.     Penobscot  Branch,
Northeastern  For.  Exp.  Station.
MATI.ACK,  V.  W.,  812  Douglas,  Amcs,  Iowa.
MEHI.IN,  ALBERT  F.,  823  Division  St.,  Algoma,  Wisc.    Purchasing  Agent,
Algoma Plywood & Veneer  Co.
MILLER,  HoMER  E.
MuI.LEN,   FRANKLIN   H.,   Donnellson,   Iowa.     Farm   Planner,   SCS.
PETERSEN.  ANSEL  F.,   Greenfield,   Iowa.     Asst.  Engineer,  Adair  Co.
PFEIFFER,  HERMAN  K.,   2510  Onyx   St.,  Eugcne,  Ore.     Independent  Com-
mercial  Timber  Cruiser.
PHILLIPS,  RAYMOND  R.,  46   S.  Grandview,  Dubuque,  Iowa.     Phillips  Tree
Surgeons.
REEI)ER,   DouGI.AS,   1424   25th   St.,   Longview,  Wash.     Sales  Office,   Long-
Bell  Lbr.  Co.
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Lcok Your Best in
The EcISter Pclrade
Mc[ke Your Selection cft
Berck-a
`The  Collegiate
Clothing  Comer  in  Ames
Campus  Drug
PRESCRmTIONS
CARDS  -  GIFTS
aOSnrmCS
2430  I..Way
Phone   1195
Your Local  Headquar[er§
For  Quali+y   Home   Furnish-\ngs
®  Nonge Appliances
®  Studio Couches
® Lc-ps
®  Wc,shine Machines
I Gas Stoves
®  Kuehne Chrome Dinettes
NEW  AND  USED
We  Trade
Shiery's  Hardware  a  Furni+ure  Co.
phone  685                                                                                                                 12l  Mdin
SORENSON  OIL  CO.
Apes,  Iowc[
Sporting Goods
Auto Supplies
HclfdWare
82l  Lincoln  Way           Phone  l62
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Woodland  Farms  Dairy
DAIRY  PRODUCTS
milk - butter - eggs
fountc[in  serviceL
819   I.-Wc[y   ''JLt  the  Underpass"
For    Milk    delivery    Phone    435
AmeS  Forester
RISE,  CARI.   H.,   265   Ashford  Ave.,  Dobbs  Ferry,  N.   Y.     Salesman  &  Jr.
Partner,   Eagle  Decol,  Inc.,  New  York  City.
SAUER,   KENNETH   W.,   7340   W.   75th   St.,   Chicago   38,   Ill.      Sales  Repre-
sentative,  The Flintkote Co.
ScHIERBAUM,   DoNAI.D   I.,   R.F.D.   2,   Altamont,   N.   Y.     Game   Research
Investigator, N. Y. State  Cons. Dept.,  Albany, N. Y.
ScHMIDT, RALPH A.,  Zamora,  N.  M.
ScoLTOCK,   JosEPH   D.,    Spencer,   Iowa.      Sales   Representative,   Growen
I-br.  Co.
ScoTT,   SAMUEL   J.,  JR.,   Box   254,   Zwolle,   La.     Forester.   Southern  Kraft
Corp-
SECOR.   JAMES  B.,   1025  Flower  Ave.,  Takoma  Park.  Maryland.
SMITH,  WAITER  P..  126  Orchard  Rd.,  Norris  Tenn.     Division  of  Forestry
Relations,  TVA,  Box  345.
STARR,  JoHN  P.,   21st  Ave.,  Longvicw,  Wash.     I.ong-Bell  Lbr.  Co.
SwANSON,  CI.IFFORI,  O..   Slater,  Iowa.     Retailer,   Hdw.  &  Appliances.
THEOPHILUS,  D^vII, C., Carroll.  Nebr.
VoN  GILLERN,  RoBERT  F.,  1329  Dodge  Grcle.  Fort  Dodge,  Iowa.     Man-
ager.  Canada  Dry Bottling Co.
WILSON,   JoHN   R.,   1104   N.   Wheaton   Ave..   Wheaton.   Ill.     Sales   En-
gineer,  Industrial  Wood  Parts  Dept.,  Weyerhaeuser  Sales  Co.
WuI.FF,   WILBUR  A..   16119th   St..   Lake   Charles,  La.     Sales  Representa-
live,  Curtis  Co.,  Inc.
YoI,ER,  RALPH  E.,  JR.,  1424  Somerset  Place  N.W.,  Washington  ll,  D.  C.
Promotion  Dept.,  Structural Clay  Products lnst.
1939
AyER.  DARRELI.  P.,  Rt.  1,  Hudson,  Iowa.
BABEI.,  JoHN  STANLEY,  Allbia,   Iowa.     Continues  in  USAAF.
BAXENI,ALE,  HowARD,  Tenn.  Coal,  Iron   &  RR  Co.
BJORK,   C.   A.,   Rt.   1,  Box   1,   Boring,   Oregon.     Forest  Inspector,   Oregon
State Board of  Forestry.
BJORNSON,  HAROI.I,  B.,   1724  E.  20th  St.,  Oakland,  Calif.     Assoc.  Pastor,
Oakland First Baptist Church.
BLASER,  RoBT.,  Mgr.,  White  Mt.  Lbr.  Co.,  McNary,  Aria.
BI.OUNT,   JAY  V.,  403  N.   18th  St.,  Ft.  Dodge,  Iowa.     Vice.-pros.,  Central
Iowa  Service  Co.
CHAMBERS,  WAYNE  R.,  Rt.  7,  Box  3917,   Sacramento,  Calif.     U.  S.  Gce-
logical  Survey,  Sacramento  Calif.     Photogrammetric  Engineer.
Col.LISTER,   LAURESS   C.,   Box   638,   Albuquerque,   N.   M.      Supt.   Santa   Fc
Tie & Lbr.  Preserving Co.
CooK,  FRANCIS  J.,   111  N.  Ash  St.,  Minden,  La.    Area  Forester,  Southern
Pulpwood  Conserv.  Assoc.
Cox,  RoycE  G.,   Lcwiston,  Idaho.    Forester,  Potlatch   Forest  lnc.
ENGELKING,   TRUMAN  G..   Box  789.   Nacogdoches,  Tex.     Forest  Farming
Project.
FLICK,   FRANCES   J.,   U.   S.   Dept.   of   Agric.   Library,   Washington,   D.   C.
Forestry  Bibliographer.      Apt.   703   1650   Harvard   St.   N.W.,  Wash-
ington  9,  D.  C.
FROEHI.ICH,   JoHN   I..   c/o  Firestone  Plantations  Co.,  Monrovia,  Liberia,
West  Africa.
GATES,   EARL   W.,    Shady   Hills,   Marion,   Indiana.      Sales   Representative,
Aetna  Plywood  &  Venccr  Co.,  Chicago,  Ill.
Col.DBERG, JoE,  325  S.  Terrace,  AIbuquerque,  N.  M.
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The  Whi+e  House
Boarding  Club
2717  West  St.                        Ph.  3622
AmeB,  Iowa
"Delicious food  with  thclt  North
`hTooc\s   Aromcl,®'  sclys
Pclul  Bunyan
MATHISON
MOTOR
CO.
FOFID  SA1,ES
a
SERVICE
323  Fifth                              Phone   l43
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FROM  HEAD  TO  TOE
Shop  clt
JOE'S
®  ADAM  HATS
®  VIMBLY  TIES
®  WINGS  SHmrs
®  ANSON  JEWELRY
®  BOTANY  500  SUITS
a  ESQUIRE  SOCKS
O  CADIIJLAC  SHOES
JOE'S   MENIS   SHOP
2413   Lincoln   way
South  ol  Campus
Ashley  D-X Service
Firestone  Tires
clnd  Accessories
Complete  One-Stop
Service
Main  a  Burnett                Phone  760
S.   HANSOM
LUMBER   CO.
Building   Mcl,elrial
ol  all  kinds
Phone  lO                   212  Duff
AMES,  IOWA
Amef  Fore]ter
GRAU,   RoBERT   B.,   Box    157,   Elkader,   Iowa.     Logging   &   Sawmilling-
Northeast  Iowa.
GuNDERSON.   OMER  J.,   106  S.  Tennessee,  Mason  Gty,  Iowa.
HAUKOM,  ALLEN  S.,  507  Division  St.,  Mauston.  Wisconsin.     Wise.  Cons.
Dept.
HELSCHER.   J.   W.,   Chariton,   Iowa.     Store  Manager,  Montgomery  Ward
&Co.
HENRY,  WM.  E.,  Brechenridgc,  Texas.     Work  Unit  Conservationist,  SCS.
HICKS,    LyELL   E.,    1608   Ramsey   St.,   Fayetville,   N.   C.      Disc.   Forester,
District 6,  North  Carolina  Division of  Forestry.
HIRT,   RoBERT  E.,  221   Ardell  Bldg.,  Eugenc.   Oregon.
HoGELIN,  MILFORD  C.,  937  S.   19th  St.,  Apt.  2-1,  Birmingham,  Ala.    Asst.
Forester, Tenn. Coal, Iron &  RR Co.
HosKINS,   RoBERT   N..   Norfolk,  Virginia.     Industrial  Forester.   Seaboard
Air Line RR Co.1506 Magnolia Ave.
HuRD,  RICHARD  M.,  P.O.  Box  1839,  Boise,  Idaho.    Range  Conservationist,
Intermountain  Forest  &  Range  Exp.  Station,  USES.     l`Range  Reseed-
ing Research in  Southem Idaho."
JAMISON,  GLEN  M.,  Silverton,  Texas.     Range  Conservationist,   SCS.
JoHNSON,    FLOYD   A.,   423    U.S.    Courthouse,   Portland   5,   Ore.      Forest
Survey,  Pac.  NW  For.  &  Range  Exp.  Station.
KAPEI.,  FRANK E.,1528  Wabash  Ave.,  Spokane,  Wash.
LEHMANN,  KARI.  T.,  Sullivan,  Mo.     Dist.  Forester,  Mo.  Cons.  Comm.
LIVERS,   HAROLD   A.,   3435   Ave.   B.   Council  Bluffs,   Iowa.
MARIS,  ALBERT  R..  Box  122,  Forks,  Wash.     Logging  Engineer,  Rayonier,
Inc.,  Soppho,  Wash.
MELVIN,  J.  KEITH,  3625  W.  Roanoke  Dr..  Kansas  City  2,  Mo.     Manager,
Accounting  Service,  Western  Retail  Implement  &  Hdw.  Assoc.
MILLER,  NoRMAN  R.,  2905  Allison  St.,  Mt.  Ranier,  Md.    Field  Operations
Supervisor,  U.   S.  Civil  Service  Comm.,  Washington,   D.  C.
PHINNEY,   HARTLEY  K.,   2319  Fairfield   Ave.,  Greensboro,  N.  C.
PROCTOR,  RoBT.  E.,  3234  Garretson  Ave.,  Sioux  City  20,  Iowa.
REISTROFFER,   RoBT.   J.,    (Lt.-01117195),   Maned,   Manila,   c/o   P.M.,   San
Francisco,  Calif.
ScHOLTES,  WAYNE   H.,   384   Pammel  Court,   Ames,  Iowa.     Soil  Scientist,
Bureau of  Plant Industry..  USDA.
ScHUMACHER,   CHARLES   M.,   c/o  SCS,   Broken  Bow,  NOB.
SMOKE,   Jog,   501   Metropolitan  Bldg.,   Minneapolis,   Minn.     U.S.   Fish   &
Wildlife  Service,  Lands  Division.
STIEHL,  JAMES  H.,  Edw.  Hines  Lbr.  Co.,  77  W.  Washington  St.,  Chicago.
Asst.  Sales  Manager.
TICE,  CHARLES  C.,1321   S.  94th  St.,  Milwaukee,  Wis.
WEBER,   JoHN   L.,   2845   E.   77th   St.,   Chicago    49,   Ill.      Salesman,   F,dw.
Hines  Lbr.  Co.
1940
ALLEN,  JoHN  C.,  Box  480,  Norris,  Tenn.     Asst.  Forester,  TVA.
AppELQUIST,  MARTIN  B.,   L.S.U.  School  of  For.,  Baton  Rouge,  I.a.     Asst.
Professor.
BAGLEY,  WAITER T.,  Benkleman,  Neb.
BEBENSEE,   BRUCE   M.,    1934   26th   Ave.,   Meridian,   Miss.      Asst.   Forester.
The Flintkote Co.
BENDA,   KENNETH   J.,   Hartwick,   Iowa.      Asst.   Cashier,   Hartwick   State
Bank.
BISHOP,  CLINTON  G.,  The Narrows,  Graybing.  Mont.
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All  XEnds  ot
Corsages
lROSES
CA'RNATIONS
IGroENIAS
CAMHLIAS
ORCHIDS
AMES
PANTORIUM
DRY  CLEANINIG
AT  ITS  FINrsT
Free Pickup
cmd
Delivery
410   DcuglQS
Phone  33
150
MATTOX
Trcmsler and Storage
Loccll ond Long Distcmce
'SHIPPING
PACKING
ICRATING
Exclusivel   Agent
hero  Mc[yllcwer   Transit  Co.
42O  Main                             Phone   270
AMES,  IOWA
YATES   OIL   CO.
ONE  STOP
SERVICE
FUEL  OIL  TENK
WAGON  DEI.IVERY
lllEllla
5th  a  BURNETT
PHONE'  58
Aneef  ForeJler
BJORGEI   WII.SON,   Tomahawk,   Wis.     Forester,  Tomahawk  Kraft  Paper
Company.
BoRSTING,   C.  O.]  W.  T.  Co.,  Camp  6,  Beatty,  Ore.
BoswELI.,  MARTIN  M..  Box 976,  Roswell.  N.  M.   Operating Cattle  Ranch.
BRANDAU,   WILLIAM   H.,   78   Center   St.,   Berea,   Ky.      S.P.-5,   Cumberland
Natl.  Forest.
BROWN,  PERCY J.  C.,  Como  Bldg.,  Hot  Springs,  Ark.
BuscHING,   R.  W.
CAMPBELL,   LESLIE,  W.  A.   Pearson's  Place,  Box   147,  Brazoria,  Texas.
CLEMENS,  JoHN,  Box  175,  Galva,  Iowa.    Engineering  Aid.  U.S.   Geologi-
cat  Survey.
CouNTRYMEN,  DAYTON  W.,  Nevada,  Iowa.     Lawyer.
CuTLER,  VERN  H.,  Box  257,  Camden,  S.  lC.    Forest Technician,  S.  C.  State
Forestry  Comm.
DEAN]   LAUREN   W.
DEFoRE,  RoBERT  C.,   1203   Douglas,  Ames,   Iowa.     Teacher-Coach,  Ames
School   System.
DERR,  HAROLD  J.,  Box  1192,  Alexandria,  La.  Forester,  Alexandria  Branch,
Southem Forest  Exp.  Station.
DoRMAN,  MERLE  L.,  R.F.D.  1,  Perry,  Iowa.
DuBoIS,  RICHARD  D.,   2689  Bacon  St.,  Berkely,  Mich.     Salesman,  Pierson-
Davidson Lbr.  Co.
DuNCK,  RICHARD I.,  209  Wabash, Belleville,  Ill.
EDMUNDS,  MERILL  B.,  Box  775,  Poison,  Mont.     Wood  Dealer.
EI.LISON,   MARLON   L.,   (Capt.),   Hq.   ROTC,    3514  Jefferson  St.,   Kansas
City  2,  Mo.
FABER,  LESTER  F.,   1216  56th  St.,  Des  Moines,  Iowa.     Iowa  State  Conserv.
Comm.
FALB,  J.  HowARD,   16876   S.  Dixie  Highway,  Hazel  Crest,   Ill.     Manager,
Cook County Lbr.  Co.    Box 662.
FARIDAY,  WAYNE  B.,  408  Damon  St.,  Council  Bluffs,  Iowa.     Sub-Station
Auditor  & Inspector,  Standard Oil  Co.
FISH.  CARROEL  V.,  Kirksville,  Mo.    Farm  Forester.
FRENCH,   RoscoE   J.,   3921   Elbert   Ave.,   Alexandria,   Va.     Assoc.   Carto-
graphic  Engineer.
GILLETT,   GEO.   W.,   Div.   of  Forestry,   Lassen   Junior  College,   Susanville,
Calif.
GLESNE,   NELS   G.,   405   E.   Market,   Havana,   Ill.     Disc.   Forester,   Illinois
State Div.  of Forestry.
GooDNER,  THOMAS  B.,  Penn  312,  Searville,  Sunland,  Calif.
CRIMES,  GouGH T.,113  4th  St.,  Scotia,  N.  Y.
HousTON,  JEAN  A.,  Klamath  Falls,  Ore.     Weyerhaeuser  Timber  Co.
Hoy,  WILLIAM  A.,   (Major),  USAAF  San  Antonio,  Texas.
HusMAN,   DoN   I.,    (Major),   99   Orlando   St.,   Milford,   Conn.      Field
Artillery,  U.S.   Army,  Special  Student  of  Chinese,  Yale  Univ.
KADEN,   CLARENCE,   Grove  Hill,  Ala.     Member,   Timber   Mgt.  lConsulting
Firm.
LANE,  MAX  H.,  Box  33,  Benton,  Ill.     Staff  Forester,  State  of  Ill.  Div.  of
Forestry.
LAYMAN,   PAUI.   A.,   c/a   Car   Ad   Co.,   Klamath   Falls,   Ore.,   Dry   Kiln
Foreman.
LoNG,   RoNAI.D   S.,   3421   Elaine   Rd.,   Chicago   13,   Ill.      Asst.   Purchasing
Agt.,  American  Lbr.  & Treating Co.
MooREHEAD,   DoN  W.,  Box  418,  Pineville,  La.     Forester.     Timber  Supt.
of  L.  D.  Kellog  Lbr.   Co.,  Inc.,  Alexandria  La.
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Ames   Building
and
Loan  Associallioh
ALLEN  MOTOR  CO.
CHEYROLET  -   BUICK
lllElll
Sales  clnd  Service
Fifth  and  Douglas
Schoehemah  Bras.
Cot
Lumber  a Coed
Building Material
Sherwin a Willic[ms  Pctint
413   Northwestem
West  oI  UnderpcISS
AMES  WHOLESALE
FRUIT  and   GROCERY
Fresh  Fruit
Produce
Meat
2nd  and  Elm                     Phone  84
CARE  HARDWARE
Hardware -Paint -China
Toys - Sporting Goods
l6 Thouscmd Items for
Your Convenience
We Solicit ctnd Appreciclte Your Patronage
304-306  Main  St. Phone  l24
152 AmeS   Forester
MyERS,   ARTHUR.
J\TICOL.   RoBERT   A.,   2117   3rd   Ave.   So.,   Great   Falls,   Mont.      Air    Route
Traffic  Controller,  C.A.A.
OELSCHLAEGER,    RoNALD   W.,    Slayton,   Minn.      Grower,    Slayton   Green-
house.
PATTERSON,   DouGLAS   H.,   2035   N.   Vermont   St.,   Arlington,   Va.     Office
of Undersecretary  of  the Army.
PHILLIPS,  Guy  I..  Box   166,  Wauna,  Ore.     Plant  Superintendent,  Ameri-
can  Lbr.  &  Treating  Co.
RAI)CLIFFE,   ARTHUR  D.,   1027   Gregg  Ave.,  Florence,  S.   C.      Sup[.,  Ameri-
can  Lbr.  &  Treating  Co.
RHEINER,   STANLEY   P.,    108   Washington,   Pullman,    Washington.      Exec.
Secy.,  YMCA,  Wash.  State  College.
RHODY,  JoHN  P.,  300   So.  Main  St.,  Dawson  Springs,  Ky.     Dist.  Forester,
Ky.  Div.  of  Forestry.
RyAN,   FI.OYD  T.,   Bottineau,   N.   D.     Farm  Forester.
ScHROEDER,   V.  J.,   Parks,   Ariz.      Dist.   Ranger,  Kaibab  Nat1.   For-eSt.
ScHWANE,   HF.NRY  H.,   (Lt.   Col.),   Box   12j,   Tyndall  Field,  Panama  City,
Fla.,  Asst.  Chief,  Seminar   Division,  Air  Tactical  School.
SHEARER,    RoBERT   W.,    15    Great   Oaks,   Rolla,   Mo.      Photogrammet1-jSt,
U.S.  Geo.  Survey.
SILKER,   TED,   Rt.   3,   Kirbyville,   Tex.     Research   Technician,   I.   O.   Seic'ke
State  Forest,  Texas  For.  Serv.
SIVERI.Y,   RALPH   E.,   Potlatch   Forests   Inc.,   Headquarters,   Idaho.      Clerk.
Logging  Camp.
SwEM,   THEODORE   R.,   1812   Blake  Blvd.   S.E.,   Cedar  Rapids,  Iowa.
THOMPSON,   DEAN,   4926   Cuyler   Ave.,   Chicago   41,   Illinois.      Salesman,
Edw.  Hines IJbr.  Co.
URBATSCH,  HARLEY R.,  Goodell,  Iowa.    Bank Cashier.
WEST,  JACK R.,  1151  Hosmer St.,  Marinette,  Wise.
WILSON,  CARROI.I.  C.,   308  W.  Sherman  St.,   Lebanon.  Ore.
WITHERSPOON,  JoIIN   C.,   Box   357,  Columbia,  S.   C.     S.   C.  State  Comm.
of  Forestry.
WITMER,   C.    R.,   American   I.br.   &   Treating   Ct,.,   Florence,    S.   C.     Asst.
Lumber  Yard  Foreman.
1941
AI.MDAI.I,  Roy  W..  Yoncolla,   Ore.     Forester,  Yoncolla  Lbf.  Co.
AuGSPURGER,  CHARLES  I.
AusTIN,   DoN   B.,   Rt.   4,    Rusk,   Texas.     Texas   Forest   Service.     District
Forester.
BEIL,  CHESTER  M.,  Sisters,  Ore.     USFS.     Forester.
BoATMAN,   RoBT.   M.]   VanWert,   Iowa.      Sales   Representative,   Masonite
Corp.
BREUER,   VI.ADIMIR,   JR.,   87   Shore   Dr.,   I.aconia,   N.   H.      Woods    Supt.,
U.S.  Plywood-Tekwood  Div.,  Lakeport,  N.  H.
Cool,  BINGIIAM.
CROOK,  EuGENE  M.,  449  D.  St.,   Leinoore,  Calif.     Manager,  Chinn  Imple-
ment  Co.
DAHI.,  ERNEST  A.,  4121  Cornelia  St.,  Chicago  41,  Ill.
EcKHART,  RuFUS  F.,  413   Levin   St.,  Hot  Springs,  Ark.     Field  Supt.,  Long-
Bell   Lbr.   Co.
HILSMAN,  VINCENT  J.,  Bt,x  292,  Houston  1,  Texas.     Sales  Representative,,
Long-Bell   Lbr.   Ct,.
HoosE,    WELDON   W.,    Hallsboro,   N.    C.      Timber   Buyer,   J.   A.    Wells
Lbr.   Co.
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rzJEHLT TAPES  and  RuLES
FoR  FoRESTERS
For   over   a   half   century,   the   Lulkin   Rule
company   has   pioneered   in   the   develop-
ment  ol   better  meclsuring  devices.    Among
these  are  products   especially  designed  for
forestry   work,   such   as:     Tree   tapes,   Log
Rules,    Board    Rules,    Cruiser    Sticks,    and
chrome    clad    steel    TcIPeS    Icr    genercll
measurLnq.
Write  For Free  Cc[tcllOg
THE Dny ROLE Co.
sclginCow, Mich.                                                         New York City
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HousTON.  CHAS.  S.,  Weyerhaeuser  Timber  Co.,  Klamath  Falls,  Ore.
LARSON,   J.    DoNOVAN,    1429   So.   2nd,   Springfield.   Ill.       Staff   Forester,
Ill.  Dept.  of Conservation.
LAW, JoHN W., Bronson, Iowa.    Farming.
LEFFLER,  GusTIN  W.,  Stockport,  Iowa.
MII)DLESWART,  EuGENE  L,   Rt.  2,  Spartanburg.  S.  C.      S.  C.  State  Comm.
of  Forestry.
MINOR,   CHARLES   0.,   -lJ-niV.   Slat.,   Baton   Rouge   3,   La.      Asst.   Prof.   of
Forestry,  LSU.
NELSON,   HAROLD  A.,   Harvard   Univ.,   Cambridge,   Mass.     Aerial  Photo-
graphy  Short  Course.
OELSCHLAEGER,    GEORGE     E.,    1248    Franklin.    Lebanon,    Ore.      Engineer,
Production Standards, Cascade Plywood Corp.
PARKER,   CHARLES  W.,  3512   37th  St..  Des  Moines   10,  Iowa.
PFEIFER,  RAY  E.,   1120  N.  Wagner  Rd.,  Rt.   i,  Ann   Arbor,  Mich.    Farm
Forester,  Mich.  State Dept.  of Conserv.
PIZZANO,    VINCENT,    Rt.     1,    Pownal,    Vermont.      President,    Northeast
Wood  Prod.,  Inc.
PoRTER,  MATHEW  A.,  Fayette,  Iowa.    Farmer.
QuINTUS,  RICHARD  I.,  1601  W.  Std  St.,  Apt.  8,  Bend,  Oregon.    Research
Asst..   Eastern   Oregon   Conservation   Div.     Oregon    State   Board   of
Forestry.
RuMMELL,   RoBERT   S.,   P.O.   Box   811,    Wenatchee,   Wash.      Range   Re-
search,  Pacific  Northwest  For.  &  Range  Exp.  Station.
ScHNABEL,    LouIS    F.,     (Capt.),    2552    Leo    St.,    Los   Angeles   22,    Calif.
ROTC  Instructor.  Los Angeles High  Schools.
SoMBERG,   SEYMOUR  I.,   Box   175,  Manning,   S.   C.     Consulting  Forester.
STROM,  WILLARD  I.
SwANSON,  HAROI.D  V.
THOMSON,  DoNAI.I, I.,  Renwick, Iowa.
WALLACE,    ARTHUR    I.,    (Copt.),    501st   A.S.G.,   A.P.P.    633,    c/o   Post-
master. New York, N. Y.
YocoM,    THEOI,ORE    R.,    Box    146A,    West    Col.    St..    Monroe.    Wash.
Resident  Forester,  Longview  Branch,  Weyerhaeuser  Timber  Co.
1942
ANDERSON,  KARL  M.,  59  Baton   St.,  Lebanon,  Ore.     Production  Standards
Engineer,  Cascades  Plywood Corp.
BARBER,   MAURICE   F.,   U.S.F.S.,   Mapleton,   Ore.      Forester,   Siuslaw   Natl.
Forest.
BEGUEI.IN,  HowARD R.,  USES.  Estada,  Ore.
BELEHRAD,   LAD  W.,   512   Bilbo   St..  DeRidder,   La.     Pole  &   Piling  Buyer
and  Inspector,  Wood  Preserving  Div.,  Long-Bell  Lbr.  Co.
BLACKMORE,  WILI.IAM  W.,  1034  Std  St.  S.W.,  Mason  City,  Iowa.     Land-
scape  Business.
BoATMAN,   JAMES  W.,   VanWert.   Iowa.     Sales   Representative,   Masonite
Corp.
BoRGLUM,  DoN,  C/O  Weyerhaeuser  Timber  Co.,  Longview,  Wash.
BucK,  GEORGE  A.,   (Lt.).  544th  F.A.  Bn.,  Camp  Campbell,  Ky.
CLARKE,   EI,WARD   H.,   College   of  Agric..   Univ.   of   Tennessee,   Knoxville,
Tenn.    Asst.  Professor of Forestry.
EISLER,  LEO,  229  Arthur  Kill  Rd.,   Staten  Island,  N.  Y.     Orchid  Grower.
EwANOSKI,  STANLEY,  USES  Upper  Lake,  Calif.    Junior  Forester,  Mendo-
tine  Natl.  Forest.
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GRIFFITH,  JoHN  E.,   Mississippi  Prod.  Co.,  Jackson,   Miss.     Wood  Tech-
nologist.
HARRIS,  Root.  B.,  Broonall,  Pa.
HEGGEN,  JoHN  E.,1071/2  W.  Salem,  Indianola.  Iowa.   Green Bay  Lbr.  Co.
HoovER,  CLYDE  C.,  Cassville,  Mo.     Private  Sawmill.
JENSEN,.   HAROLD  J..  Water  Valley,  Texas.     Range  Conservationist,   SCS.
KELLER,  EuGENE,  Arkansas  A  &  M  College,  Monticello,  Ark.    Asst.  Prof.
KRAJICEK,  JoHN E.,  McGregor,  Iowa.
KROACK,   MERLIN   E.,   9016   W.   Shorewood   Dr.,   Shorewood    Apt.   397,
Mercer Island.  Wash.    Amer.  Assoc.  Insurance Co.
LANE,  RICHARD  D.,  810  W.  College,  Carbondale,  Ill.     Carbondale  Branch,
Central  States  For.  Exp.  Station.
MoLLISON,  All.AN,  P.O.  Box  32,  McNary,  Ariz.     U.S.  Indian  Service.
OLSEN,   DALE,   2237   N.W.   20th  St.,   Oklahoma  City,   Okla.     Commercial
Repres.,  Southwestem Bell  Telephone Co.
QuIRIN,   ARTHUR   F.,   1323   Oakdale   Ave.,   Dallas,   Ore.     Sales  Manager,
Willamette Valley Lbf.  Co.
RICE,  WILI.JAM,  Box  381,   Grand  Rapids,  Mich.
RIGGLEMAN,   FREDERICK.
ScHISSEL,  CHARLES  J.,   53  Bristol  Rd.,  West  Vomerville  44,  Mass.     Medi-
cat  Student,  Boston Univ.
STEIG,   GEORGE   G.,    3611    Pacific    Way,   Longview,   Wash.      Log   Sealer,
Weyerhaeuser   Timber  Co.
SvEJCAR,  JoHN  F.,  Firestone  Co.,  Monrovia,  Liberia,  Africa.
SwANSON,  CARI.  G.
ToRGERSON,    GEORGE    H.,    803    Crayton    Avc.    Gurdon    Ark.       Gurdon
Lbr.  Co.
UNDERBAKKE,   MAYNARD  W.,   365   2nd   Ave.   N.,   Forest,  Miss.     Technical
Asst.,  Miss.  Natl.  Forests.
VAN  GoRDER,  CHARLES  H.,  855   S.  Grandview,   Dubuque,  Iowa.
WAKEFIELD,   JoHN,.   911   I.   Euclid    Ave.,   Des   Moines,   Iowa.      Supt.   of
Forestry.  Iowa Conservation  Comm.
WHITE.   RALPH   W.,   USES,   North   Fork,   Calif.      Sierra   Natl.   Forest--
Forester.
1943
BuRGY,   MARLOWE   P.`   Box  426,   Tomahawk,   Wis.,     Forester,   Nat1.   Con-
tainer Corp.  of Wis.
CHILCOTE,   WILLIAM   W.,   Forestry   Dept.,   ISC,   Ames,   Iowa.      Instructor
of  Forestry.
DoRSETT,  GEORGE  I.,  227  S.  Maple,  Webster  Groves,  Mo.    G1-ad.  Student,
ISC.
ENGSTROM,  W'II.OUR  H..   1438  N.  Cottage  St.,  Salem,  Ore.      Oregon  Stale
Board  of  Forestry.
FoAH,  MARIO,  732  Columbus Ave.,  New  York,  N.  Y.
GARMAN,  EI,WARD  J.,  932   S.  22nd,  Bellwcod,  Ill.     County  Forest  Preserve
District.
KRAFKA,  WARREN  V.  517  Frank  St.,  Ottumwa,   Iowa.     Teacher,  Biology,
Ottumwa  H.   S.
KREIMEYER,   VICTOR   I.,   Box   492,   Enterprise,   Ore.     Timber   Mgt.   Asst.,
Wallowa  Natl.  Forest.
LoRENZEN,   RICHARD  N.,   502   N.   100th  St.,  Seattle   33,  Wash.
MAYER,   CARL   E.,   23O5    N.E.   56th   Avc.,    Portland    13.   Oregon.      Forest
Survey  Staff,  USES,  Pacific  Northwest  Forest  &  Range  Exp.  Stati6n.
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WIDE  CHOICE of POWER
.  .  .  .  IVlOBILE  OR  STATIONARY
INCREASE   LO®®lN®   PRODUCTION
Modem  methods  clnd  the  right  equip-
ment  Ion  the  job  wi)I  increctse   lagging
output-a-a    reduce    cpercltiOn    Costs.
There   clre   mCtny   mOdelS'   and   Sizes   Of
A)tis-Chalmers   equipment   from   which
to   chocee,   with   accessories   to   fit   the
appliccrtion~clnd  tO  meet  your  require-
ments.
MOTOR  GRADE:RS
Five  sizes.  idecll  for  constructing  and
maintaining  haul  roads-so  vital  to  the
lagging   industry.     The   Model   D,   c[nd
the   BD   and   AD   Series   (IIfl   from   34.7
rod)®P`O
to     lO4)    have     increcISed    CCIPCtCity
handle   more   dirt,   enough   power   to
move   that   lull   capacity-and   enough
traction    to    use    all    cIVCIilClble    engine
power.      The    'Roll-away"    moldboard
I'Olls   the   dirt,   Cutting   down   friction   ol
dirt   c]gainst   board.     High    axle   cleclr-
clnCe,I   SPeeds  Iron   2.08  M.P.H.  to   16.64
M.P.H.
158
CRAWI.m  TRACTORS
Four  powerful  smooth-operating,  A-a
2-cycle  Diesel  crawler  tractors  with  HP
ranging   from    40.26    and   up    clre   de-
signed   to   give   ycu  the   right   size   for
the    right    job.      Operclte   on    ordinary
Diesel  fueis,  require  less  gear  Shifting,
Start     instantly.       Positive     secll     truck
wheels   anc]   idleI'S   require   lubrication
only  once  in   lOOO  hours.
POVIR  UNITS
Designed   for   tough   trcICtOr   Service.
high  in  tor-qua,  A-C  heavy-duty  power
units  provide  ruggedl  power  for  every
type    cf    job,    steady     or    intermittent.
Available   in   open   or   enclosed   styles
with   various   accessories.      Choice   of
fuels|asoline,  low-grc[de  fuel,  natural
gcIS  Or  butane.
See  y®l\r  AI'is-Cl,almers  Dealer
ALLIS-(HflLMERS
TRACTOR   I)lV'S'ON      -      M'LWAUKEE   I,   U.S.A.
AlneS   Fo1-eJter
McDERMOTT,   RoBERT   E.,   1311   Windsor   St.,   Columbia,   Mo.     Dept.   of
Forestry,  Univ.  of  Missouri.
PoRTER,    GEORGE   I.,     173    Huckins   Ave.,    Squantum,   Mass.      Salesman,
Union Hdw.  Co., Torrington, Conn.
RoGERS,  EuGENE  H.,  Greenfield,  Iowa.   Owner-Operator,  Rogers  Gardens.
THOMSON,    GEO.    W.,    2919    Oakland,    ISC,    Ames,    Iowa.      Instructor,
Forestry  Dept.,  ISC.
WALI.ACE,  RICHARI)  P.,  Rt.  1,  Antigo,  Wis.     Dist.  Forester,  Wis.  Conserv.
Comm.
WooD,  THOMAS  R.,  743  37th  St.,  Des  Moincs,  Iowa.
1944
HANSON,    EARI.   H.,   Box    150,    Medford,   Wis.      Forest,    Medford   Disc.
Chequamegon  Natl.  Forest.
I.AUTERBACH,   PAUL    G.,    1108   W.   Locust,   Centralia.    Wash.      Asst.   Re-
scLarCh  Forester,  Weyerhaeuser  Timber Co.
SKVARII.,    WARREN,    (Lt.),    1822    Reed   Ave.,    San    Diego,   Calif.      U.    S.
Marine  Corps.
1945
BARRET,  JAMES  WII.LIS,   Ill,  Rt.   3,   Elks  Point,  S.  C.
GAI.EY,  CARL  D.,  R.R.  6.  Ottumwa,  Iowa.     Sutherland  Lbr.  Co.
UHLIG,  HANS.  316  Randolph,  Elkins,  W.  Va.    Forestry  Bldg.
1946
BERGEMEYER,   FREDERICK   R.,   Oachita   Natl.   Forest.     Hcavener,   Okla.
BERGMANN,  HAROI.D,  602  loth  St., Mena,  Ark.
BuRKLE,  JosEPH  L.,  Southem   For.  Exp.  Station,  1008  Fcdl.   Office  Bldg.,
New Orleans  12,  La.
CRUMBAUGH,   JoIIN   H.,   3901   Vernon,   Brookfield,   Ill.     Structural   Eng.,
U.S.  Gypsum  Co.
DooLITTLE,  WARREN-  T.,  Bent  Creek  Exp.  For.,  Route  3,  Asheville,  N.   C.
Silviculturist,  Southern For.  Exp.  Std.
GI.ABE,   BERNARD,   211   Chambers   St.,   I.ufkin,   Texas.      Southland   Paper
Mills.
RATCLIFF,  KENNETII  P.,  Shevlin,  Ore.     Forester,  Fremont  Natl.  Forest.
RAUM,  HANS,  Oachita Natl.  Forest,  Mt.  Ida, Ark.
SEISER,   VIRGIL   O.,   Box  480  Bureau  of   Land  Mgt.,   Anchorage,   Alaska.
Land  Economist.
1947
AI.LEN,   RoBERT  M.,   Rt.   1,   Saucier,  Miss.     Southern  Forest  Exp.   Station,
Gulfport,  Miss.
BRII,EN,    DoNALD   C.    3605    Claude   Ave.,    Sioux   City   20,   Iowa.      Asst.
Fisheries  Biologist, Iowa  Cons.  Comm.
CAMPBELI.,   JACK   G.,   Oregon   State  Board   of  For.      Klamath   Falls,   Ore.
Techn.  Asst.
CROWTHER,  RICHARD,   Lake  Mills,  ^Iowa.     Editor,   Lake  Mills  Graphic.
DANIELSON,    WILLARD   W.,    Box   410,    Kosiusko,    Miss.      Park   Ranger,
Natchez  Trace  Parkway.
FISHER,   Roy  R.,  JR.,  R.R.  4,  Davcnport,  Iowa.    Real  Estate  Broker.
GROVE,   HARRY  I.,  All-Wood  Manuf.  Co.,  Bayfield,  Wis.     Mgr.
HAHN,  OscAR M.
HALBROOK,  QuINCY   X.,  Marconi  Office  P.O.  Box  346.  Sacramento,  Gal.
Photogrammetrist,  Topographic Branch,  Geological  Survey  USDI.
HERRICK,    DAVID   E.,   Forestry   Dept.,   Iowa   State   College,   Ames,   Iowa.
Instructor.
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WE  ARE  ALWAYS  IN  THE  MARKE:T  FOR
RE:D  cmd  WHITE  OAK  LOGS  OF  VINE:I:R
SPECIFICATIONS  -  ALSO  BASSWOOD
Write
BIRDS   EYE   VENEER   COMPANY
ESCANABA,  MICHIGAN
R. S. Bacon Veener Co.
4702 W.  Augusta  Blvd.
CHICAGO  5l,  ILL.
Manufacturers
of
FOREIGN   AND   DOMESTIC
VENEER     -     LuMBER
BROWER   VEbTEE:R   CO.         BACON LUveER  CO.,  INIC.
FIAYEITTEIVnLE:,  ARK.                     SUNMAN,   INDIANA
16o Ame]   Forester
HuLING. JoHN  H.,  Dallas Center, Iowa.
INMAN,  LAWRENCE  I.,   P  75   Univ.   Village,  Minneapolis,   Minn.     Scalar,
Snoqualmie Falls Lbr.  Co.
JACK,   RoBERT   C.,   Minneapolis,   Minn.      Sales   Representative,   Long-Bell
Lbr.  Co.
KucERA,   CLAIR  I.,   563   Pammel   Court,  Ames.  Iowa.     Botany   Graduate
Student.
KuHNS,   PAUL    S..   JR.,   905   Fairview,   Kansas   City   3.   Mo.     Asst.   Supt.,
Amer.  Creosoting  Co.
LANCE,  JoHN  R.,   104  Oak  St.,   Maywood,  Ill.     Senior  Forester,  Cook  Co.
Forest  Preserve.
LINDER,  WARD  O.,   5151   36th  Ave.  S.,  Minneapolis,  Minn.
LowE,   HowARD  E..   300   Shirley  Ave.,   High  Point,  N.   C.      Sales  Repre-
sentative, R.  S. Bacon Veneer Co.
MoNTGOMERY,  JoEL  R..   7301   4th  Ave.  S.,  Minneapolis  19,  Minn.     Sales
Representative,  Long-Bell Lbr.  Co.
MooRHOUSE, WILLIAM H.,  Glidden,  Iowa.
MoRLOCK,  J.  F.,  Fort  Apache  Indian  Agency,  Whitcriver.  Ariz.
Moss,  RoNALI,  A.,  621  Stanton,  Ames.  Iowa.     Botany  Grad.  Student.
PICOTTE,  GoRDON  C.,  Long-Bell  Lbr.  Co.,  Weed,  Calif.
PoLLARD,   RoBERT  L.,  Long-Bell  Lbr.  Co.   Weed,  Calif.
RocKWOOD, FRANK B., Berwyn Lbr. Co., Berwyn, Ill.
SINS,  JIMMY  R.,   Long-Bell  Lbr.  Co.,  Gardiner,  Ore.     Box  266.
THOMAS,   LEONARD    H.,   Denham   Springs,   La.     Forester,   Gaylord   Con-
tainer  Carp.
VAN  GILST,  GERAI.D  W.,  N.Y.  State  College  of  Forestry,  Syracuse,  N.  Y.
1948
AI.DRICH,  HowARD  W.,  Diamond  Match  Co.,  Bedding,  Gal.
ARLEN,  WILLIAM  H.,   Oachita  Natl.  Forest,  Hot  Springs,  Ark.
BousT,  WILLIAM H. JR., Audubon Iowa.
BRECKENRIDGE,     GEO.    P.,    Regau,    Ontario,    Canada.      Jr.    Dist.    Supt.,
Abi[ibi  Power & Paper Co.,  Ltd.
CHRISTMAN,  RICHARD  D.,  USES,  Quinalt,  Wash.     Timber   Sales.
CHURCH.  RoBERT  E.,119  I.13th  St.,  Ames,  Iowa.    Iowa  State  Highway
Comm.    Erosion Control  Specialist.
CoLBERT.   FRANCIS   T.,   560   N.   6th   E.,    Logan,   Utah.     Research   Fellow,
Dept.  of Range  Management,  Utah  State Agric.  College,  Logan,  Utah.
CRAVEN,    WILLIAM   H.,    201    N.    2nd   St.,   Heber   Springs,   Ark.      Darby
Lbr.  Co.
DEWEY,  RALPH  E.,  Greenfield,  Iowa.    SCS.
DIRKS,  RoNAI.D J.,  500 N.  Beckwith, Maiden,  Mo.
DowD,  LEE  W., Box 3,  Chewclah, Wash.    SCS.
EwERS,   KEITH   F..   U.S.   Vet's.   Admin.,   Osceola,   Iowa.     Farm   Training
Instructor.
GARDINER,  EDMUND  T.,   ISC,  Ames,  Iowa.     Asst.  Extension  Forester.
HARTMAN,  GEORGE  B.,  JR.,  Hines,  Oreg.     Lumber  Student,  Edward  Hines
Lbr.  Co.,  Hines  Oregon.
HII.I.,   RoGER  M.,   Roosevelt  Natl.  Forest,  Ft.   Collins,   Colo.
HoFFMAN,   EDWARD  J.,  Pine  Ridge,  S.  Dak.    Indian  Service.
HoFFMAN,  PAUL  F.,  JR.,  525  Welch,  Ames,  Iowa.    Botany  Grad.  Student.
HooTMAN,  WARREN  D.,  c/o  Distr.  Ranger,  Marblemount,  Wash.
Hopp,  ERITH  I.,  501   Mors  Ontonagon,  Mich.    Forester,  Natl.   Container
Corp.
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Moore-s Dairy
5th.            Ph,  369
jlMES,  IOWA
Milk
'Cream
Ice  Cream
WHATTOFF
MOTOR  CO-
STUDEBAKE:R
SALES and SE:RVICE
SHEL
PRODUCTS
Cclmpustown
118  Haywa]d                   Photle  796
THE   OR[D
for
the  Best  in  Food
HOTEL   SHELDONIMUNN
162
RUSHINGS
SUPER-VAI.U
FOOD  STORES
AlwclyS  A  Place  To  Pclrk
Every  Day  Low  Prices
Ames,  Iowa
ESCHBACH
MUSIC  HOUSE
*  Rcldios
*  Pianos
i  Pho,a  Supplies
302 MQin          Ames,  Iowc[
AMI:§
LUMBER
COMPANY
Sol  Lincoln  Wcly
2  blocks  east  of  underpclss
Phone  83                        Ames,  Iowa
AmeS   Fore]ter
JACKSON.  RoBERT  H.,  Box  1490.  Flagstaff,  Ariz.    Timber  Sales,  Coconino
Nail.  Forest.
JoHNSON,   ALFRED   W.,   Mammoth   Cave   Natl.   Park,   Mammoth   Cave,
Kenlucky.
KupKA,   CHARLES  A.,  Long-Bell  Lbr.  Co.,  Longview,  Wash.
McANINCH,  BARTON,  Wenatchee  Natl.  Forest,  Wenatchee,  Wash.
McCARRON,   DAVID   H.,   USES,   Centennial,   Wyoming.     Asst.   Rgr.,   Cent.
Distr.,  Medicine  Bow  Natl.  Forest,  Laramie,  Wyo.
MADSON,   DANIEL   R.,   1150   No.   Church,    Salem,   Ore.     U.S.   Bureau   of
Land  Management.
MEIERSTEIN,  GEORGE  W.,  2120  Lathrop  St.,   Omaha,  Neb.     Forester,  U.S.
Army  Engineers.
MENI,ELSON,   HERBERT,   199-10   Hillside  Ave.,   Hollis,   I.ong  Island,  N.   Y.
Specialty Salesman,  N. Y.  Mercantile Co.
MuNGER.  RoBERT  J.,  Box  466,  Quitman,  Miss.     Wood  Preserving  Divl
Long-Bell  Lbr.  Co.
NEI.SON,  HERBERT  E.,  Taketee  Proj.,  Calif.    Oregon  Power  Co.,  Medford,
Ore.
PATTERSON,  LoyI) M.,  SCS,  Oskaloosa,  Iowa.
PATTON,   JosEPH   C.,   3122   Myrtle   Ave.,   Omaha,   NOB.     Forester,   Corps
of  Engineers.
PAULSEN,    HAROLD   A.,   JR.,   Southwestern   For.   &   Range   Exp.    Station,
Tucson,  Ariz.
PLASS,  WILLIAM T.,  312  E.  State St.,  Athens,  Ohio.
REHFELDT,  RICHARD  F.,  U.S.   Indian  Service,  McNary,  Ariz.
SAFRANEK,  JoHN  O.
TEUBER,   Boss   I..   Sycamore   Ranger   Std.,   Mayor,   Ariz.     Dist.   Ranger,
Prescott  Natl.  Forest.
VAN  DoRAN,  RoBERT   M.,  901  W.  2nd  St.,  North  Platte,  Nebr.
WADE,  RoBERT V., U.S. Fish & Wildlife, Atlanta,  Ga.
WAITERS,   WARREN   W.,   Whlte   River   Natl.   Forest,   Glenwood   Springs,
Colo.
WEST.   DALE   W.,   213   S.   Hyland,   Ames,   Iowa.     Extension   Assoc.,   Seed
Lab.,  ISC.
WHITE,  RoNALD  A.,  Nicolet  Natl.  Forest,  Rhinelander,  Wig.
WILI.SON,  GEORGE  I.,  Long-Bell  Lumber  Co.,  Longview,  Wash.
1949
ALLEN,  MFREDJTH,  132  24th  St_.,  S.W.,  Mason  City,  Iowa.
ANDERSON.    RAYMOND    E.,    25    Maple    St.,    Merrimac.    Mass.      Resident
Forester,  New England Forestry Foundation.
BLACK,  RoBERT  E.,  Jcmez  Springs,  New  Mexico.     New  Mexico  Tbr.  Co.
BoycE,  JoHN  T.,  1415   2nd  Ave.  S.E.,  Cedar  Rapids,  Iowa.     Iowa  High-
way  Comm.
BROWN,  KENNETH  D.,  Box  1056,   WeedJ  Calif.     Long-Bell  Lbr.  Co.
BucKHOLZ.  JAMES  A.,  Frankfort,  Ky.     Kentucky  Division  of  Forestry.
CAREY,  RoBERT  E.,   P.  O.  Box   1490,   Flagstaff,  Ariz.     Forester,  Coconino
Natl.   Forest.
CooK,   CHARLES   F.,   Edward   Hines   IJbr.   Co.,   Chicago,   Illinois.
DEINEMA,   JoHN   W.,   631   E.   4   N.,   I.ogan,   Utah.     Range  Mgt.   Dept..
USAC.
DEKALB,   VICTOR   M.,   409   W.   Hcmpstead,   Fairfield,   Iowa.      Inspector,
Iowa State Highway Comm.
DENMARK,   EARLE  E.,   2507   So.  60th  Court,  Cicero,  Ill.     Edw.   Hines  Co.
DooLITTI.E,  DARI.E,  Box  43  M  N  RR  3,  Gainesville]  Fla.     Amer.  Llbr.  &
Treating  Co.
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O-NEILIS
ICE   CREAM
Has Been  the
Choice  of  I.S.C. I
Students
For  34  Years
O'NEIL
DAIRY  COMPANY
Phone   62
Since   l932  Its  Been
COE'S
For
FLOWERS
END
GIFTS
Two  Shops
Down town
and Campustown
Both  Shops  Members
lot  the   Florist
Telegrclph   Delivery   Assoc.
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CARR'S  POOL
Received  The  Highest
Awclrd  in   CI
Nationc[l  Contest
in   1946   for
SAFE,  CLEAN,  WATER
I.loth  SIl.                 Pllone  623-W
eaapedy
MEALS - IIUNCHEONS
FOUNTAIN  SERVICE
2512   I.incoh  WcIY
Ames,   Iowc[                   Phone   2822
Trow.s
Super  Service
PACKARD   AND   l^rILLYS
sales  AND  SERVICE
3336   I.incoln   Wc[y                    Amen
Phone   Cool
AmeI  Forelter
DoRAN,  SAM,1527  Burnett,  Ames,  Iowa.    Ames  Lbr.  Co.
DowNEY,  DANIEI.  A.,   Weed,  Calif.     Laborer,  Long-Bell  Lbr.  Co.
DREXLER.  RoBERT E.,  Grundy  Center,  Iowa.
EINSPAHR,  DEAN   W.,  Iowa  State  College,  Ames,  Iowa.     Grad.  Study  in
Forest  Mgt.
ENOS,  HowARD,  Red  Oak,  Iowa.    Iowa  Highway  Comm.
GoDDARD,  DoNALD W.,  Box  193,  Rt.  2,  Fair  Oaks,  Calif.
GossARD,  DEAN C.,  409 Frank St..  Council Bluffs, Iowa.
GRAHAM,  JAMES,   Florence,  So.  Carolina.     Amer.  Lbr.  &  Treat.  Co.
GRIST,  RICHARD  P.,  Red  Jacket,  W.  Virginia.     Forester,  Red  Jacket  Coal
Corp.
HARRINGTON,  THADDEUS   A.,111   Old  Federal  Bldg.,  Columbus  15,  Ohio.
Forestry  Aid   (Research)   SP-6  Central  States  Forest   Exp.  Station.
HASEK,  JoHN  M.,  Chicago  Mill  &  Lbr.  Co.,  Chicago,  Ill.
HATCHER,  Roy  G.,  Spearman  Texas.     Range  Conservation,  SCS.
HIGGINS,  RoBERT  F.,  Bend,  Ore.    Brooks-Scanlon Inc.-Shipping  Dept.
HuGHES, R.  F.,  Ft.  Dodge,  Iowa.    Hughes Bros.  Lbr.  Co.
HuGHES,  W.  G.,  Cedar Rapids,  Iowa.    Hushes Bros.,  Lbr. Co.
IpsEN,  LoRENZE  R.,  Schleswig,  Iowa.
JENSEN,  JENS  IC.,  Interior,  So.  Dak.     Natl.  Park  Service.
JoHNSON,   WILLIAM  A.,   1008  Poplar,  Atlantic,  Iowa.     Iowa  State  High-
way  Comm.
JoRDAN,   WILLIAM   R.,   Campbellsport,   Wig.     Wis.   Cons.   Comm.
KIEWEIJ,  RoBERT,  621   2nd  St.,  Clarkston,  Wash.     Potlatch  Forests  lnc.
LoERCH,  KARL  ARTHUR,  802  Fairmont  Ave.,  St.  Paul,   Minn.
LovESTEAD,  HowARD  S.,  Iowa  State  College.     Grad.   Student.
LuDEKE,   LyLE   E.,   1804   Oak   Hill   Lane,   Richmond   23,    Va.      Virginia
Sltate  Forestry.
McANDREW,   PHILIP  J.,  Sunflower  Mining  Co.,  Flagstaff,  Ariz.
McDADE,   EI.MER  F.,   208   W.   Main,   Medford,   Oregon.      Forestry  Aid~
Oregon  &  Calif.  Lands,  Bureau  of  Land  Management.
McEI.ROY,  JACK  W.,  c/o  USES,  Cass.  Arkansas.     Forester  USES.
McGRATH,  Tom.  6701  S.  Perry  Ave.,  Chicago,  Illinois.     Inside  Salesman,
Edw.  Hines  Lbr. Co.
MARTIN,  JoHN  R.,  Long-Bell  Lbr.  Co.,  Longview,   Wash.
Moony,  ELBRIDGE  R.,   127  Columbine  St.,  Sterling,  Colo.     Asst.  Mgr.  Jce
Fee  Appliances,  Inc.
MuNSON,  WIT.LARD  E.,  Long-Bell  Lbr.   Co.,  Longview,  Wash.
NILES,  JAMES  R.,  406  Niles  Ave.,  Roseville,  Calif.     Diamond  Match  Co.
OBYE,  KENNETH  D.,  Bailey,  Cola.     Forestry  Aid-General  SP-4  USFS.
OILSCHLAGER,  ELLSWORTH  E.,  319  Carolina  Ave.,  Bogalusa,  La.     Forester.
Gaylord  Container  Carp.
O'NEAL,   RoGER   E..   1203   22nd   Ave.,   Longview,   Wash.,     Weyerhaeuser
Timber  Co.
PARKER,  CHARI.ES  E.,  Iowa  State  College.     Grad.  Student.
PARSONS,  JoHN  W.,  Iowa   State  College.     Grad.  Student.
PERKIER, JoHN,  Madrid,  Iowa.
PETERSEN,   CHARLES  J.,  USFS  Sierra  Natl.  Forest,  California.
PETERSEN,   EMMANUEL   J.,   Ocean   Blvd.,   Empire,   Ore.     Bureau  of  Land
Management.
PETERSON.   ORIN  J.,  Long-Bell  Lbr.  Co.,  Longview,  Wash.
PIETSCH,   WESI.EY   W.,    1253   9[h   Ave.,   Apt.    No.   5,   Longview,   Wash.
Long-Bell  Lbr.  Co.
PosTON,  WILLIAM  E.,   1801   Hudson,  Longview,  Wash.     Lumber  Student.
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REYNOLDS,   EuGENE   I.,   Box    l28,   Virginia   Forest   Service,   Salem,   Va.
Service  Forester.
RoBERTSON,   GAYLORD   K.,   Pittsville,   Maryland.     Asst.   Dist.   Forester-
State of Md.
SAYERS,  EARL  S., Cascades  Plywood  Corp.,  Lebanon,  Ore.
ScHMII,I,  HowARI,  N..  Brute  Ranger  Station,  Brulc.  Wis.    Forest  Ranger.
ScHRADER, MAX  K.,  Burt,  Iowa.
SHERBRING,  MILTON  J.,  Ogdcn,  Iowa.     Northern  Natural  Gas  Co.
STRONG,  DoNALD  I.,  Ochoco  Ranger  Station,  Princville  Oregon.     USFS
S.P.-5  Fire Control  Aid.
SvIEN,  THOMAS  A..  Iowa  State  College.  Ames,  Iowa-Seed  Lab.
TALLEY,    JAMES   F.,    515    Arch,    Little    Rock,   Ark.      Fire   Control   Asst.,
Arkansas  Div.  of Forestry.
TIMKO,  PAUI.  A.,  430  16th  Ave.  S.W.,  Cedar  Rapids,  Iowa.     Iowa  High-
way  Comm.
TuRINSKI,  CHESTER,  Wis.  Cons.  Comm.,  Tomahawk,  Wig.
WEBBER,  DAVID  H.,  Iowa   State  College,  Ames,  Iowa.     Grad.  Student.
WHEAT,  JosEPH  GILLIT,  Coos  Bay,  Oregon.    Bureau  of  Land  Mgt.
WICKS,   WALLACE  W.,  639  Cedar  St.,  Roanokc  Rapids,  North  Carolina.
Field Rep.  for Halifax Paper  Co.,  Inc.
WILLASSON,   DoNALD.   707   Home   Park   Blvd.,   Waterloo,   Iowa.     Foster
Seed & Coal Co.
WoJOHN, KENNETH, TVA, Knoxville. Tenn.
WoRSTER,  JoHN  RAT.PH,  903  So.  2rld,   Fairfield,  Iowa.     SCS.
ZAIDLICZ,  EDWIN,  Newport,  Wash.     Asst.  to  a  Junior  Flunkey!
BARTLETT  Tree Trimming  Tools
E==RE---i-''EREJ;i-:-.z.I New    Catcllcq    and
Special    Price    List
for     Tree     Experts
rectdy   for    distribu-
`Lon      soon.      Write
for   your  free   copy
today.
PROPER  PRUNING  WII.I.   PROTE:CT  YOUR  mE:I:S
BARTLETT  MANUFACTURING  CO.
3063  I.  Grond  Blvd.                                                                                    Detroit,  Michigan
166 AmeJ   Forester
WHERE  TO   BUY
AUTOMOBILES
WhclttofI   Motor   Co.-I 18   Hclywclrd   ....______.
Trow's  Super  Servicre-3336  I.incoln  Way  ___-_-_-_I_-
Allen  Motor  Co.-5th  clnd  Douglas
MclthisCm  Motor  Co.-323  5th  Street
BOOKS
College  Book  Store|ampus
Student  Supply  Store-2424   Lincoln  Wc{y   _____ _.__._.  .__
BUILDING  AND  I.OAN
Ames  Building  and  Loan  Associcttion-300  Main  __ _
CLEANING
Lindquist    Cleclners-l20    Haywclrd    ..    ____..__.___.__.______.______.____ I_._____.___.____    l700
Amen   Pantorium+lO   Douglas   ____________
CLOTRING
Joe's   Men's   Shop-212   Main   ___,__.,....._
2536   Lincoln   Wcly
Berck's|heldon-Mann  Building
DAIZIY   PRODUCTS
Woodlcmd  ram  Dcliry-819  Lincoln-Way
O'Neil  Dcdry-308  5th  Street
Moore's   Dc[iry+28   5th   Street   _
DEPAIRmlmrT  STORES
Younker's   Ames  Store-323  Main
DRUGS
Peterson  Drug  Co.-2816   West  Street
Campus  Drug-2430   Lincoln  Way
ENGRAVING
Ames  Engraving  Co.-Tribune  Building
FLOVVERS
Evert's  Florists-208   Main
Coe's  Flower  Shop-2542  Lincoln  Wcly
Sheldon-Munn   Building
FOOD
I,-Wcly  Care-2418   Lincoln  Way
Topsy's  Core-l17  Welch
Campus  Gale-2512  Lincoln  Way
The  Gridrsheld'on-Munn  Building
Nibble  Nook-West  on  Lincoln  Wc[y
Wc[y  Side  Inn+05  Mctin
White   House  Boclrding  Club-2717   West   Stree,   _____  _.____.______.....__.___.__
F'URNITURE
Shiery's   Hardware   6   Furniture    Co.-121   Mclin   _____________._______     _    _______
Hoversten   Fumiture   Store-4ll2   Main   Street   _______________________.._._._.__.__``_
GROCrmES
Rushings   Super-Valu tsouth   of   Tracks   on   Kellcgg   __________.___.____________
Ames   wholesale   Fruit   a   Grocery-end   clnd   Elm   ___._.__ __._  .____.__________
HARDWARE
cclrr     Hardware~304-306    Main    Street     ._____________________________.._______________._
Nineteen  Fifty
2865
ll9S
54
490
Ilo
"lll
l819
1845
2822
1900
1840
3622
685
66
34
84
"124
l67
JIWHRY
Bates   Jewelers-2400  Lincoln  Way
ChclrleS  a.  Rcly,  Jeweler-220  Main
LUrmEm
Ames  Lumber  Co.-SOL  Lincoln  Way
H.  I.  Murm  Lumber  Co.-lO7  East Main
S.  Hanscn  Lumber  Co.-212  Dull
Schoeneman  Bras.  Co.-413   Northwestern
MOVING
Wilson  Transfer  a  Storage  Co.-ll3  Kellogg
Mctttox+20   Main
MUSIC
Eschbach  Music  House-302  Mctin
____  230W
PAINTS
Irvine's   Paint    a   Wall    PapeI'   Store~214    5,h   Street   .__________________..     ._._      765
PHOTOGRAPHS
Hill's  Studio-2530  Lincoln  WaylCollege  Town  Studic+log  Welch
PIPES
McGuire   I>ipe    a   Gift    Shoo-23l    Main   Street    _______.._.__.___________.______    _.____        Ilo
RECREAThON
Memc]rial  Union-Campus
Carr's  Pool-Eclst  loth  Street
SERVICE:  STATIONS
Riverside  Service  Stcttion-l408   Lincoln  Way
Sorenson  Oil Co.-Lincoln  Way  a  Elm
Ashley's  D-X  Service'-Mclin  a  Burnett
YclteS  Service   Station-SOS   DuII
SHOES
Trueblood's-  Shoe  Store-2544   Lincoln   Way   _  .________
2000
623W
l89l
(l62
760
309l
lOO4
SOFT  DRINKS
Ames   Dr.   Pepper    Bottling   Co.-105    Kellogg   _____.___________    __       ________._____    l73l
SPORT
Ames  Sport  Shop-2526  Lincoln  Way
i 6.* AmeS   Fo,'eJter
Nineteen   Fifty 169

Seniors
March or June Graduates
B.S.
M.S.
Pfl.D.
It's   time   to   think   of   your   future   membership   in   your
college  chib.
$10   will   make   you.   a   member   of  Memorial   Union   for
life   if   you   have   been   eurolled   at   lowct   State   foz-   12   or
more   quctrlers.
Every   senior   clnd   candidate   for   an   advanced   degree
may   save  as  much  as  $42  by  c[cting  now,  before  gradua-
ion.    Step  into  Room  236  of  the  Union  cmd  find   out  how
this  is  dc,ne.
Your   membership   fee   will   be   immedicrtely   invested   in
the  new  consmlction  now  under  way  cnd  wm  8Peed  the
day  when  these   two  greclt  Wings  mC[y  be  added  at  the
[ront ol  your
MEMORIAL     IJNION
your college club
C)
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